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Washington, D. C, May 24. Today is supposed to mark the crisis in
Thos. 13. Heed's career, as the speak,
er's power alone stands between the
wish of the American people for the
pHssuga of Morgan's belligerency resoHeed is said to have promised
lution.
McKinley that no matter bow determined the effort, he will prevent the
passage of the resolution by bis ruling,
until such a time as the passage will
not embarrass the administration io
the negotiations now proceeding.

CELEBRATION.

May 24. The
Viotoria is being

birthday of Queen
generally observed throughout the
Dotnlnion. Business is generally
suspended, and the religious services
ii
of the morning are followed by
manner uf spring festivities, to be
oonoluded with brilliant fireworks tbi
evening. This anniversarv is regarded
as marking in a measure, the opening
of the summer season, and so. apart
from its original significance, has come
to be a period of general
g
and rrjaicing, being possibly more
Humors are current
that the enthusiastically observed than in the
republican caucus will be called to mother country.
take action on the Cuban belligerency
INDEPENDENT
COMPANIES.
resolution of Senator Morgan. The
white house is alarmed at this coogres
sional phase of the situation. A caucus They Will Contlnua Bualneas and Fight tha
Bell Combine.
call will easily receive thirty-fiv- e
signa
lures. The result of a caucus is a
Pittsburg. Penn., May 24. It It
as belligweocy
foregone conclusion
would be .endorsed by s, four to one ofHcfally announcad that the independ
vote.
ent telephone companies will continue
do businees.
to
The independent com
Washington, . D. C, May 24.
believe the Berliner decision will
panies
Henry O. Havmeyer, president of the not irj'jre them. A national meeting
Amerioan sugar refining company, is being held in Terra Haute, this
and J. E. Searles, secretary, will be afternoon, and plans are being laid by
the independent companies to resist
placed on trial in the United States dis
action that may be taken, by the
any
on the charge of Bell
trict court,
telephono company.
snubbing the senate. The technical
New York, N. Y., Msy 24.
iodiutment is for refusing to answer
these questions : "'How much money Simultaneous with the announcement
has yonr company contributed to that 1,000 independent telephone com
will meet in Chicago to discuss
political parties." "To whom was panies
the campaign against the Bell tele
said money paid?"
comes the news that
Havenmeyer and Searles were in- gbone company,
dieted almost three years ago, but a the J. P. Morgan company, aided by
skillful lawyer succeeded in staving off heavy Bell stockholders, is preparing
the trial. It is not probable another to merge the interests of the Bell wito
the Western Union telegraph com
delay will be asked, or granted. The
and is expect. panies. Morgan practically formed
trial begins
the combination.
ed to coQsume several weeks.
merry-makin-

y,

-

International Cheas Match Postponed.
D. C, May 24
The international chess matih between
the house of representatives and the
British house of .commons, which was
to have been inaugurated, this evening,
in the room of the house oommittee on
foreign,. affairs, has been, postponed 4or
a week, owing to the fact that many cf
the proposed participants were unable
to be present. Ambassador Hay is to
represent the Americans in London,
while Sir Julian Pauncefote, the Brit
ish ambassador, has consented to rep
resent the bouse of commons.

Washington,

Wanamaker

Still Talking.

Chicago, Illinois, May 24 In
this city, last night, John Wanamaker
repeated his political talk, declaring
the great danger to the republican
party on account of the dilatory
methods of congress. He said that
McKinley began ali right, but the
platform pledged, bad not been carried
out. He, also, alluded to the lionlessncss of the Chioagoans, and denied
that he had given $1,000,900 to the
volunteers.
-

Capital Paid in
Surplus.

Chicago, Illinois,

24.

May

J.

DB.

M. CUNNINGHAM, President,

-

1Jt

Otbelia Mybrman, delegate front Illi
nois to the international convention of
the Independent Order of Good Temp
lars to be held at Zurich. Swi'zrland,
the veek of June 15th, left Chicago,
tn.day, for that place. The attendants
upon tbe international ouvention will
co uprise over 40u delegates represent
ing every country throughout the civil,
ized worll. Mrs. Myhrman is a promi
nent member of tbe organization, and
nas made ber Influence felt at past
conventions, by securing it he establish
ment of separate grand lodges for tbe
Scandinavian members cf tbe order in
the states of Minnesota and Massachusetts, and it U her Intention at the
coming gathering io endeavor to secure
a similar concession f ir tbu Scandina
vians of Illinois. Although the policy
of dividing tbe order in this manner
has been strenuously opposed in the
past, it is conceded that the organiza.
tion in the states named, has been more
prosperous since tbe recognition of the
Scandinavian element, and it is proba.
ble that Mrs. Myhrman will prevail in
tbe present instance.

German Catholic organization in the
north-wesis in progress,
Tbe
.Only Censure Received .
wer" inaugurated yesterceremonies,
D. C, May -- 24.day, (Sunday), with a parade parti'
J
Captain.. Bomeyn,. who was tried at. cipated Id' by fill the German Catholic
Fort McPherson, Ga , foa. assaultingiocieties cf Michigan, This was fol- Lieut, O'Brien, escapes wit a seyereAwwed by the oalebration of high mass
the president disapproving and a musical entertainmert in the
censure,
solemn rrquiem mass
the sentence of dismissal on aocourttof evening.
Korueyn's record and his approrcbiog was celebratd for the repose of de
retirement. Orders restoring hini to ceased members, and during the day
and banquet
duty until he retires on June 1st, were and erening a
lisued, this rfternoon. They severely was given.
Chief Arthur In Leadville.
Cansure r.iro 'or ins notion
Colo , May 24.
Chief
Denver,
panlsn hire on a
of
the
Brotherhood of locoArthur,
24.
The
Pa.,
May
Philadelphia,
will arrive in Lead,
steamship "Ethelred," was fired on by motive engineers,on an official visit to
ville,
a Spanish
t
while on tbe east
the order, there.
coast of Cuba, during a voyaga to this
Suicide from Censure,
shot
Thei
did
not
port.
injure her.
The 'Ethelred" sails under British
Cjcinhaw, Ohio, May 24 John
flag, and the captain is thoroughly in- Wolff.climbed to the, roof of trie big
censed at the outrage. A report has Mcerlio'
brewery, this morning, and
been made to the British consul and a
himself in a vat, The .foredemand for reparation will be made drowned
man bad censured him.
.
through the regular channels.
t,

y.

To-da-

y,

gun-boa-

Earle.

D:

C., Itasy
The senate was in session only seven
minutes,
immediately after
the reading &f the journal Senator
Tiliman announced th dea'h cf his
eoileagne, Senator Eirle. The cecal
Seua.-to-r
then arf mrned until
Elect Matlory, pf Florida, was presr
to-da-

In an Asyltiaa.

Boston, Massachusetts, May 94.
Captain J. Henry Taylor, past commander of the Ancient and honorable
artillery company, feas beep sent to an
insane asylum.

The African Situation.
LoNpON, England, May 24

News
was received here, to day, tht war
ent out was not sworn ii,
may break out in the Transvaal before
Tho hoo'e a'oo ra'et and arfj')Drn"d the Jubilee fetes begin.
fo respect to the lte Senator IC'irle. '
TlfP?oluton Approved.
Washj NijTfiJ, if V., May J .The
Arreted tar Riot.
S. president approved the Cuban- - relief
Asms, Colo., May
resolution shortly before
o'clooL
of
ssv-inthe
Wolf, president
Fidelity
to,day.
buililinsr sssoclftlioT', of Danver,
iifrid n),ort,
?.h BTcsnfd, to day, charged wish
Nkw York, N. Y., May 24 To
riot. He was" endeavoring to eMlfot
from Owner of bili!difif!j and a ball million dollars in
gold will
In. 4 pppsiructed. bo shijiped by
tiu
steamers.

f..I.
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THE

SAVINGS BANK.

Paid up capital, $30,000.

No deposits received of less

than SI.
Interest paid on all deposits of $0 and ovar.

Ask for;
"Our Pointer,"
"B. & F." MyJChoice,"
"La Libertad."
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Wholesale

o Grocers and Wool Dealers.
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The American Cigar Company

ft

101,1102

goods are made at
home, free from artificial
flavor. Pure Havana.

i All

Old P. O. Stand,

O

fBY

(3

Manufactured by

SPAT IN HIS PACe,

(ic!

Q

The following brands of cigars:

.

00.!

f

Treat.

ra

themselves.

an Italian VenJetU

Q os kins,

yonr earnings by depositing tham in tha Las Visas Savibss Basik, when
bay will bring yon aa Income. ' Krery dollar saved, is two dollars mada."

bar-roo-

I ha Act Will Cause

D. T.

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS, President

Accounts Received Subject to Check.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits.

,

Hehrt Gokx, Prea
H. W. Kkllt. Vice Pres.

LAS VEGAS
CS-Sa-

'

F. B. JANUARY, Assistant Cashier
EST I9TXBEST PAID ON T1.1IIB DJIPOB1T8

.

NO. 101

JOHN W. ZOLLAK,Viceresident.
A. 11. SMITH, Cashiw
L. F. ADAMS, Assistant Cashier.

rilANK BPBINGEB,
D. T. HOSKIN3, Cashier.

.

John McKenna, a well known
sportlog man, recently from New York,
is still alive, but death is momentarily
expected, and Samuel II. McCall, lies
dead at tbe morgue. The double mur
der took place, yesterday, at Orchard
place, an unsavory resort in a suburb
of this city. McKenna and McCall
were in Joe Lowe's saloon, when they
were called out to talk with a couple
of men named Kirtbards, father and
son, w no were repairing a ditch near
by. The whole party were in liquor,
and a Iracas ensued, and when it was
over the dead man and dying one were
pioked. up from the grass, near tbe
irrigating ditcb, and carried to the
nearest building, tbe
The
Kirthards are in jiil. They say they
were assanlted by McCall and McKenna
wah guns, and killed them to defend

Sixth Street.

AND

GROSS1

104 NORTH 2ND
ST.. St. LOUIS. MO.

D
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In

Chicago.

BRUTAL

Mrs

.

In Respcet to Senator

At noon,

w

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

0100,000.
60,000.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

r

BROWNE &

Sold on

Installments'

ii
i4

MANZANARpS
COMPANY
EastLas Vegasjand

We have just received a full assortment.
Also all kinds of POULTRY NETTINQ,
SCREEN WIRE, SCREEN DOORS, FENCE
WIRE and all seasonable goods to besold
at the lowest possible prices at the - - -

Soeorro; New Mexico

Wholesale Grocers. Wool, Hides,
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural Implements. Alfalfa, Grass, Cane

knives.

Meet Other Delegates.

To-d-

Washihoton,

24.

The
CmcAOO, Illinois, May 24.
foundation for a vendetta of the most
approved Italian type, was laid in
when
Judge Pajae's court,
Vincenzo Salerno deliberately spat, in
the faoe of Louis Cicero. Tha sequel
to the romance of Salerno is that, some
months ago Cicero accused Rosina
Mara of stealing $10 from him, but!
Rosina Mara and Vincenzs Salerno
bad a different tale to tell. Although
they are married, the wife retains her
maiden name. She and ber husband
testified that Cicero had given her the
money to Induce ber to rnn away with
him. She turned the money over to
dOOD TEMPLARS.
ber husband and laughed at Cicero.
Mr. Othella Myhrman Qoes to Switzerland to Tbe men now threaten to meet with

'The Money Left In a Car.
Chicago, Illinois, May 24. Twelve
thousand dollars in United States legal
tender notes, left in a Rock Island rail
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION.
road car, by a forgetful passenger was
to
and
earned from Chicago
Joliett
St. Joseph' Society
Celebrate! Its Fif
found there by James Pollard, a" car- tieth Year ol Life.
turned the
cleaner, who has,
money over to the owner. The man
Detroit, Michigan, May 24. The
who lost the money is M. E. Brigg, a
cornmnrcial traveler of this city, and celebration of tbe fiftieth anniversary
the money represented the savings of of St. Joseph's society, the oldest

years.

Uknver, Colo., Stay

wf

l'K'tKir !:pe. tul Column when
g In Maru uf Anytliln

First National Bank

OF LAS VEGA8.

m

To-day-

CANADA'S

J

(Go

EVENING, MAY 24. 1897.

Sanftfiguel National Bank.

h

Montreal, Canada,

ahaa. m mm

La,

17

CRIME CALENDAR

Omen Victoria To-dIt Kecalvlng Congratula
tions the World Ovar.

Possibility Causes the
ministration to Tremble for
the Result.

.1 A,,aXJL

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, .MONDAY

porting rvien mur
London, England, May, 24. To i wo
in
in a Drunkdered
Denver
the
seventy-eightis
day
anniversary
of the birth of Queen Victoria, and the
en Quarrel.
onoaslon Is being celebrated throughout
the United
and the oolonlei
LUETGERT MURDER CASE
CRISIS IN REED'S CARREER with the Kingdom
and
ringing of church-bell- s
firing of salute.
The Sugar Kings Will be Tried
Counties) messages of conratula. Crimes, Suicides and Convictions
's
Hons have been received by ber majes
Chronicled by
Press
to Answer the
ty during the put twenty four hours
Paragraphs.
Senate's CUarge.
from tbu beada of almost every govern
ment, as well as from the represents- $12,000 FOUND IN A CAR
VICTOR I A'S ANNIVERSARY tives at the court of St. James.
Its

DEGT AVA! LADLE COPY

TOWN HARDWARE

OLD

PASTIME.

Flzhts a Wildcat Thirty Minutes lor
a Parse of $aoo. ..

A Negro

Tampa, Florida, May 24
Sports
park was tbe scene of a finish
fight, yesterday afternoon, by a twenty-fiv- e
pound wild cat and "Sam," a Jamaica negro. The negro was promised
f I'UO if he succeeded lifkilling tbe wild
cat inside of thirty minutes with bare
bands, and no kicking, and Sam took
the money. At least 500 people wit
nessed the battle which was bloody from
beginning to end. Tbe cat bad been
starved and tortured until it was in a
frenzy. The negro was frightfully torn
about tbe arms, chest and thighs, but lie
nauy got the cat by tbe throat and
strangled it to death, then the negro
fainted from loss of blood.
man

5 500

Cents.

121-- 2

Lunches.

Oranges, Strawberries,

Turkey, May 24.
feeling is reported here,
There is the bitterest
again,
feeling against the royal family. The
popular desire for a change seems irresistible.
The Greeks have formed a second
line of defense at Thermopolae.
y.

Notorioua Bandit Captured.

A. DICK

Elegant

Pants, $4 up.
$12.50 up.

'llSliSlt

SPECIAL

tailor-mad- e

iiuits,

.By a.

F o R, 10 DAYS ONL-

ffl

t.B!5 jXettletotTs
MaStf

.Ho

fit-.-

Jul
-

of an Elegant
g Consisting
Trunks and valise
Orders taken for
and . Percale
Shirts mode to order.
White,-Chevio-

.

.laD-U-

tis in Command.

Pbsfeb, Colorado,

May

t

LEWIS.

AMOS-F-

E. S. Qtis arrived here, this morning,
from Van Couver, U. c aonompanied
by his aides and. family. Je iromedi,
ately assumed cbarsre of the depart,
meot of the Cqlprado, relieving Colonel

Marriam,

.,

,

Metal Market.

N.
cents.

Y.,

Msy 24.

i

Veqas.

j

Parties going to Mount
ain resorts or s,
will
find it to their interest to
pic-nlc-

call

It is

at

St., for
Eclooato

COOLEY'S Bridge
rates-Fin-

e

Ttfour Huwoia

Livery.
Wild Canoareta.

Cnndy Cntbiir.ic, cure constlpntion forever.
druwisi. reluad money.

10c, Sc. If C. C. C. rail,

o3V

Orders taken for Ready
made Suits from $3.00 t

120.00.

00

an established fact that our prices are the ruling monarchs of the
They hav won every battle vtt
Now they have declared war against our entire stock of day.
fought.
merchandise, watch, them ' you will
see, they will once juore be victorious.

We Offer for This Week

.

East Las

24.-G- en.

I
I

line of Shirts, Underwear, Gloves, Tics, etc., Hats, Caps,
H Shoes,
S
yat 10 per cent lcis than offered in the Tomtory.
7
ana
maKe
j. guarantee nr,
m
style ol everything made to order.

T

C0

Bain Wagons.

m

Cor-nelio

YOkk,

Domestic Grocerie

lite

Monclova, Mexico, May 24.
Caoo, one of the most notorious
bandits In northern Mexico, who re.
Curad ot Rheumatism.
oently escaped from the army, where
Decatur, III.,
he was serving a sentence for bis
April 23rd, 1S97.
Chabi.es
has
been
Wright:
orimes,
captured at Parras,
.Dear Sir: I reut svrl monthi at tbe
and will be taken to SaltiJIo for trial. Arkanaaa
bot springs, but found do relief.
After drinking your Onava. water two
.'
months. I wa cured of rheumatism of
Blew 0f Hs Head.
truly,
Atlanta, Georgia, May 2. James seventeen years' standinar.BAMYour
U. ULORES.
P. Crockett, tbe wealthiest citizan of
Cured of Catarrh .
Atlanta, blew bis: bead off,
Catarrh cannot be cured. I have learned
shot-guwith a double-barre- l
Tbe by a aad experience that catarrh cannot
oase is wrapped in mystery, as Crockett ba cured bv jubilations or by Internal
mrdicine. On these I apsnt 300 without
recently netted $200,000, in a real relief. The Alterative
Water entirely
estate speculation,
cured me ip eight weok.

New

Farinaceous

Imported and

Cherries,

JAMES

Vegetables,

Goods. NavajolBlankets.

Feeling Again Riflns--.

Athens,

Opn.

and

All kinds of fresh vegetables.

Dlaappolnted Offica.5eeker Suicides.
Freepoet, Illinois, May 24 George

Revolutlonery

Fence Wire, Nails, Picks and Shovels, Blasting and Giant Powder,
Cement, Sheep Dips, Sulphur,
Wool Sacks, Dried Fruits, California and Eastern Canned Fruits

packages Lion Coffee

ift Boiled Ham, jnst the thing for

Chicago, Illinois, May 24. In the
the
Lnetgert proceedings,
prosecution promisee a sensation by
producing the man who heard tbe
woman's screams tbe night Luetgert
is siiegea to nave tbrown bis wife in
the vat. However, just before the
hearing commenced a report was
circulated that a woman answering tbe
aesoripttoo ol Mrs. Luetgert had been
found ten miles from Kanosha,

V. Brown, of Freeport, Illinois, whose
body was' found in the river, yester- day, committed suicide because be
failed to receive an appointment from
He lost a fortune a few
McKinley.
years ago, and dnnng tbe last campaign woiked hard for the republican
success.

Ranch and
Mining Supplies.

m

Murder Caa. ProEreailnt.

Silver,

and Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed
Wheat

STORE.

Ladies' Dress Skirts
We offer as
follow, for

this week

Skirt worth $2.50 for
Skirt worth $3.50 for
Skirts worth $4.50 for Skirts Worth $5,00 for -

$,9Q
S2.90
ffi3.90
f34.40

Men's- Fancy Bosom Shirts
-

With hxtra Cuffs

Worth $1.25 for $i.00
Emanuel Kosenwa!

Ladies Shirt
Waists
We will '

;

offer

at

GreatlyReduced Pirices.
We handle the celebrated "Bee Hive" Brand
each
garment guaranteed to fit and give satisfaction ' We
have on display fifty different kinds all made of
newest material with detachable cuffs and collars. the
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 55c Price was 859
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 85c Price was $1.15
--
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South Side of Piaza.
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THE DAILY OPTIC. HIE
The People's Paper.
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CHE MOST EXALTED RULER IN

WOULD

llli Mind Imagines that lis It
Klag of All the Other Klugs, Prince,
and Potentate on Earth A Vl.lt to
Europe.

The shortest way to do many things
la to do only one thing at a time.
The man who goes out of office aa
pleasantly as he does In la a very rare
Individual.
"Give us this day our dally Moody"
foe th epraycr of all cities. With
so much backsliding, evangelist work
should be continuous.

should

i

The Springfield (Mass.) Republican
rebukes Mr. Roosevelt for using the
word ;cops." Now that he Is In' the
navy tie will drop "cops" and say
"tars" and "salts," and use other Important marine expressions.
Bishop Seymour bf'the diocese of Illinois has placed repentant dancers on
their feet agalno to speak, by saying that God' has not cursed dancing;
that it la the poetry of motion, and not
Inherently evil. The bishop also haa
liberal views as to the drama, which he
considers not in Itself evil. The young
people will douibtle8s hasten to agreo
with the bishop, whatever hesitancy
their elders may exhibit in adopting
the bishop's views.

'

The Jail in Barnstable, Mass., Is an
easy going place, according to a local
paper. It says that E. C. Knapp, who
is supposed to be serving a five years'
sentence for stealing national barrk
funds, was recently seen in the streets
in prison garb, giving the wife of the
Another conjailer bicycle lessons.
vict, named Lewis Rogers, was recently
allowed to take a cow to Yarmouth and
back while the sun was bright and the
air invigorating for a pleasant walk.

.

THE WORLD.

,

n

Silence Boldom makei a mistake.

'

KING OF PERSIA.

NCE again It Is

mJ

an- -

dead; but the new
of Kings
who now reigns In

"King

Teheran.

Hia

heard of
:he Intention of the King of Slam to
ie present at the rejoicings in honor
)f Queen Victoria, and orderea ma ambassador
in England to discover
whether the presence of hia august
Oriental self would be appreciated.
Lord Salisbury and hia cabinet, It is
maprteri nrntetrt tn a man. "There
"What on
a nowhere to put him,"
jarth could wa do with him?" and
'Where could we place a monarch of
mch exalted Ideas of his own import
ince in the processions?" These and
remonstrances
)ther Interrogatory
were hurled at the Persian- minister,
ind his excellency, being a sensible
.'ellow. wired to his monarch: "Better
some next year, queen monopolizes too
much attention this year.. No proper
However, the
ippreclatlon for you."
rnmnr has paused the DaDers to be
Jooded with personal descriptions of
:he new monarch, who seems to be a
pery busy man. He rises early, per
forms his devotions, has a thin piece
)f pasty German bread and a glass of
jweetened tea. Then, at about eigne
Mnlestv

-

A

dispatch from Constantinople says:
The Greek patriarch issues an official
report that there were 700 persons
killed, including a number of Greeks,
In the recent massacre at Tokat. The
porte, fearing an outbreak here, has
arrested eighty Armenian, suspects. It
Is stated that the sultan is soliciting an
explanation through the Turkish ambassador at St. Petersburg of the concentration of Russian troops upon the
Turkish frontier. On the other hand,
the rumor is revived of the existence
of a secret treaty, by the terms of which
Russia undertakes to uphold the integrity of Turkey, who thereby becomes
her vassal. It is alleged that there can
be no other reason for Russia's unexpected attitude toward Greece.
Destructive spring freshets have occurred this season over a wider area
than ever before in the history of the
North American continent. There is
but one cause the destruction of the
forests. The Immediate results, loss
of human life and loss of valuable
property, are lamentable enough; but
the more remote consequences are matters of even greater publlo moment.
The final consequence ts barrenness,
uninhabitableness. - The general awakening to the neceslty of a united movement for the preservation of the forests that remain and the restoration of
wooded areas where they are needed
has been delayed too long. This is one
of the most important questions before
the people of thia continent.
So far as the government of Manitod
parochba Is concerned, the
ial school question has been settled by
the enactment by the legislature of a
bill carrying into effect the provisions
of the compromise recently agreed upon
between the Dominion and Manitoba
ministries. Under this settlement provision is made for religious teaching in
the schools at the close of the day's
sessions, the teaching to be Catholic or
Protestant, according to the wishes of
the parents, and attendance thereon to
be voluntary. The arrangement also
provides for the employment of Cathteachers, accordolic .or
ing" to the religious preferences of a
certain proportion of the parents, and
for the use of French In schools where
a certain number of pupils speak
French as their native language.
long-vexe-

ic

Treaties have been negotiated between President Kruger of the South
African Republic and President Steyn
of the Orange Free State which amount
almost. J:a federation of thetwo UtyeH
Dutch, republics: under
the .treaties, which await the ratification 6f the Volksraads, thb two republics agree to aid each othe'r In case of
attack, and the burghersgf eacn state
are given the franchise in either reThe South African Republic
public.
thousand men
has about twenty-flv- e
available for military service, and the
Orange Free State has seventeen thousand. This alliance has been hastened
by the disturbed relations, between the
South African Republic ami England.
d
of
The fact that' 'morel than
the white population of Cape Colony is
in
Dutch in origin, and to some extent
"
sympathies, has also a bearing upon
any contest between Dutch and English
for supremacy.
one-thir-

Mississippi is getting
down where it belongs there is great
joy all along the line. The father of
rivers ought to learn to keep quiet after
all these years, but It is doubtful If it
ever will. It is one. of nature's troublesome children and It was born that
way.
Now

that, the

The northern funny writers would
do well to let southern dialect alone
until they have learned it better. There
is no state in the Union, North or
South, In which anybody but a funny
writer says "sah" for "sir."
The Spiritualists have forbidden
dancing on their Indiana grounds,
while only recently an orthodox divine
was speaking tolerantly of this popular exercise. The terpslchorean difference of opinion seems destined never
to be settled.
The women of Chicago

who

have

bir11ess bonnet crusade are
started
receiving a good deal of encouragement. Certainly the bird of the bonnet should bo abolished.
Especially
fchoula this be the case with all theater
hats.

THE KING OF PERSIA.
j'clock, he receives' his ministers. He
a slovenly In habit, and walks up and
lown the room with his slippers
indeed, the reason he parted
with his first wife was because sue
:onstantly complained ho did not wash
aimself. He dictates dozens of letters,
lears dispatches read and attends mln
itelv to every detail of business. This
son'tinues for six hours at a stretch.
Then he has his principal meal. All
:he food la carefully prepared, and a
prince of the royal blood is responsible
:hat no tricks are played. Every dish,
is it Is sent from the kitchen, is seal- d. and the seals are broken in the
overelgn's presence. The shah, ac
lording to etiquette, eats alone.. For
nerly he squatted, and ate from a big
But since
xay Dlaced on the floor.
.'oming to Teheran he has been per
suaded to sit upon a matress and eat
from a table about a foot high. At
Jrst a chintz cloth was on the table,
jut he was told it would be much
llcer if he had a white cloth, and so
i white cloth Is now used. Between
3fty and sixty dishes are served, but
Ha Majesty touches only two or three.
first he will eat greased rice, followed
jy a chicken or some grilled morsels
)f mutton, laid between two sheets of
:hln bread quite the ordinary Persian
!are. Knives and forks are things unknown at court, and the king eats
jverything with his fingers greased
Ice, mutton and fruit. His favorite
lellcacy Is marrow, and he loves to
stick his hand among the rice search
ng out bones from which he can suck
:he marrow.
Then the Bhah has an hour's sleep,
ind when he awakes is served with
some glasses of tea. For the rest of
:he day until he retires to hia harem,
jrhere he takes his supper, he amuses
ilinselt with working a little telegraph instrument, playing backgam-no- n
withr his ministers who are care-'notfto win setting and resetting
jlants-Inthgardens or taking photo-;raphThe shah Is quite an expert
:amera fiend himself, and some of his
pictures are stated to be really
JHe enjoys being photograph-i- d
lUSfit he has a positive mania to
e taken 'In, every conceivable attitude
md dress, Pl has been photographed
are photographs of
n bed,
Hbs NJjfjesty in the attire of a Prussian
jfflcer, and even as a high church Eng
Both officer and
lish' clergyman.
lergyman were present at a levee, and
:he monarch' sent word that they were
both to stay after the general guests
Then he borrowed their
iad left.
ilothes and was duly "taken."
g;

FOR "DOGGIE'S COT."
Novel Entertainment In London to En
dow Metis for rets In a HopllJ.
The dogs of England are going to establish a free bed in the Great North
ern hospital of London, says the New
York Herald.
It will be called the
"Doggies' Cot." They will provide the
funds necessary by giving entertainments, which will be under the super
vision of Mrs. Herbert Alllngham of
London.
Mrs. Alllngham la credited
with originating the idia and society
high and low gives enthusiastic In
dorsement. According to the plans
made the dog circuses with which the
united kingdom is familiar will be
completely outdone. Mrs. Alllngham ia
in dally receipt of many offers from
dog owners tendering the services of
their pets. Thus far more than 1,000
dogs, all capable of performing various
tricks, have been placed on the eligible
Hat. It is Intended to utilize aa many
of these as possible. These entertainments will be hold all over the united
kingdom, patronesses being selected for
them aa for any public affair which
endorses. Regular programmes
will be outlined and the dogs will solicit contributions from those who attend. The first of these entertainments
waa given a few day8 ago at the residence of Mrs. Henry Majoribanka, in
the west end. Mra. Maporibanks is one
of London's social leaders and her
home was thronged with guests to see
this, the most novel performance of the
sort which London has seen. The company present gathered in the
of the Majoribanka residence, at one
end of which a miniature stage had
been erected. An orchestra had been
secured and the overture was played
Just as well as if it had occurred In
Her Majesty's theater, only In lesser
degree. Following this a huge St. Bernard marched solemnly out from the
wings and barked what was charitably
supposed to be an announcement of
what the programme would contain.
At the conclusion of his speech the big
dog sat upright for half a moment, in
place of the customary bow and then
retired, barking gleefully in response
to the applause. The first performer
was a skye terrier, belonging to H. C.
She
Williams of Grosvenor square.
trotted to the front of the stage, sat
up primly for a moment surveying the
audience, aai then, seizing her tall In
her mouth and every one knows how
diminutive a skye terrier's tail 18 enacted the part of a whirligig until the
onlookera' heads were fairly dizzy.
Next camo a French poodle, with a bar- rel. which he proceeded to roll DacK
ond forth across the stage, with hia
front paws thereon. Next he mounted
the barrel and rolled It along, while
turnlnc solemnly about He rolled him
"self into the winga and out of sight
without leaving his perch. There was
a long programme and all the perform
era were pet dogs.
ty
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POSTMASTER

OF NEW YORK.

dornellns Van Cott, Recently Appointed
by President McUinley.
Cornelius Van Cott, recently ap
pointed postmaster of New York by
President McKinley, has been promi
nent in local and state politics for
many years. In 1891 he was a candi

date for governor in the state

con-

vention, and, although he has not oc-- c
lpied many offices, ho has been for
He was
years a power In politics.
n iade postmaster by President Harri-- s
:n and filled that important position
a )ly.
Years ago Mr. Van Cott was
given a subordinate position in the
customhouse, and got Into politics
with the aid of Hiram Barney. In
1873 Mayor Havemeyer appointed him
fire commissioner; and he acted aa
He worked
treasurer, of the board.
hard as' a commissioner, but his efforts were unappreciated, and he left
the place, to open an insurance business downtown. He figured strongly
In the fight on the above ground sysand lived to see
tem of
the day when the city was forced to
take the action he had so urgently
recommended. For a quarter of a
century he represented the seventh
district on the Republican state comIn 1S87 his senatorial dismittee.
trict sent him to the upper house of
the legislature by the largest Republican vote ever cast in that district.
He was voted for by many Democrats,
and his majority staggered hia opponent. Mr. Van Cott comes of sturdy
wire-stringin- g,

lal-g-

left

74,000,

and Sir Joseph

Boehm, the sculptor, 47,276. Another
Ich sculptor was Sir Francis Chantrey.
who bequeathed 100,000 to the Royal
Axanemy for the purchase of modern
works of art. Turner left
140,000.
"it those living,
Sir Edwln-Burnlones is supposed to earn a larger ln- lonie than any other British artl.3t.
There aro wealthier painters, such as
4r. Val Prinsep, but their fortunes are
lerived from private sources. The in- omo earned by the late Sir John Mil- a:s at one period excieuea iZO.000 a

;;ir.

and most respected
citizens of Wisconsin. He has long
the
before
been
public aa an educator and successful
business man. For
the past fifteen years he has been engaged in the banking business, and at
of
the present time la
the . First National bank of Mineral
Point. He was one of the Incorporators of the Mineral Point Zinc company, in 1883, and since that time
has been Identified with the Interests
of that company as secretary and as
treasurer. He has been mayor of the
city and a member of the board of
In
regents of the state university.
1894 Mr. Jones waa elected a member
of the legislature of Wisconsin, and
was
in 1896 by the largest
majority ever given a candidate for
the legislature. Mr. Jones 1b a native
of Wales, and Is 63 years old. Aa a lad
of 7 he came to America and 8ettled
with his parents in WUconsin. After
passing through the common schools
he entered the state normal school
and qualified for a teacher's place. He
was .afterward principal of the city
schools of Mineral Point, and filled
that position ably for several years.
he was elected superintendent
of the public schools for Iowa county,
at the expiration of his
and
term. Then he studied law and was
admitted to the bar, but abandoned
the law . for the more profitable pur- -

Ifli
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gestions about the steamer chair and
rugs. Sometimes one can eat on deck
whes It Is fatal to go below, and then,
If the deck steward is obliging, he
the larger part of what would
go to the table steward In regular
course. If the weather Is at all fair
It la most agreeable to find one'a chair
well placed and the ruga dry every
morning, especially If one Is Inclined
to seasickness. Moreover, this steward
is the one who continuously brings
sandwiches and broth on deck, and, aa
he is obliged himself to fee the cook'a
assistant to get these articles prepared, It is clear that he should be well
remembered at parting, if anyone la.
On many lines hia pay, like that of
most of the stewards, is not higher
than $12 a month, and the company.
on general principles, keeps back one-thito pay for breakage. Another
third goes to the cooks in fees. Where,
therefore, would he be without his
tips?
rd

An Exiled King's Request.

Even a king can learn something
from experience, and can finally appreciate that the motion of the world
carries royalty as well as other things
ilalong with It. This possibility is
lustrated in a way at once amusing
and pathetic by a letter which th
consul-generof the Niger Coast Protectorate recently received fiom Nana,
once a king of some eminence as African kings go, but for several years
past a sorrowing exile at Accra, with
al

'lP'
WILLIAM

A.

JONES.

suit of banking. He was married in nothing to do except to meditate upon
the disastrous results of what, for a
1881 to Miss Sarah A. Ansley of Minfew days, he thought was a war with
eral Point
Great Britain. "I used to think my
country big," he writes, "and no man
Millions of Railway Tickets.
Last year there were issued In the fit or able to touch me, but I have
United Kingdom a little over 911,000,-00- 0 now been away from my country nearrailway tickets, exclusive of sea- ly three years and have seen the world,
son tickets and workmen's weekly and I know I have been very foolish."
tickets. It Is not easy to realize such He asks the consul to remember that
a number. If they had to be carried wisdom was not to tat axpected of a
from London to Edinburgh in a mass man who had never left his native
it would require one hundred railway village, and says that the first real
trucks, each carry ten tons. If they instruction he ever received was when
were stacked one upon another in a the English
bombarded
single column they would attain a him. "I learn big lessons now," the
height of five hundred miles, and if laid letter proceeds, "for I lose all my carend to end in ti line the line would be goes, all my cash, all my houses, and
d
my town is now only sand and bush.
longer than the equator.
All my people are far away, and many
of my family killed by the ship.
I
Lady Helen Stwart.
Lady Helen Stewart is reported to be think your queen she punish me plenengaged to Rt. Hon. Arthur J. Balfour, ty. I beg you, consul, to ask queen to
Conservative leader In the British let me sit down by my river before I
die. I swear I never do wrong again,
V
but will make small placa for trade.
In one river close for Sapele. I hear
queen have big play for this year because she live long past other king or
I beg you ask her to have
queen.
mercy on me and pity my case."

C1RL APPEARS AND VAN1SHE3
LIKE A FAIRY.
Strange Duality Tlmt Is rustling Sclen-tlsThe Girl's Ouzo Is More
Than the
She Can
Travel Unnoticed Through Space.
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Gladstone as a Linguist.
Gladstone, Justin McCarthy writes,

CORNELIUS VAN COTT.
Dutch stock. He u a
man,
and started out in life with nothing
self-ma-

but brains and determination for his
capital. He has never sought office.
A Great Stone at Baalbec
Dr. Myer, in his work entitled "Re
mains of Lost Empires," says: Nothing

teaches more impressively man's frailty than his unfinished undertakings.
Lying in the quarry near the Syrian
city of Baalbec is the largest worked
stone in the World, a gigantic block
nearly 70 feet in lengthy almost detached and ready for transportation to
Its niche in the Titanic platform of the
Temple of the Sun. ,It seems as though
the workmen had just momentarily left
their labor, and we fancy that we must
soon see them returning. But forty
centuries or more ago some providential emergency called them from their
work; and there lies the huge block.
and yonder Is the cyclopean wall with
its vacant niche, one of the most striking and Impressive of the unfinished
labors of the world. And so the colossal Kntub Minar, though a finished
column in Itself, is but a fragmentary
memorial of a gigantic, unfinished plan.
and as such it will doubtless stand to
teach many generations yet to come
that, though man may propose, Heaven
will dispose.

LADY STEWART,
house. She is the daughter and favorite child of the Marquis and Marchon-es- s
of Londonderry.
Story of the Duke of Norfolk.
is said that recently the Duke of
Norfolk, while walking through the
streets of London, happened to see an
old lady In evident distress. She
wanted a cab, anu could not attract the
cabman's notice.' His Grace called a
vehicle, and saw her into It safely. To
his surprise he found three coppers
slipped into his hand, and the old lady
eald: "There you are, my man, go and
get yourself a glass of beer!"

It

had a profound sympathy with Italy
a strong passion for Italy very much
like the passion which Byron had for
Greece. He loved the language the
literature, the country, and the people.
He spoke Italian with
marveloua
fluency and accuracy. An eminent
Italian Jold me once that Gladstone,
when speaking Italian, fell quite naturally Into the very movement and
gestures of an Italian. If Gladstone, he
said, were to address the representative chamber in Rome, every one present would take him for an Italian-o- nly
it was possible that the Tuscan
might think he was a Roman, and that
the Roman would set him down as a
Tuscan. Whenever he needed rest he
almost always sought it under the skies
of Italy. Gladstone spoke French with
perfect fluency, but with a very marked
accent.
Indeed, his speeches in the
house of commons were always delivered with an accent which told unmistakably of the "North Countree." From
his forbears he got the tones of Scotland; and then Lancashire has a distinct accent all to herself. I have a
strong impression that some at least of
the influence of Gladstone's finest
speeches In the house of commons
would have been a little marred if they
had been delivered in the commonplace accent of West End London

, Japan's Bad Coal.
Japan has a practically inexhaustible
supply of coal, but it is not liked because Its combustion produces dense
No great man ever had time to play
volumes of smoke that makes it discheckers in the middle of the day.
agreeable in factories anr! on steamers. Atchison Globe..
so-cit-y.
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LFA, the girl with
two aelfs, continues to mystify the
of
South
people
Bond,

Ind.,

her wonderful

With
psy-

rr.

temple, diagrams, inscriptions, position of altar, furniture and people to
a secret order which proved a revelation to even tho masters of the organization, Intimate as their knowledge is
of the higher inanlfestationa of true
PBychic power,
Another time, while sitting at an organ, Ramon put Elfa In pBychoma.
Very soon a rapt expression came over
her face, and also indicating that she
was listening to something unheard by
those present. All at once, wonderfully harmonious, but strange and weird
chorda were heard, evidently the prelude to a grand ceremonial chant.
When that was finished she asked for

writing materials, and reproduced the

which
subsequently
doings. composition,
to be written In ancient MonkJust what Dart in proved
thia glrl'a remark ish Latin, and one of the hymns used,
able development in the rltea of a famous brotherhood
her teach by whom it la fully acknowledged.

chological

Ramon,
er, haa taken, he
declines to discuss.
Of the girl he
talks unreservedly, from a scientific
standpoint. "To begin with," explains
Ramon, "it all rests upon the arousing
of the higher and inner consciousness,
to understand the wonderful power
contained in your own mind, and last,
hut by no means least, It la necessary
to have some knowledge of the limitless forcee In space, chief among which
Is magnetism. The fuller the compre
hension of the Individual powers, and
their correlation with the higher forces
of, the universe, the clearer you see
through things that are, and ever will
be, inexplicable mysteries to others.
Some certain Individuals are endowed
by nature with a realization of these
qualifications, and, although capable of
(cxercislng a wonderful Influence for
the benefit of others, remain ignorant
of the true source of their power, and
the method by means of which it is
Intelligently controlled and directed.
You will find Innumerable Illustrations
of such phenomena in the accounts of
the healers who make a comet-lik- e
entrance and exit, performing seeming
miracles,, and then disappearing. The
difference
between
the 'spontaneous
healer' and the one who has
a knowledge of the laws under which he does
his work Is this: The former can do
nothing without a full reliance upon
his divine power on the
part of the
supplicant for health; next, he la liable to transmit disease from one person to another, and, lastly, one day
he will awaken to find his power gone
and to be in sore need of help for
himself.
These people dn not realize
that they deplete the system of vital
forces, and, being ignorant of the laws,
which, if known, would enable them
to gather as well as dispense, they suddenly find themselves used up, and,
like any common mortal, they drop
by the wayside and are forgotton.
Those who do not understand the laws
governing these things not only retain
their full strength and health, but In
crease it, and, moreover, they are nev
er in danger of taking on the ailments
or others, or of transmitting
them
neither do the latter reauire that un
limited faith that is the essential
requisite of the others; and, having a
comprehensive control of the forces at
their disposal, are able to direct them
at will and unerringly, to the exact
point, wherever it may be, wheru help
is most needed.
Elfa, although scarcely out of her
teens, and of a bright, vivacious temperament, can talk as wisely as a gray- bearded sage who knows the world in
side and out. "This gentleman has
05 cents in his right-han- d
vest pock
et," said Elfa, with a mischevious
twinkle In her eye. "There is a sil
ver half dollar of 1877, the old style
Goddess of Liberty on the face, and
the half spread eagle with three ar
rows in one claw and the olive branch
in the other on the opposite side. The
other 15 cents consists of three nickels
almost worn smooth." The visitor
put his hand in his pocket and found
Just what she had described, although

.

But the work that Elfa delights in
most is the examination of living human bodies. She has made many such
examinations, and some at the request
of physicians, who give expression to
their astonishment at the profound
anatomical knowledge of this mere
child and the unerring precision with
which she discovers the slightest variation from a normal condition. Compared with this marvelous faculty the

IS

ELFA IN PSYCHOMA.
X ray experiment appears like a clumsy plaything, and all the clamor raised

over hypnotism must certainly subside as soon as the truth Is accepted
that there are such latent faculties In
many human beings that seem only to
await recognition and development.
LORD BALTIMORE'S TRIAL.
Book Throws Light on a Last

An Old

Century ScandaL
An old book of curious interest to
students of Maryland history was yesterday presented to the Enoch Pratt
Free Library. It was published in London in 1768 and contains a report of the
trial of Frederick Calvert, the sixth
and last Lord Baltimore, upon the

charge of abducting a young Quaker
milliner named Sarah Woodcock. Servants of Lord Baltimore, male and female, carried the girl from her home
In London to his lordship's country
place near Epsom, in County Surrey,
where she was detained for several
weeks. When rescued by her friends
she at first would make no formal complaint against Lord Baltimore, because
of a misunderstanding of the nature of
the legal .proceedings, and it was upon
this technicality that his lordship was
acquitted. His dismissal aroused a
great storm of popular indignation in
London,
which was fomented by
pamphleteers and anonymous writers
to such a degree that Lord Baltimore
was obliged to retire from England
and spend the rest of his life abroad.
He died three years later, In 1771, in
Italy. He left no legitimate heirs, and
the colony of Maryland and his estates
in Ireland and England passed to a
natural son named Henry Harford, after whom Harford county was named.
Harford was the last owner of Maryland prior to the revolution. The book
was recently purchased at auction in
Philadelphia, with other old volumes,
by Mr. Charles Weathres Bump, by
whom .it was given to ths Pratt li
brary. Copies of it are already contained in the Peabody and Maryland
Historical libraries.

42 YEARS
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fortune, of British Artists.
The greatest fortune ever made by a
British artist in the' exercise of his
profession was that of Sir Edwin
Lanseer, who died in 1873. His personalty amounted to 160,000, and the
contents of his studio were sold by
mction, shortly after his death, for
in additional 60,000, of 70,000. Mr.
Edwin Armitage, R. A., who died a
rear or so ago, was still wealthier, but
his fortune of 318,000 was not de- ived from the Bale of hia pictures. He
iad
private means, and his pro
visional income was comparatively
small. Mr. Edwin Long, who died in
1891,

'

TWO SELFS IN A BODY

one-thir-
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The Tropor Foes to le Given for Her
vloe on Hoard Ocean Steamships.
ALL ABOUT THE NEW COMMISFees
are too indefinite to be reguSIONER OP THEIR AFFAIRS.
lated by rule, but certain amounts are
If he
Mr. Jones or Wisconsin Is a Natlonul customary at sea. The voyager,
Is not seasick, Is dependent for comHanker and a Lawyer Came to the fort first
on the table steward. To
Country From Wales When (Julio a this man It scorns to be the rule to
V
Small Hoy.
give $2.50 for one or $5 for two or
three persons in a party, whether one
served In regular courses or orders
,
fi ILLIAM A. JONES, iswhat
1 aGj
he pleases from the bill. Late
the new commissioner of Indian af- auppera might Increase the feo.' One'a
if he
fairs, Is one of the next friend Is the deck steward,
most p r omlnent is attentive and has followed out sug-
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KEEPER OF KED MEN.

OCEAN TRAVEL.

THIS IS ELFA.
he had had no recollection of what
's
change he had In his pocket That
dual entity, her psychic ' double,
can be detached from the physical
body, and can "be sent on missions to
the most remote and otherwise Inac
cessible places cannot be doubted in
face of the evidences.' For instance,
an old miner who was prospecting in
the rougher mountain region of New
Mexico got hold of a paper containing
a story about Elfa, and she became
the day dream and solace of his loneliness. He wrote to her, and that was
the beginning of a strange but enduring friendship. He obeyed an irre
El-fa-

sistible impulse in writing that letter,
and In the touch of the missive Elfa
discovered the writer to be a "sensi
tive." One of her earlier experiences
in projection was a psyche flight to the
old miner's cabin. A letter containing
a full description of the Interior of his
lodging and all contents was mailed
to him on the same day the visit was
made, and in due course of time a re
ply was received proving Elfa's observations at a distance over 2,000
miles away from her physical body, to
have been correct In every detail, and
what is undoubtedly still more wonderful, Elfa was able to make the presence of her psychic double felt, a fact
to which the correspondent testifies on
more than one occasion. She found the
place of several landmarks for him
that he had sought for two years, and
which had been so nearly obliterated
by mountain storms as to escape his
scrutiny, but which he promptly found
and recognized under her direction.
During the past two years Elfa's
projected dual entity has been a recognized visitor at the homes of a number of people who arc well known to
all students in this line, and there is
no lack of strong proof that she par
ticipates in the secret meetings of
mystical orders, visits that are fully
attested by letters acknowledging that
no living being in the flesh could have
obtained the facts reported. On one
occasion she sent the description of a

IN PRISON.

And Is In a Fair Way to Go Back
Again.
Jesse Way, 73 years of age, and a re
markable criminal, has been removed
from the jail at Richmond to Indian
apolis. He was charged with counterfeiting. Way has been known' to of
ficers all over the country for more
than half a century as an expert in
money making. His forte is the moulding of imitations of United States
coins. The workmanship on the money
made is excellent. The milling is keenly cut, and the figures on the faces of
the coins are well brought out. The
composition is tin foil, silver and one
or two other metals. The weight is too

light when compared with the legal
coin. Way is a native of Hoosler, having been born in Randolph county. Ha
was the son of Anthony Way, one of
tho most prominent Quakers in that

fop
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THE OLD CRIMINAL.

His mother was a preacher.'
Jesse has served terms In the prisons
of Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin
and Missouri. Altogether, he has spent
forty-tw- o
years of his life behind prison
bars.
section.

A Series of

The

Coincidences.

double wedding an
niversary was recently celebrated in &
small town in Indiana of Moses and
Isaac Marty, twins, who married Tab-lth- a
and Lavlnia McCormick, twins.
Each couple has had seven sons and
five daughters, the first children being
born within a few days of each other,
and the last children also being of almost exactly tho same nge.
sixty-secon-

d
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SIXTY MILESt AN HOUR.
A BABY UNBOSOMS ITSELF.
SAD
ENDED.
wanu't pretty awl I wish I wasn't The lined Which a
Homing I'lgeon Makea
HWtM't;
I wish folks ilUI'i't t lit nk I look "Just
With
Tall Wind.
HER
rniniKlt to eiit;"
The great ambition of the fancier la to MR3, fiLTON HAS DRANK
I wlxh- -lt I'm a runebud, si they suy that I have
plKeoua that will Ily fK) iul)ea lu the
SORROWS.
CUP
OF
liait Omnia
Tho performance can, It la Htatetd,
day.
A hIih r Ha inn mimi'a noodle slid u big
readily be done on a favorahle duy, and
luoulcy's lium.
many fauclera In mid about London
the route from Thurao, In Scotland, The Faraout Mcandal In Which She Waa
folks weren't iu
I wish Hint great big grown-uJuly last, the winning bird Hying finl
menu fiiiMiKh tu tuku
One of tha Principal Aclori Her Ilu
an average velocity of 1.4.V4
with
AdvnntiiKU uf llttlu,
inlto, aud miles,
per minute for the entire distance.
band Now Kealdea In I'arU Waa a
yarila
miiko
In
These
are
the day
perfoiumncea
I.lfo u liunlen to a buliy, pouncing on It, one
Celebrated Case.
quite eomtuou lu llelglum, and the dismill nil,
has also been covered In America,,
Iu
way Hi or wouldn't dura tu )( It wasn't tance
any a the New York Journal.
weak iiud annul.
The rate at whl h the lionilnir nliremis fir
T
T'TH the doath of
I guess, If you were nio. that you'd be mad
oiutHiuiea 1a almost increiunie.
vvirn u
Mrs.
Tllton but
A
ttio' you're ua meek
slicing tall wind blrda have accomplished
1
As MoHea If each woniuu poked
one
In
finger In more than sixty miles an hour. Hut even
l
principal
when the comlithuia are not favorahle aome
J'ulir cheek,
5JL JL he notorlou Bee
Aud aiilil, "uu nitty It tie slug!" and all but of the records are remarkable. Itlnla are
look your b rea III
liberated In the south to hy 2(H) miles Into
cher scandal of
Awuy "llli hr liuril bugging, while ahe the north of Mnglnml, with the wind blowtwenty-thre- e
years
klssi-i- l
ing at the rule of upward of a mile, a minyou uioat to ilea III.
ute dead uitalnst tliem: aud vet dozens of
ago remains among
4'H
They call me "little nngel," but an angel the blrda will be In the r lofta under
the living, Henry
would he rolled
minutes, ir the day la audi that the birds
Ward Beecher died
Ily aueh outmge, iiinl an uugul'g dlMpoHltlou cannot aee their way, but have to feel
would he Hpoilod;
and the wind bio weld from the quarter that
on March 8, 1887,
Yet tlioKe fool fulka they nil wonder why I la nell her good for man nor beast, then the
died
widow
iloulile up my tint,
winning blrd'a velocity la reduced to about
Aud with angry IihwIh liomliai'il them ev'ry 7K yards per minute, uud a bare 0 per cent,
exactly ten yeara
time Unit I urn kluaed,
of the liberated blrda come home the sumo
later, a little over' a month ago. Theo
day.
I'm a Imhy thnt'a ubuaed, uud I just think
dore Tllton, the only surviving prln
It la u aliunie
Tho busy, hlu aoelety thnt'a got the greet
clpal, la In ParU, which has been hi
A
WIFE.
DIVING
FOR
1110
mi
long
home nearly all the time since the
What la It Unit they enll It, now the S. F.
I'. !. (!.
Curious Matrimonial Customs of the Greek close of the trial. There he has lived
Cnti't keep thoae cruel women from forever
Hponge Uathorers.
apart from his family, seeing but a
kissing uiel
- Huston Globe.
In nianv of the Greek Islands diving for few of his friends of the old days and
onus u considerable part of the
apougca
gaining a livelihood with his pen. Mrs.
A MADRIGAL.
occupation of the Inhabitants, says the l'ltls-burA visitor to tills unfrequentTllton never left this country, and
Dispatch.
The trouluidoura slug merrily
the
rather
ed region describes
following
save a few weeks
of miihlH of wenlth mid mailon
custom, lie aaya: "Hlnila, which never loft "Brooklyn
startling
Who huve 110 occupation
la a little Island directly opposite Uliodes, la each summer, when she went Into the
Have breaking hearts, hut, verily,
of the alngulur
worthy of notice on account
A few friends remained
.My nit must run eoutrnrlly:
metho'il by which the Oreek inhabitants of country.
For. with uufelKiieil elallon.
to her, and of these a few
steadfast
Island get their living. On the bottom
the
I Ring a innhl without renown
of the aeu III this locality the common, were
present at the funeral services,
Sweet Dolly lu her glughuiu gowu!
sponge la found In greater iibundiiiice than
After the death of her mother, Mrs.
In any other part of the Mediterranean.
She smiles on me dlurnnlly
"TUB natives make It n trade to gather
Morse, seven years ago, Mrs. Tilton
Aa 1 pnaa hy her poalea.
these, and their income from thin aource al-la made
Juat now ahe prunea her roses
her home with her widowed
are
their
from
gooda
far
contemptible;
And talks to me fraternally,
among the Turks, who use daughter, Mrs. Pelt.m, in whose houso
ways lu demand
Jlut ilaxzlea me aupernitlly.
an Incredible number of spongea In the abWhen her llareil gown discloses
she died. She was partly blind. Mrs.
lutions prescribed by the Mohammedan
eet
The fairest throat lu all the
A girl In thla Island Is not permitted
Tllton was sixty-tw- o
J
years old. Her
lolly' a lu her glughuiu gown!
a
certain
ahe
baa
until
to miirry
brought up
name was Elizabeth M. Rich
maiden
of
her
and
of
proof
given
number
spongea
Helghn! If I were not o
skill by taking them from a certain depth. ards. She was born in Brooklyn in
years too old for yolly
Hut lu certain of these Inlands thla citatum
Thla ffear suburban lolly
The father of a marriageable 1835. Her father died while she was a
reversed.
la
Might flnd me aeemlug overbold;
beatowa her on the beat diver
and her mother married
I
daughter
not
cold
am
Might
complain Unit
suitors.
He who can slay longest young girl,
her
among
And growhiK nielnnelioly!
again, her second husband being a Mr,
up the biggest curgo
Ah well! alie'll wed aome yotithful clown, in the water and bring Iiiuid."
of sponges marries the
Morse.
Elizabeth Tllton's acquaintWill Dolly, In her gingham gown!
ance with Henry Ward Boecher, which
culminated in the suit of her husband
against the preacher, dated back be
yond 1855, when Mrs. Tllton, then MU3
Richards, was a member of Mr.
Beecher's church, for Mr. Beecher had
President Barnaby, of lTartsville College, Survives a Serious Illness known her from childhood. On Oct
2, 1855. he married her to Theodore
Through the Aid of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
Tllton.
Tllton was about two years younger
From the Republican, Columbus. Ind.
United Brothreu Church at a small place than his wife. In 1851, as a boy of sixThe Hnrtsville College, situated at Harts-villIndiana, was foundoi yeura ago in in Kent County, Mich. Being of an amteen, be first gained the notice of
the interest of the United brethren Church, bitious nature, I applied myself diligently
The preacher
when the state was mostly n wilderness, to my work and studies. In time I noticed Henry Ward Beecher.
and colleges were scarce. The college is that my health was failing. My trouble treated young Tllton almost like as
well known throughout the country, was indigestion, and this with other troua son. He baptized him, made him a
former students having gone into all parts bles brought on nervousnws.
member of his church, and finally marof the world.
"My physician prescribed for me for ried him to Miss Richards. One year
a
mo
to take
gome some time, aud advised
change of climate. I did as he requested after the marriage Mr. Beecher secured
and was some ini proved. Boon after, I for Tilton a nlace on the edi
came here as proiessor in physic and
staff of the Independent, to
chemistry, and later was financial agent torial
of this college. The change agreed with which Mr. Beecher at that time was a
me, and for a while my health wan better, contributor, and when In 1861 Henry
but my duties were heavy, end again I C.
Bowen, the publisher, made Mr.
found my trouble returning. This time it
Beecher the editor, it was through Mr.
was more severe and in the winter I became completely prostrated. I trie! variBeecher's influence that Mr. Tllton
ous medicines aud dilTerent physicians.
was made the assistant editor. Mr.
I
Finally, was able to return to my duties.
Last spring I was elected president of the Beecher called occasionally at Mr. Til- college. Again I had considerable work, ton's home, until 1862, when he be
and the trouble, which had not been entirecame a frequent visitor at the Tllton's
ly enrod, began to affect me, and last fall
I collapsed. I bad different doctors, but house, in Oxford street. In 1863 Mr.
none did ma any good. Professor Bow
Beecher gave up his active work on
"V Vil
man, who is professor of natural science, the Independent, and Mr. Tilton took
told me of his experience with Dr. Wil
liams' Pink Pills for Pale People and urged his place, although for a year after
mo to give them a trial, because they had ward Mr. Beecher's name appeared as
PROF. ALVIN P. B4R3ABY.
A reporter recently coiled at this famous benefited him in a similar case, and 1 coneditor. The two men remained frlend3
seat 01 learning and was shown into the cluded to try them.
until 1866, when they disagreed on a
"Tho
first
box
and
the
second
helped me,
room of the President, Prof. Alvin P. Barrelief, such as I bad never expolitical question, but a peace was
naby. When last Been by the reporter gave great from
the treatment of any phyProf. Barnaby was in delicate health. To- perienced
patched up, later, and, if anything,
ooxes
me
01
mediin the best of health. Bicmu. jiiit'r usintr six
day he was apparently
they became more Intimate. All this
I
y
was
cine
am
I
cured.
;
an
entirely
Iu response to
inquiry the professor said
Mr. Beecher was a constant viswell. I feel better and stronger
lime
perfectly
I
am
much
for
than
better
"Oh, yes,
some time. I am now in perfect health ; man ior years. 1 certainly recommend itor at the Tilton home. Mr. Tllton
medicine."
but my recovery was brought about in this
a
To allay all doubt Prof. Barnaby cbeer- - In the meantime, had experienced
rather a peculiar way."
an amuavit Deiore
great change in his social, religious
"Tell me about it," said the reporter.
iuny ninae
Lymajj J. Scuddeh, Notary Public.
He became an
and political views.
"Well, to begin at the beginning," said
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People open advocate of woman suffrage, of
the professor, "I studied too hard whon at
school, endeavoring to educate myself for are sold by all dealers, or will be sent postana 01 iree love, becoming
the professions. After completing the paid on receipt of price, 50 cents a box or socialism,
common course I came here, and graduated six boxes for $2.50 (they are never sold in an ardent supporter of the. doctrines
from the theological course. I entered bulk, or by the 100) , by addressing Dr. Wil advanced by Victoria C. Woodhull.
he ministry, and accepted the charge of a liams' medicine uo., Bcbenectndy, JS. Y.
Henry C. Bowen in the meantime had
come Into possession of what he considered positive proof of grave immoralities on the part of Mr. Beecher.
Rumors reflecting on the Brooklyn
preacher also became public, but nothing took definite shape until May 22,
1871, when Victoria C. Woodhull published a card, in which she used the
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tho Cape Ann waters which rang
OF EUN.
OUR
1,200 to 1,500 pounds in weight.
The fish Is a very familiar one to down
oust fishermen, but in this part of the SOME GOOD
JOKES, ORIGINAL
world It is called by a different name,
AND
SELECTED.
The Cape Ann fishermen call It the
borso mackerel. It is known as tha
people (letting Ready for the Sleight of llmid
tunny to the English-speakin- g
of Europe, and as the ton or tuna to
Performer Tough on Mgr. (lout Murthe people who border the Mediterra
ing Affair Impending Kvll The Woman
nean.
Queatlon.
Except its deadly enemy, the killer
1b
most
active
whale, it
probably the
Leuon , One.
fish that is to be found in the sea, and
GIRL and cannot
New Yorkers should cherish no hope
flowers press
of seeing a specimen of It In the aquaI believe you're
Id
on
too
now;
much
for
it
Joking,
altogether
rium,
But If you really
the move to be kept for even a little
cannot, Been,
while In captivity. But the idea of
I'll have to show
you how.
treating It as a game fish and seeking
its capture with rod and reel seems
To
press ft franever to have occurred to any one
grant rose or
went
after
Pacific
fishermen
the
until
two.
Or e'en a tender
It In that way.
fern.
On the Atlantic coast it has been
Is something I am
sure tnat you
hunted and captured for many years
Can very quickly learn.
with the harpoon, Just as the sword-fis- h
is captured. In recent years it has And now I'll Irlve you lesson one
Hess.
been taken In nets of rope. The horse
In
'
mackerel Is known scientifically as And yet It cam.ot well be done
unless
(
This
afternoon,
a
is
and
member
it
Thynnus orcynus
of the mackerel family. It is a very We had a bunch of flowers here
A few wttn wnicn 10 00
handsome member of that family, too.
no like a flower, dear;
being arrayed, like nearly all its rela But you're
Wny COUlun I 4 prvna juui Challls.
tions, in handsome shadings of metal
James Courtney
lic blues and grays, with intermixtures
of some more brilliant tints. It makes
Staved Off Impending Evil.
Its appearance in June and stays until
Mrs. Blmley met her husband In the
October. When the fish arrive they are hall and gave him a good hug and
usually very thin, but they are vora kiss.
cious feeders, and by the middle of the
"Oh, George," she said, "I'm so glad
season they are heavy with fat. They you've come. Your
slippers are by
feed upon every kind of smaller fish, the fire, and I have a nice hot supper
and the pound fishermen for many for you, and some of that quince maryears looked upon them as simply an malade you like so well. When you
almost worthless nuisance, since they are away I'm so lonely I don't know
would go through and through the nets what to do, and I
thought I would ask
"
in chasing their prey. They were not you if
so bad as the big sharks, however, in
"Here," said Blmley, hurriedly drawtheir effect upon the nets, for they ing from his pocket a $20 bill; "this
In
but
not
would
get tangled up
them,
Is for a spring bonnet and I'll have
that set of diamond earrings sent up
first thing in the morning. Don't say
a word; you are perfectly welcome."
HIGHLY PERCHED.
Later on Blmley wiped the perspiration from his brow and muttered to
himself:
n:
tl'i' Ii:'ii!:i,'p:i

After many other interviews, a
CHANCE
of silence wus decided upon. Mr,
Beecher wrote to Mrs. Tllton to trust
implicitly In Mr. Moulton, saying In
GIANT FISH WAITINQ TO BE
letter: "Ms hand It was that tied up
CAUGHT OFF CAPE ANN.
the storm that was ready to burst
over our heads." Notwithstanding the
Down Kaat tha
secrecy decided upon, insinuations and Tha lloras Mackerel of
Mania ai tha rmuoui Tuna That CaliInnuondoes began to float around, unfornia Tails Marvelous Tale About,
til Mrs. Woodhull published the card
referred to In May following. Gossip
Only lUgger.
was rife for over a year, and In Novem(New York Lettor.)
ber, 1872, the story in the Woodhull
come
OuD has
and Clafin Weekly appeared
and
from the California
coast that fisherbrought things to a crisis. Mr. Tllton
was accused in Plymouth church of
men at Santa Cata-Hn- a
Island have
slandering bid pastor, and his name
was dropped from the rolls, but Mr.
been having great
Beecher took no public notice of the
sport recently in
story until six months afterward,
catching upon light
when he published a card denying it
tackle the great
fish known to the
By this time the pressure from other
'
Pacific anglers as
Congregational churches became so
the leaping tunti.
great that Plymouth church was com
pelted to take action, and an ecclesias- The sport is declared to be more extical council was called, nominally to citing even than that furnished by the
condemn the Irregularity of tho action tarpon or any of the other big sea fUh
of Plymouth church In expelling Tll- that anglers have been attacking the
ton without a hearing, but really to lust few years. About twenty tunas
have something approximating an have been captured on hand lines durinvestigation of the Beecher-Tilto- n
ing the past season at Avalon, but the
scandal. Nothing was accomplished most remarkable capture was the one
except to add to the scandal. Finally made at Santa Catalena by Col. C. P.
Mr. Beecher demanded an investigaMoorehouso of Pasadena, who hooked
tion and a court of six members of the a
tuna on a light rod and
The ses- line, and secured it after a struggle
congreation was formed.
sions continued through the summer of more than three hours. During the
's
of 1874, and they declared Mr. Beecher fight with the great fish Col.
Innocent of the charge of adultery preboat was towed about three
:
milee. The leaping tuna of the Pacific
ferred by Theodore Tllton.
Is described as ranging in weight from
100 to 800 pounds, and from six to nine
feet In length, and as having a habit
of leaping from the sea ten or fifteen
tuna
feet into the air. The
which Col. Moorehouse caught was the
ft
only one taken on a rod. Those which
were caught on hand lines ranged in
weight from 90 to 250 pounds. The
r,
tunas have been about the Santa
and they are to be found in the
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her mother
hut it comet,
high." Detroit Free Press.
"Got that visit from

,.iff!:i:;y:ii;!:!is:!!:;:::i::j:
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headed

off once morn,

e,

jjjljljijj!.

llll'iiiff!!!
Mr. William Goat (soliloquizing)
Well, now, that's what I call tough! II
things keep on this way, it'll get so,
a feller won't be able to raise a squars
meal!
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Hli Desire.

'It's a small thing to mention," said
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McCormick Open Elevator Harvester,
McCormick New 4 Steel Mower,
McCormick Vertical Corn Binder and
Mccormick Daisy Reaper for sale everywhere.

, One of the most
picturesque old
towns IA Europe is Le Puy en Vllay,
the capital of the French Department
of Haute Loire. It is built in the form
of an amphitheatre on the slopes of
Mount Anis. Crowning the mount and

overtopping the houses is a vertical
rock with a tabular summit,- - called
Rocher de Corncille, or "Corneille's
Rock," and on this are the ruins of an
ancient episcopal castle. Of still more
remarkable appearance, though much
less lofty, is the great natural curiosity
shown in the accompanying illustra- ailna fishing grounds all winter, it. is
said, and they promise such sport this
spring that a number of eastern sportsmen are said to be going to the California coast t try tneir luck ' wltn
ihem. The men who have fished for
the tunas declare that they have more
vim and go in them than a tarpon of
double their weight, and that they have
broken more rods and run away with
more lines than any other fish on .the
Pacific coast.
If the eastern sportsmen are anxious

to have a go at tuna "fishing there does
not seem to be any reason why they
should go to California to' search for

MADE VICTIMS OF WHITE CAPS
S
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Masked Men Living Near ovlng ton, Ky.,
Beat Harry Hamlin.
At Oklahoma, a settlement just south
of Covington, Ky., recently, six men,
.

SI00

Tojny

Man.
MRS. TILTON.

111

WILL PAY $100 FOR ANY CASE I

(Photograph taken In 1874.)
when, at the instance of Mr. Bowen,
I
Fork Grown
Of Weakness In Men They Treat and
he wrote to Mr. Beecher, demanding
fall to Cure.
he abandon the ministry of Plythat
An Omaha Company places for the first I
In the 1897 Colummouth church and quit the c'.ty of
time before the public a Magical Treatbia models a feature
On Thursday, Dec. 29, 1870,
Brooklyn.
ment for the cure of Lost Vitality, Nervoua
of special importance
Mrs. Tllton made a written confession
and Sexual Weakness, and Restoration of
I he
is
double
fork
Life Force in old and young men. No
of unfaithfulness
implicating Mr.
crown. It is a special
worn-ou- t
French remedy: contains no
Beecher. On the night of Dec. 30, 1870,
construction
which
is
or
other
harmful
It
Phosphorous
drugs.
Francis D. Moulton, a friend of Tilwc have tried and
a WohueufuIi Theatmknt magical ii its
effects positive in its cure. All renters,
ton and known afterward as "the mufound to be the
who are suffering from a weakness that
tual friend," induced Mr. Beecher to
strongest. The crown
blights their life, causing that mental I lid
is encased in nickmeet Tllton at Moulton's house.
In
physical suffering peculiar to Lost Maneled escutcheons,
Mr. Tllton, in accordInterview
that
hood, should write to the STATE MEDICAL
dust or
excluding
COMPANY, Omaha, Neb., aud they will
ance with a promise made to his wife,
dirt, and giving a
send yon absolutely FREE, a valuable
withdrew his demand that Mr. Beecher
on
s
these disease, and positive proof
DISTINGUISHING
rich, distinctive
paper
should step down and out from the
X
of their truly Mgicai. Treatment. ThousCOLUMSIA FEATURE
finish, so that at a
FOft 1067.
ands of men, who have lost all hope of a V
church pulpit Tilton also
plnnce the fact that
Plymouth
cure, are being restored by them to a perthe wheel is the Columbia is apparent.
consented that Mrs. Beecher should see
fect condition.
Mrs. Tilton, who was sick in bed. Mr.
This Magical Treatment may be taken
S97
i Beecher saw her that evening and obt home under their directions, or thev will
Vbv railroad fare and hotel bills to all who
tained from her a retraction of her
TO All
STANDARD OF
prefer to go there for treatment, if they
$lftn
confession, which retraction contained
THE WOULD.
IUU UKL
tail to cure. They are perfectly reliable;
a promise to defend him against a
.inve no Free Prescriptions, Free Cure,
1096 Columbia, 97B.
Free Sample, or C. O !. fake. They have
ecri tus i council of ministers In case the acfcr:'
K&STFfiRri;
nest
capital, and guarantee to euro
cuser was any one but her husbanu.
I On
every case tliey treat or refund every dol- i
P0FC MFC. CO., Hirtford, Conn.
the next day Mr. Moulton got poslar; or their charges may be deposited in a C
Bf
MY COllMI,
.v pOM
I'll rOM
bank to bo paid to thorn when a cure is
j session of the retraction, and of a
t
rdm owl
tr,.,.
Write
them today.
ejected.
letter of confession.
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dressed as women,- and wearing white
masks knocked at the door of 'a h,ut
occupied by Harry Hamlin, better
known as Rough Tough. Living with
Hamlin was Mrs.Alice Harrison, who
had left her husband. Mrs. Harrison,
clad in her night clothes, asked., who
wrfs there, when the men burst open
the door. Three of them seized Mrs.
Harrison, and the other three Hamllri.
The two were dragged to the bank of
the Licking river, a stop being made in
a thicket. Both victims were stirpped
and lashed with heavy switches, all
6lx white caps taking a hand. The vic
tims were left lying unconscious on
the ground. They have both been in a
serious condition since, but were proMrs.
nounced out of danger
Harrison states that she was dragged
from the hut by the hair, and was Insensible before the men began beating.
ht

The back of each victim is badly bruised.
Mrs. Harrison recognized the six
men. James Meyers, a young laborer
living near the scene, was arrested. He
denied having been a participant, but
EilmUed knowledge of the white capping. He gave the police three nam as

and
arrested.
ht

Benjamin Nlenaber was

middle-age- d

man, in a tone

of.

apology, "but while we're among strangers here I wish you wouldn't call mi
colonel. I'd rather be known as cap- -

To-da-

The
The
The

Indeed.

THEODORE TILTON.

(Photograph taken In 1874.)
In August of that .year, Tilton
brought suit against Mr. Beecher for
$100,000 for the alienation of his wife's
affections. In January, 1875, the trial
was begun in the Brooklyn city court
before Chief Justice Neilson. It lasted
112 working days, beginning on Jan.
11 and ending on July 2.
There was
a mighty array of lawyers. Mr. Tllton had Samuel D. Morris, Thomas E.
Pcarsall, Roger A. Pryor, William Ful.
Mr.
lerton, and William A. Beach.
Beecher had Thomas O. Shearman,
John W. Sterling, John L. Hill, John
K. Porter, Benjamin F. Tracy and WiltA
liam M. Evarts. The testimony filled
3,000 foolscap pages, and over 250 documents and 100 interviews were made
the subject of inquiry. Tilton, Moulton and Mrs. Moulton swore, to confessions of adultery made by'Mr. Beech
er. Mr. Beecher's letters were made
the subject of all sorts of analysis to
prove this. The defense was that the
charge was the result of a conspiracy
with blackmail as a motive, that the
original offense of which Mr. Beecher
was accused was making improper ad
vances, a charge that Mr.. Tilton subrecanted. Mr.' Beecher's
sequently
explanation of his letters was that he
had written them in the belief that
he had unwittingly suffered a wife to
transfer her affections to himself, and
had unconsciously broken up a house
hold, which he loved and in which he
had found almost a second home, and
that he had mistakenly advised Mrs.
Tllton to leave her husband. He ad
mitted that Mrs. Tilton had given him
her affections, but they had been un
sought and unreturned. The trial re
sulted in the disagreement of the Jury,
words:
and
"For example, I know of one man, nine standing for the defendant,
Mr. Beecher's
for
the
three
plaintiff.
of
a public teacher
eminence, who live3
reputation was fatally damaged by the
In concubinage with the wife of anand a serious rupture resulted in
other public teacher of almost equal trial,
the Congregational bodies of this part
The pine fcnot-- the
Pr"
tallow (fP eminence."
of the country, a breach having been
candle-t- he
oil lamp
, . TTuvfWSJjpsSSs?
t ,,
Mrs. Woodhull referred to the algas
iggg.
formed that has never been wholly
these
are
the
evoin
stages
WI l
leged relations between Mr. Beecher healed. '
'
lution of illumination, which
V
)
n
and Mrs. Tllton. In the Woodhull and
'
made a
Mrs.
After
trial
the
Tilton
today finds its highest expo
Clafin Weekly, on Nov. 2, 1872, an arnent in the electric light.
public confession, covering practically
ticle
Mr.
less
specifically
appeared
Similar and no
accusing
striking has been the evolution of grain and
the same ground as the first. Mr. Tll
Beecher of immorality. Before this, ton
grass cutting machinery. In 1831 the scythe and the cradle were superseded by
went abroad shortly- afterward.
the McCcrmick Reaper. The intervening years have seen many improvements,
however, in July, 1870, Mrs. Tllton
with him his two daughters,
taking
until now we have that model Harvester and Binder, the McCormick Right
made a verbal confession to her husFlorence and Alice, whom hejput' In
Hand Open Elevator, and that veritable electric light of mowerdom, the
band to the effect that on October 10, school
in Stuttgart. They were there
1868, and at different times afterward
four years, and both of them were
she had been guilty of Improper conmarried abroad. The two boys, Carduct with Mr. Beecher. Tilton took no roll
and Ralph, younger than their sisaction in the matter until Dec. 26, 1870,
ters, remained with their rriothor. Both
sons are married nov and live in Chi
cago. For years Mrs. Tilton, had, had
no direct communication with her husband. The children .always stood by
New 4. It is not only the handsomest mow:r ever built, but it is, in every'
her and supported her1 loyally. She
sense of the word, the best and if your experience has taught you anything,
was a charitable worker among the
it is that there's nothing cheaper than the best.
poor, so far as her limited means would
permit, and had many friends among
McCormick Harvesting Machine Company, Chicago.
them.
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AVERAGE SIZED HORSE
MACKEREL.

their game. The treat fish are to be
found In plenty on the Cape Ann coast,
iff Provincetown, Gloucester, and other
Massachusetts
towns, and at many
other parts of the Atlantic coast, clear
ap to the mouth of the St. Lawrence
European waters all the way from the
Mediterranean to the Lofforden Islands
!n latitude 69 degrees north.
Fishermen who go after the tuna on our
;oasts will have the advantage of seeking a bigger fish than the tuna hunter
Df any other
part of the world, for It
s not uncommon to find specimens in

tain."
"But you are fully entitled to tht
designation."
"I know am, and I don't want you
to think I ,i.m not proud of my mili
tary recon-- . But everybody who gets
a title witj put having been in the army
seems to oe called colonel.
It lsn'1
always a ipan's own fault; his friends,
who meat! well, are responsible. They
never distinguish him as captain, ant?
that's wSty I'd like to have you us
the word in my case. It serves me ta
H
tlon. It Is known as the Rocher de identify tne with the army and
sounds
ivore
Washington
genuine."
This
Rock.
St. Michel, or St. Michael's
'
Is an isolated conical rock of basaltic Star.
tufa, rising abruptly from the margin
A Flood BuBerer.
of the River Borne to a height of two
"You t flood sufferer? Nit!" said thi
hundred and sixty-fiv- e
feet, with a cir- cumference at its base of 500 feet, and hired U,4y. "You have been hanging
to fifty feet. around town all this winter and
at its top of from forty-fiv- e
The sides of this remarkable rock are spring."
"But t am, lady, indeed I am," prealmost perpendicular; but a winding
stair cut into the stone conducts to the tested Mr. Dismal Dawson. "I got ta
summit, which is surmounted by a Ut- - thinki!!' of all that water, an' it mad
tie Romanesque chapel of the tenth me thai sick 'n' weak that I ain't bec-'
even able to ask fer' work." Indian- century.
apolis ournal.

'

'

a

instead made round holes often as big
I.II5S Many Others.
aa the mouth of a bushel basket. Duri''I 'thought you were going to
ng- those years the fishermen looked youi1 share of the pie," said tho mn
upon the horse mackerel as practically who bid stayed at home. '
unfit for food and good only for. oil.
"I guess, I couldn't' wait loya
When the hors? ruackerel were fat the enougl,",aid the' man who had gone
fishermen would attack them with tho to Waiihingtonin a sleeper and cotaa
harpoon and kill them for the oil back la the smoker. "I seem to havi
which they yielded.
The oil came got na farther than the soup."
chiefly from the head and belly, aod, a
Journal.
d
fish would yield twenty galof
it.
In those days the carcasses
lons
Getting Ready,
were cast away or sometimes used for
chicken food.
.

et

Indt-anaptl-

good-size-

,'"
Glase for Monuments.
The idea has been put forth by British glass workers from time to time
that ordinary plate glass material is
better adapted for an enduring monumental structure than the hardest
marble or granite known to stone
masons, glass being, in fact, practically indestructible, wind, rain, heat and
cold, have their well known effect upon
even the hardest rock, solid granite
eventually crumbling away, nor is the
obliteration uncommon of an inscription on a stone gravestone only fifty
years old.' On the other hand, a glass
structure for such purpose will present
as fresh an appearance a couple of centuries after its manufacture, it is asserted, as on the day 'it was erected,
and' the Inscription can be made ineffaceable.
Thick plate glass for marine exposure is found to resist the stor
miest sea and is practically unbreak.

Jimmy We'd better start practicSii,
Toumy.
'Tommy Practicln' wot?
3immy T'rowin' t'ings. Can't
read dat bill? It sez "don't miss him,'
I vwnder wot his fav'rlte vegertibli
is?
.

able.
Slavery In Slum.
Despite the fact that Slam is rapidly

The Woman Question.

"Woman will never make a successful politician. She cares too little fur
.

embracing civilization and western public sentiment"
"Of course, woman does not ilka
methods, a kind of slavery still exists;
people still sell themselves and their public sentiment. No gentleman would
families to any "wealthy chief who will make love to a woman in public, anyway." Cincinnati Enquirer.
pay off their debts, usually contracted through thrlftlessness or gambling.
These debt slaves give servlca for a
Told by the Editor.
'Here's a magazine with only six
specified term, and If there is any danger of their evading the. fulfilment of pages of advertising. How no you supthe contract, the chief orders that their pose it can live?"
anklc be chained together, and this re"Easy enough. Each contributor
striction of movement Is much pre- must send on fifty subscribers to inferred to the alternative confinement In sure the aceptance of his article."
Cleveland Leader.
prison.
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Hilltur and IPropnnor.

Kiitnrpd at tliM VuHt I.MS Vomia, N. M,,
uulDini'O lor trniitiinlttHioii throuKU thti
iiiuliu us set olid ejus mutter.

orrioiAL
(ix-vla-

ok mm

Pai-k-

tun.

Notice.

l

Onk hundred and twulve thousand
ruw sugar arriveu lu
of fi ri(-Urn United Suite, lust week, at throe
porta. Not Iohs than 600 factories, and
probably more, were required to nwke
tins sugar. Forty thousand tons of
liiicti surar have been made in the
United States during tho last year, or
less than forty per cent, ol one weok'a
arrival of foreign sugar at three ports,
Judging from this there seums to be
no immediate danger of an over production of boot bugar in the United
States, and lis New Mexioo is the
favored spat of. all the world for this
particular thing, it should be enoour.
'
aged to tbo greatest extent,

At I.us Vrjras Youiik I.ntty.
From the Kan.na (Jlty Tlmm.
C.
A pretty dunoing party wis given
"auutac-lurf- !
of
one evening, last weuk, by Mrs, A. 13.
ITT
Lewis In East E'ght street, In compliment to her niece, Mins Llna Talley, 11
U,Uxi
of Las Vegns, N. M. Palius made a
And de&lnr In
beautiful background at one side of

A.

tons

Makes life misery to thousands of
In many
people. It manifests itself
likeswelling
goitre,
different ways,
running sores, lolls, salt rheum ud
Scarcepimple and other eruptions.
from
frco
It, in
U
man
a
wholly
ly
to i no form. It clings tenaciously until
tho hist vestige of scrofulous poison is
eradicated by Hood's Bursapaiilla, tho
One Truo Blood Purifier.
Thousands of voluntary testimonials
tell of sufforlng from scrofula, often.
Inhoiitcd and most tenacious, positive
ly, poifcctly aud permanently curod by

kyew
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Sewing Machine. J

OPTIC

proved

New I Ugh arm
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eery

one year, or DAILY OPTIC
ior one year, with Machine
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the first parlor, where the hostess and
-.
(or six
per annum;
.her niece stood to receive guests. The
car-rlm'J.Mi
lor
tnro
liy
months,
montlis;
7b cntn per whuk.
mantel bad the large mirror draped
&s VkiiAK wkkhlt oi'Tic W columns,
Shipped to any one, anywhere, on 10
with aniilax and American beauty
t't.W pr anEvery kind of waRon material on band
by mall,
tlirue
a repairing
roses. In tbe second parlor the HorHeaUorting
num, $1.11(1 ior bIjc montlis, 76i for5 cents.
speclftlt)
days' freejtrial in your own home,
uoiitliH. 8iiiKlcoplHln wrappers,
decorations were white and green, tbe wrand and iiuusinares Avenues. Kail L
Multiple conies ot both dully mud weekly,
Vegas,
lUKtrod.
without asking one cent in advance.
Illvd
wlien
pOBtoMcs
mantel mirror draped with smllax and
mulled lieu
address In lull, IncliiilinK statu.
snow balls.
Mrs. George Mintoo,
IIKWi, solid- OOHUKNI'ONUBNOII t)OUtlmln
v
teil rrom all tmrts ol the country. ComMrs. J. S. Branhaio and Mrs. Lacy
munications aiMrwbitMl to tho editor of
served
Ices
10
Tomlio
and
confuoctlons
be
Years' Warrnty Given With Eacah Hachins.
to mure uttimtlon, should
Tint
a table decorated with a mirror
from
uecoiiiprtnleil by tlie writer"! tullbutnm it
An
Is
now
line
eteyant
shown
at
unit adlreue, not lor publication,
bordered with ferns. la this parlor
.
Kuaruimy or goon num.
F
MRS. h. II01.LENWAGER
a
i iTANoKH- - iiuy be made by draft.monoy
backwas
a
tho
entire
corner,
oosy
a
extract from
d
Tiiu
dor, postal note, muiwu or registered
ground made of apple blossoms. In
lot tor at our risk, Address all letter! and
TllBOPTIO.
speech dolivered by John Wanamaker
tbe lower ball, punch was served In a
Mexico
New
Kast Lai Vestal.
has a clear Bryacish ring. The oooa-sio- n
bower of palms by Mrs. Seymour, Mrs.
C. Childs and Miss Stella Speed. In
for'suoh a speech from a republiio suit tne most fastidious. Ladles art
HONDA'S EVENING, MAY 3J, 18C7,
tb upper ball musicians played a
respectfully Invited to call, place of
can has not arrived., If the rest of Jhe
uirwuy m tne center ol tbt
delightful programme.
FOR AND AGAINST IMMIGRATION country has begun to flourish in the
"liy, a sbort distance east of the bridge
Frepared only by 0. 1. Jlood ft Co., Lowsll, Mail.
A correspondent in the Sail Lake same
una
ltniiiiEh
f,p unit
klnessttasnt
lie sure to get Hood's nd only lioop I.
degree as has New Mexioo, thus
Y.'uy Have Vo
Trtbune ask : "What would bs the far in 1897, there is certainly no cause
ah tiat a
Been stricken with OWou.e wlillo your neighudvantages or disadvantages to this of oom plaint. The man that isn't hon liOOd'S Pills plus, aid oigtiuon. at
llotli were alike
bor escupeil, or
exposed, but in ens (MM the the diteans germs
country if immigration were prohibit' est enough to give the present adinlou
bouses there found loditmneiit lu the Impure blood and w euk
dP"
tration a chanoo, doesn't want pros oer week. Of boarding We have no ened system,. while lu Uie otlier, tli blood wns
least
at
be
must
twenty.
Some ot the advantages would be(l)
pure by Hood's tturaapurllla, und the
periiy.
Amerloan plan hotel. There are three kept
body was iu a condition of good lieultn.
that several hundred thousand foreign
CCNDEHSEQ TME TABLE.
restaurants.
Tuk rumor that T. 11. Catron is to Chinese
Pill are purely vegeuule and do
1I4'
er would not annually compete against
& Cutlett, the two young not
Southall
or
Bold
all
Kflpe.
by
patu
druuglaui.
purge,
Wkrtboitbd.
our workers for situations; (2) a good be appointed United States attorney Virginia attorneys who bad a touch of
Sra
Jr.ar- ,"lvo6.r p. m. ,Dep.:40p.
..
Mrs. J. N. Irby, wife of Conductor No. 63 fitdybt
m
high life here for several months, forgot
n, any
thousand unscrupulous men for New Mexico, is certainly ground.
wno
so
been
to
CAUPOHMA
kind
nature
MMITBD.
loss.
has
After
who
tbe
Cruickshank
Joe
said
uirara,
something."
occupies
Irby,
would not be getting oaturalizad ani:nd rrldars.
our Territory this year, McKlnley served the pair in princely style, for bouse at the foothills at San Maroial, No. S arrtvxMondays
7:10 a. m.
nually for the purpose of selling their
Mrs. Lookbart bad
was alarmed Thursday night by some
r"pur7:U
two months.
our
to
dare
would
nii"ii,
hopes
hardly
blight
nniy.
rir t (ita.s tickets
Totis; (3) strikes and all manner of
misunderstanding with the high flyers, person or persons trying to effect an ('air
only.
an
l
I'ullinun
such
with
nver
to Las Vegas.
appointment.
sleepers,
but there were "no soenes" in court entrance In the rear. With the baby
labor troubles would swiftly disappear,
FABTHOUNP.
in her arms she hurried to the homo of No.tl'nss.
over their troubles.
for they are generally precipitated by
arrive
a. ra. U'p. 4:ln.
ALBUyUKKQUE LKTTEK.
A. F. Sulzer has retired from business D. W. Ilitobootjk and related the inci- no in ueijjm
7:jK)a.
n
as
foreign-borlabor
itmn, and theD,
to
stock
sold
been
Hltcboock
seoured a
the vFalr"
ClllCAPO I.MITRD.
dent. Charlie
having
rs grew source, wages would naturally, Some Newsy rnragrapba From Oar W. . Franklin. Frank Sulzer is in pistol and hastened to
and 8 iturdiys.
investigate, No. 4 V'otlnpsls
"AJux" In The Duke City of
M p m.
8:00 p
all the time, appreciate; (4) marriages
terested in mining at Delen.
Seeing do one moving about the Crr arrives
Tlie Plains.
I'iiIIiiihii . ai only.impart
Chas. E. Crary, oasbier of the A. & premises, Chsrlle fired off his pistol, t;nrr'f s H st rim
would be mostly between native-bor- n
only.
P. at the oflioe building, earns la from which caused tbe extinguishment of I uiimau 6lwpr, I as Ve.ius to Denver.
people, and the race would becomo Special Corres)KmUnct of Vie Optic.
the
tbe lamp which had beecleft burning, 705 703 hot SfaiNos HKKKcn.
oast, this morning.
N.
M.,
May 20th,
7 U
Albuqukuoue,
I'JAKO HO. t
more distinctly American than It Is at
74 7M 706
Undersberiff Ed, Newcomer
proving the presenoe of an Invader.
Description.
at bis
Lis Vhks J:Srtti nin 7.HKn I
boyhood days in Rookford, III., Not caring to faoe the marauder in the
present; (6) there would bo an in 1897. Grand Chancellor McKinley,
in the ante room ot when tbo Forest city held the baseball dark, Charlie went to summon rein S:iKlpi3:.'.. 10. Hn llrldtre St. H:Mp I
7i.tup
the
banquet
of
instead
creasing,
decreasing, respect
B:4MiijS:asi
The Head of ' the '"Optic" swtngst on; 'patent J socket 'hinges,' firmly held
L'in,rL.V.ri:12i: i ! J:17o
VI I'.Vi
one year. This was late forcements, then made a thorough
6 7:10p
down by a thumbscrew.
Strong, substantial, neat and handsome In design,
f ana
for law and order, ar.d more love of Mineral lodge No. 4, K.ofP., Wednes-da- y championship
7:UOlj4:Oi)
ornaraentea in oto. una plat lias rounueu corners anu is in
S:!lupM l:U6p
'GO'S.
in
Al
Uetopr'gsl'J:0up
the
the
oeautimny
tbe
toned
search
of
but
Spalding,
pitcher,
El
Dorado
premises,
or
c
lodge
paid
aid
evening,
untersunk. making It flush with top of table, tllzhest Arm Space un
Iiallr.
Imiiw
country; elections would be purer,
Iaitiwitb
ana Anson, were in tne ciuD and were nothing disturbed and no burglar Arrive
der the arm Is ui inches liluh and 9 Inches long. TlXs will a.nult the largest gklrtg
Santa J'e branch trains connect
No.
No. 1, of Las V'egas, a neat comeven
no holes to put thrnnd through
and
crimes fewer.
on.
often seen playing barefooted. The Between acts he bad evidently de i, s, a, i unu
quilts. It Is
except eve ot neeaie, shuttle : is cylinder, open on end. entirety
Nos. 1 and J, Pacific and Atlantic express
The disadvantages would be many; pliment wben he said that the Meadow writer had a friend in Al U. Pratt, who camped.
easy to out In or taKe out Doonn nolds a larire amount ol t.'ireaa. Mitch
ni.
nave rulliimu I'alacu dvawlnif room cars
Regulator is on the bed of the machine, beneath the bobbin winder, and has a
there would in a short time be City organization was the best equip- pitched for the Forest City's. When
tonrut l.eplng cars and coaches between
scale showing the number of stitches to the lrch. and can be changed from
on
Best
the
Rock
were
the
'It's
la
Esnft.".
8 to U stitches to the Inch. Feed Is douole and extends on both sides of needle;
work
bad
that
uiiicitiro and ixjs AnttPles, Snn Diego and
he
played
shops
yet games
such a dearth of domestics as would ped in degree
8nn Pranclsro,
never falls to take goods through; neier stops at seams: movement Is positive;
PullniHa
and
dosed up. Everybody went to Tbat is what Edwards $ Parker, mer cars
palace
no springs to break and set out or or 'er; can be raised and lowersd at will.
visited. The mombers of El Dorado ford
coaches between onlcago
well-nig- h
of flalus, U., says of Ckamlier fill .and
make
. - M ..Im.
impos.and tbe
tbs.ball grounds and there w no use pbants,
ii . , .
Bobbin Winder for filling the bobbin automatically and perfect y
Automatic
Iain's Pain Balm for rbeumeMsm, lutun
much
who
earnest
were
an
set,
gave
bobGon.
without holding the thread. Machine does not run while winding
smooth
Kl
Paso.Tex.
Agent,
sible; (2) there would in a short time
keeping open.
and rauseular pase
back, dep-setbin.
Running Machine Is easy f) run; does not fatlgut the operator,
Hound
Light
tickets
to
order.
the
trip cunt
points not oyer 134 I
reiterated Bold by K. D. Goodall, Ospot drugsU o' miles at 10
Is
sews
a
Charley McDonald,
bo a fearful scarcity of day laborers in time towards keeping up
lock
makes
and
double
Stitch
same
little
noise
tbe
rapidly.
stitch,
reduction.
per
on both sloes, will not ravel, and
can be changed without stopping
the machine.
OSAS.P. JOWKI.
the town, and of tarm laborers in Our judge, who manipulates the a statement made to the writer some
Tension is a flat spring tension, and will admit thread from 8 to lut spool cotton
Miss
Gertrude
an
em
Humphrey,
months
effect
to
he
would
the
N.
that
M.
ago
Agent, Ls Vegas,
Needle Is a straight,
out
without
Never
of
of
The
seal
the
order.
and
records
gets
changing.
lodge,
grand
the country; (3) the cities would, in a
needle. Oat on one side, and ctnnot be put In wrong. Needle Bar is
not pitch as of yoro, bat might show op ploye in the Harvey house at Deming,
round, made of
steel, with oil cup at the bottom to prevent oil
was shot through the right shoulder by
iittle while, have to depend upon by the grace of the grand chancellor, now and tneo
Ilnllroad
Kates.
for
fuo.
on the goods. Adjustable Bearings All bearings are
from
getting
just
tbe porter of tbe place. Tbe fellow
steel and easily adjusted with a screw driver. All lo.t motion can be taken up,
native-bor- n
men for policemen and was happily selected to make the coffee
Oenrl Assembly Cumberland Prsby
and the machine will last a
Attachments Kach machine furnished
was fooling with, aq
hore terian church at Chicago,anaill., Uy
and direct the support in the getting
20th,
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meeting Supreme lodge
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Tub modern Greek can still point

with pride to the courage and patriotism of hs ancestors. That sweet reflection no Turk can wrest from him;
he cannot diop it to lighten his burden
lor flight..
Is iicKim.i.Y'a tugesttou for the
relief i.r the starving American1) in
Cuba simply a dodge of his more stern
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Our Ice is pure, firm and clear, and gives entire latislactioi
to our many patrons.

Office:

620 Douglas Ave., East LasVegas, N. i
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New Mexico

la:d, Thompson, Utah; J. A. Slayton
Carr, Colorado; J. II. Fleming, Fol

som, Now Mexioo.

I lie penalty

COUNT!.

f

ir Infringement, or an

attempt, to infringe upon the provls
ins of Mi is order, it a line of not less
than $100 nor more thau $5,000, or
Imprisonment for not loss than three
months nor more th in two years, or

both.

Ktract

from Our Exchanges.
Hereafter the Dewing lodge Wood
mdi ot the World will moot only om
it uionin.

ioe ouipnur bpnngs stage route
made its
tirst trip from Albuquerque

may .010.
Mrs. Gus Silon and daughter, Borlha
will return to Hillgboro Irjui old
Mexico, this week.
Mrs. II. H. Ives has aguic d mate
some beautiful flawers and plants to
vuo
Aiuuquerque part.
. .
.
117
tv . u. uawson win close up bis sa
loon business, in Chloride. Ha will
probably locate at San Maroial.
Ibe class of '97 Dem.rg public
buuuoi, noias us annual oommenoment
exercises on Friday evening, May 28th
A. 0. Bailey, of Columbus, shipped,
niouaav, to eastern raarkel, from Dam
wool
log, a.uuu pounds of first-ula13. T. Link,
of the
puoiio schools of Grant county, is run
mug a dairy at Central and is doing a
uoe ousinuHS.
Tom Ross has bought the cattle and
ranobes of Frank Weltv, of Ilarmosi
Ibe purchase comprises about 350
head of stock.
The Dealing band will give an enter
tainment in that town, Saturday even
iug, July 3rd, after the excitement of
the day is over.
me noay oi a dead soldier was
found in a gulch Dear Central City
I he heart ol the dead man had two
bullet holes in it.
Col. G. W. Stoneroad returned to
White Oaks, from Nogal to which place
be acchmpamed Fred W. and Forest
Smith, of Jicarilla.
The Mutual building and loan ass3
ciation oi ueining, has completed us
first series of stock, paying the share
holders $200 per share.
.lames Baskln, the cowboy who was
nnea o'J for a gun play in Albuquerque, oiid his fine and went on to the
ranch at Wilcox, Arizona.
Miss Marion Huff, who has had
cbarga of the Lodb Mountain public
schools, Grant county, has gono to
visit her mother at Quitman, iuo.
Ilillaboro ore snippers are now get
ting $19.59 perouuce of gold from the
smelter.', amounting to from $1.50 to
$3 per ton additional for their ore.
Chas. S. Bihnoy, receiver of 8. U
Cattle Co., and postmaster at Sooorru,
has returned from a protracted busl.
iiess trip to the western part of the
county.
T

ss

Electric Bitters.
Elactrlo ftltter la a med loins lulled for
any soason, but prrhsps mora- generall
needed when I he languid, exhausted feel
Inn prevail)), when the liver In torpid an
shugish and the need nf a tonlo and al
teranlve is felt. A prompt line of thl me
dlotne nas often averted long and perhaps
fatal bilious fever. No medicine will aol
more surely In counteracting and freeing
ins flymetn irom me malarial pulton

tivadaobe, Indigestion. "onitlpMioo, DIEne.a vlld to Electric Bittern. Fifty cent
nl H .per bottle at the Murphey-Val ectea urug company.

z

n

Uuu't TuliACra Rnlt anil HihoLa Your l.lf lira- -.
To quit tobaoco .jitslly and forever, be mag
nntic, lull of Ufa, nerve and vlKor, tulie
that makes weak uictn
lluo, the wonder-worker- ,
iarong. All druggist, Mto or II, Curesuarun
teud. Booklvt and wimple free. Aililrox
Sterling Kemedy Co., Chicago or New York.

There are a (treat many of tbs unfortun
in tbis world, greater la number
than those who are blessed with good di
gestion. To some people tbe greatest mi
to eat everything
furtune is not to
set before them. "I sutfered for year
wilb Dyspepsia, and everything 1 ate di
agreed witb me. I was induced to try
Huumous Liver Regulator aod wis cured.I now eat everything.". 11. crigni, uaaUon Parish, La.

ate ones

l)

Tbe' remains ot Franco Frank, who
died Buddenlv at Albuquerque, was
buried in tbe Lovy family graveyard,

at Sabinal.

Warm tbe joints, ease tbe pain and drive
out all rheumatic influence in the body by
usin&r Lallemand's Specific for Khcuma
tism. It it one of tne very lew oia ubi
remedies whicb modern medical science
baa been unable to improve on. Cure
Price tl.Otl per
quickly and permanently.
retieo urug
vial. Bold by Murpny-va- n
Co

.

men atrong, blood pure.

Wo, II, All drugyiata.

Phiokly A en Bitters cure th kidney
regulate the liver, tone up the stomaoh
and purities tbe bowels. Hold by Murpbey
Van Pettea Drug Co.
ProHpootlnK on Grants.

From tbs Denver Republican.

Prospecting within the limits of
Mexioan land grant may be tolerated
or authorized by the owners, but
nevertheless do title can be acquired
to mineral claim located on such

mineral claim.

An enao nittnt of tbis sort is rendered
necessary for the reason, as we bave
heretofore taken oocasion to explain,
that title to tbe mineral beneath tbe
surface of a land grant belongs not to
the grantee, but to the general govern,
ment. At prtsant it cannot be acquired tlther by the grantee or one
bavins' no title to tbe surface of the
grant, tor tbe reason that mining locations cannot be legally made on any
thing but public land, and the surface
of a confirmed grant Is private and not
pubilo land.
It Is boped that Mr. tergusson will
secure the passage of this act, but fear
has been expressed that the opposition
of land grant interests will prove to i
powerful. There would be no sense in
suoli opposition if it were assured tbat
tbe owners ot confirmed greats would
bs prevented from extracting mineral
which tbey might find. Tbat would be
done, if tbe law were enforced. But it
may bs tbat grant owoers are counting
upon their ability to extract ore which
they may find on their grants without
being interfered with by tbe feJoral
authorities. "

Montezuma Restaurant

ss,

.

o.

ASild by Druzgists, 75c.
Tbe Knights of San Miguel band
furnished some excellent music in the
plazi, at Socorro, and will play every
tf ernoon.

Woman's Ills
are as often caused by kidney disease
as by affections of the womb.
Among the most certain symptoms

THIS LOCALITY
Las Vegas the Chief City
of New Mexico5ome
of Her Resources,

Attractions and
Advantages.

of this disease are Backache, Bad Complexion, A Tired Feeling', Depressed
Spirits, Headache, Nervousness, Side- ias Viois Is the natural sanatorium of
ache, Neuralgia, Too Frequent Urina- tha United Btates, combining more nat
tion, Dragging Pains, etc.
ural advantages than any otber place In
J. hese can be
Her thermal waters are tbe
America.
qual ot the Hot Bprlngs of Arkansas

CURED

The I. O. O. F. anniversary enter"
tainmect and ball in Ilillaboro was a
very enjoyable affair and drew a large
crowd.
gratitude I owe you for the
great benefit your Hparagua Kidney Pill
ave done ma 1 feel 1 ought to say a
ind word for them, so I may do otber
women good wbo Buffer, as I bave for
As a debt of

years, wit1) lame back and pains In my
sides. Until 1 commenced taking your
Bparagus Kidney Pills I bad excruciating
pains in my back and sides almost contln- ousiy. My sleep was tronniea, aua a good
igbt's rest was a rarity. Thank for tbe
advertisement wb ich brought your wonderful pills to my notice. Iam entirely free
from those old pains, and 1 feel like a new
woman, end Ood bless you. Ubh. B.
Gainesville, Tens.
MifS Addie Clayton has closed her
school in the Richmond district, Grant
county, and raturoed to ber home in
Silver City.

HOBBS
Sparaps

while ber climate is infinitely superior.
There is no malaria, no excessive beat or
cold, no gnats, rats or mosquitoes, lne
air ia nnre. drv. rarifled. and highly elec
trified a certain cure for consumption. If
tbe disease be taken in time. Tbe hot
waters are a specific for liver, skin, rheu
matic and blood disorders. Iter Montezu
ma hotel Is tbs finest bpstelry between
Chicago and California, and is situated In
a beautiful canyon, five mile from town,
where tbe Hot Springs, forty In number,
come boi ing to tbe surface.
Tbe latitude is about tne same as tnai oi
oentral Tennessee, while tne altitude is
nearly 6,500 feet. - This combination gives
a peculiar, but most happy, result. In the
winter, during tbe day, tbe thermometer
seldom falls, in the shade, below forty degrees, while it often runs, in tbe sunshine,
to sixty-fiv- e
degrees or even more. Un
tbe otber band, in tbs summer, tbe heat is
never oppressive, in tbe shade, and no
nigbt ia too warm for comfortable sleep,
under one ur two blankets. The sun will
shine nine day out of every ten, the year
round. Tbis, witb the extreme dryness of
the air. eauaed bv tbe very sugnt precipi
tation of moisture; tbe resinous aroma,
mounrolling down from tbe pine-cla- d
tains; the large amount of electricity in
the air. and the conseuuent ouone. result
; and the location of tbe
ing from tbealtitude
a
or muuuuHu buu wean
town,
these all oonsplre to produce an atmos- nhera which Is a balm to an aisease ot tne
resoiratorv organs. The percentage of
death from consumption ia lower in New
Mexico tban It is anywhere else In tha
United States: and no other place In New
Mexioo excel La Vegas in tha salubrity
Asthmatic
of its climate.
experience
immediate and permanent reuei, in tnis
altitude.
In the way ot health and pleasure resorts, Las Vegap Is unrivaled. In a radios
of twenty miles, In rorqantio mountain
glens and beBide babbling njopntaln bropka,
are tba Laa Vegas Hot Springs. Harvey's,
El Forvenir, Sandoval's Mineral Hill, Romero Ranch, Blake's, Sparks', Sapello,
Rociada, and other plaoes, too numerous
to mention, where health can be recovered,
and life becomes a pleasure to the ennuye,
d
business man.
tbe invalid, the
Las Vw?s bs two daily and Ave weekly
papers, three banks, two building and loah
associations, three hotels, many boarding
bouses, nine churches,' a number ot clubs,
and all the leading civic and social societies; a roller flour mill, capaoltyi fifty barestablishrel per day; two
ments, cleaning 1,500,000 pound ot wool
brewery and
annually; a
bottljfig establishment; a manufactory of
mineral and fSBrbonaSed water ; tffp wgrr
on and carriage factories: a saddle aud
harness
factory; a foundi. electric light plant, three planing mills,
and otber enterprise of less importance.
There are eight large wholesale houxes,
whose trade extends throughout the Teradjoining sections;
ritory, and into tba
while tbe yolome of this trade, and the
which
stocks
of
tbe
tbey carry, can
yalus
not b dum!'Sted west of Kansas City and
south of Denver,'
ftrsa uierrjipnts' PJf!5-er- s
bave selected tba city as their distributing center, the amount of tbe'ir yearly
tales exceeding, in tbeagKre8at- th combined sale of all otber such, brokers In
The retail merchants, of
Mew Mexico.
Las Vsgas, are more numerous, and carry
larger and better "to"!?' of goods tban do
tbe retail merchants of any other town in
this Territory or Aritona,

Uuthe of all sickneaa.
nine
C ..... ..1 .....
It i, r .nlliluittnu
liHtlrHsnesiS, poor appetite, bad
taste in tuv mourn, aizr.ineas,
liiltonanett. and lassitude.
Constipation can be cured
rasilv and certainty by the use
of Ur. Pierce' Pleasant Pel
lets. They are not at all violent In their action, and 'vet
they are more certain than many medicine
which are ao strong that they put the system all out of order. Tbe great advantage
f the " Plesjunt relleU" is that they curs
permanently.
Until
tamr lo Cover eot of mail
and ret his great book, Th People1
ing

Every citizen ot Periling and visitors
within her gates, are oordislly Isvited
to attend tbe commencement exercises
of the Dunilns- - publio schools, to be
beld in the opera house, Friday even.
ing, May 28th.
Th

Beat Remedy for Rheumatism.

From the Kairbaven (N. Y.) Register.
Air. James Kowland.of this vlllage.atatea
tbat lor twenty-nv- e
year bta wife has
been a sufferer from rheumatism. A few
nights ago she was in such pain that she
was nearly craxy. Bhe tent Mr. Kowland
for tbe doctor, but he bad read of Cham
berlain' Pain Balm, and instead of souig
tor ins pnysicxn, ne went to tne (tore and
securea a oott'e oi it. tit wire did not approve of Mr. Rowland' purchase at Brt,
but nevertheless applied the Balm thor
able to
oughly and In an hour's time
go to sleep. Bhe now applies it whenever
be feels an ache or a pain and And tbat
it always givea relief. He aav that no
medicine which sb bad used aver did ber
aa muebjtood. The 25 aod 60 cent sizes for
sale by K. D. Qoodall, Depot drug stor.

u

Salr-ltbeu-

I)r. Cady'g Condition Powders, are
ust what a horse needs when in bad
condition. Tonic, blood purifier and
verm if age.
They are not food but
medicine and tbe bent in use to put a
horse in prime condition. Price 25
cents per package.
A Mogollon correspondent of the
Silver City Independent ssys: "Times
are awful dull in Mogollou and noth- ng doing. In regard to tbe outlook,
will say tbat it is my opinion tbat the
camp will not be in good working
order until the price of silver ad.
vances sufficiently to put the mines
on a paving basis.
Tba price ot
silver is too low to justify working
now."
O. G. Olverton was found dead in
his cabin in the Jicarillas.

WM. MALBOEUF.

General
riuiuiiuuuiuu)
Harness, Saddles Etc.,
the

place ia
City to buy your

The

best

A fine line of home

made Wrappers,
Dressing Sacks,
Aprons, etc.

Kidney Pills.

HOISBS REMEDY CO.. PaorniaTOBS, Chioaso.
Dr. HouIih I'iIIm For Sule in LAS VKUAS and E.
LAS VEGAS, NEW M EX., by MUftPllEY, VAN
PATTEN DBUO CO., Two Store.

Coyotes are running mad now, and
those going into the country bad best
go prepared for them. One of the boys
tbe A (J ranch near Ueming, was
treed by one of tbat specie.

Otto Mergentbaler, world renowned
as tbe inventor of tbe linotype, which
bas revolutionized the old methods of
printing, is now a resident of letmog.
(The Month of Rose.
May is called tbe month of flowers,
under the Increasing beat of tbs tun,
vegetation blossoms rapidly and lend it
varied hues to beautify the landscape.
During this month also there are usually
disturbances in tha human body. Winter
diet, the fool air of close rooms, jnsulllcient
pxprcise, have lert the system full of imparities, whicb, under tbe influence of
warm weather, manifest themselves in
biliousness, tired feelings, sallowness,
slugvMb brain, nervousness, indigestion
are only
lops of sleep. Twe aymptom
forerunners of dtQiu sprinus diseases ur
to follow, unless messuras pfe tako t
purify and strengthen the ,vltal ofgan.
,$t this sfason the .cleansing, ofreeulatibg
Pwckj-and strengthening properties
Asu Bjl'TifRS are particularly appropriate.
A
one.
in
kidney tonic,
It ia four medicines
liver regulator, stomacb stimulant and
dowel purifier. A few doses taken when
the annoying bilious symptoms appear will
slrergtlmn and tone up the syeteui and
oi.iiUs ti:: bnrlv to piss tbroogn the heatof summer ,uuifictrt by the dinema cmmoti to the senoo. t?ol? py $arpt:e.y-.Vaii
l etten pn Co.
x

J

over-worke-
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-

ilMUMifflkniiTTiin

Groceries

-

'I'll

aridf Sale

STABLE,
for
T,r4

5?".

Public Dpiqion"
I

I..

.

nices

i0 Suit

AGENT.

tie Tim,
Lots from $100 np.

AGENT of the Hill-sit- e
Towu Co. addition, aad the Eldorado Town do. lower addition.
Residences, Business Properties,
L.oans,Morteaees and securities
Desirable A era frotrtie; Faim under
SOLE

Irrigation Ditches.

Office on

itrutrmM mi,

PLAZA HOTEL

I

V

t

American or European

cougn, and it is tne best seller I bave'" J
v. Campbell, merchant, of Safford. Aria,
writes: "Dr. King's New Discovery is all
tbat is claimed for It; it never fails, and Is
a sure cure for Consumption, Cough and
Colds. 1 cannot say enough for its mer
its." Dr. King's New Di.coverv for Con
sumption, Coughs and Colds i not an ex
periment, it ha been tried for a quarter
of a century, and
stand at tbe
bead. It never diHacDoints.
Free tri
bottles at Murphey-Va- n
Petren Drug Co.
drug stores aud Browne & Manaanare

Plan.

Last Vegas,

JM.

N. M

JAC0B5.

y

Co.

EvervboUy Says So.
Cascarets Candv Cathartic, the most won
derful medical discovery of the ape, pleas
ant a'ifi rcirestung to uio tasic, ont gently
and positively on kiiluors, liver and bowels,
clcausltig tho entire system, dispel colds,
cure hciuloutio, fever, habitual
tipation
and biliouaneRS. Pleasd buy and tryi box
It), 2T. M) cents. bold and
of U. C. C.
all druggists.
guaranteed to cure
It was rumored last wee . in tho city
of Chibuabua, Mexico, tha
Calls
hnn, formerly of Silver City, and his

m

partner, were attacked by bandits and
Callahan severely wcunded and his
partner killed. They were engaged
in mining,, about 100 miles nortb of
Durango and west of Chibuabua city

'

Patent Medicines, Sponges, Sjringes, Soap, Combs and Brushes.

PERFUMERY,

and Toilet Articles and all Goods Usually Kept
by Druraist

Physicians' Prescriptions Careful!? Compounded, and all
oraers correctly Answered.
Goods Selected

With Great Care and Warranted as Represented.

Las Vegas, -

- - - New

Mexico.

Make Your Money

Candy Cathartic, cure nnnnrinfLtinn fnmvM
Jc. U C. G- C. fall, druggists refund money!

10a,

On Your Purchases

To Cure Constipation Forever.
TakaCusciircls Candy Cathartic. looorSSa.
-- I Li. U. J. lull ia cure,
urugnists refund money.

You make

Memory is a little treacherous now and
then, and causes one to forget some things
wortb remembering, unless one bas an ex
perience like tbat which came to Mr. D. K.
East. Moffat's Ureeg. Vs., who says "I had
been suffering for years witb a torpid liver
and fouud no relief unt l I took Simmons
l.iver Kngulator when I was entirely re
lieved of my troubles. I never intend he
ld; without Himmons Liver Keeu'ator,"

Nsvajo Charlev, the bad Indian"
who escaped from tbe Bernalillo eouoty
jail, has succeeded in getting back to
tbe Kavaio reservation. Ibe omoers
know Yhie he is, but will bave to
wait uutil be "gets gay" and comes off
of the reservation before tbey can fret
him.

WINTERS DRUG CO.,

"Plaza Pharmacy"
Dealers in Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals.

Ednrafo Tonr Ilowela With Caaearet.

On

.1 .

.

it if you trade with us. Our stock

Goods,

Are sold now

Fori

ur k

Shoes

at extremely low prices, at

STROUSSE

&

BACHARACH.

vaii. tit. no

BUSINESS

DIItECTOSY

SOCIETIES.

Barber Shops.

B. H. BLACTVKLT,
Tonsorlal Parlors,
Recent sensational gold discoveries in
Canter Street.
tbe Red River district, northern New Mex
8t. Louis, Lontt Branch, round
ico, indicate tbat this locality will shortly
and
round, sqove and bos pombe aa wiaely celebrated as Cripple Creek. senator,
a
Already the rush of miners and prospectors padour specialty.
snow
the
the
and
time
bas begun,
bas PAItLOB BASBEB
by
SHOP,
fully melted, thousands wui be on the
Center Street,
ground.
IN
e
O. L. Gregory, Prep.
lake tbe nanta f route to
M., from which point there ia a stage, dai
Hot
Only skilled workmen emnlnvBfl.
ly, to biizabethtown, Hematite and Ked and cold baths in connection.
Kivor City. For turtoer particulars, apO. . Jones, Agent.
ply to
Una ha
New Gold Fields.

-

r,

Bncklen's

County Surveyor.
F. MKltKUITH JONES,

CITT

ENGINEER AND COUNTY 8CBOffice, room 1, City Hall.

-

Physicians and Surgeons.

Arnica Saye.
in the world for Cuts.

O. O. GORDON, M. D
-The Hkst Salve
vriTIOK TAMM? OPERA HOUSE, east
9 Las Vegas. N H. Olflce hoars: u
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum. Fever
sores, Tetter, Chapped Mauds. Chilblains. Ua. m.,nto p.m.. 7 togp.m.
Corns, and all Bkin Eruptions, and posiDR. J. H. CUNNIMODAM,
tively cures piles, or no pay required, it is
guarranteed to give perfect satisfaction or T)HY8IOIAN AND SURGEON. OFIflOB IN
money refunded. Price 24 cents per box.
naiDoeni ouiiuing, up stairs.
For sale by Murnbey-Va- n
Fatten Drop
Co., and Browne & Manranares,
. H. SRIPWITH,
BOS WELL
ANU BtJEGBON.
pHTSIOIAN
is
now considerable sickness
There
in Sooorro.

Attorn

eys-at-JLa- w.

FKANK BPRINGF.U,

gaM3WWSWfl

a

TTORNET AND OOUN8ELLOK AT LAW
Office In Union block. Blxth street.
KasM.a." Veat, N. X.

t

LONO &
iriMiS

EP!
t.

r'JEJ'Js

J

.J

UUUUL

ATTOKNETS-AT-LAW-

,

(lii

OFFICE,

s.

tJ talk

Vjrf?

u,
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M.

'k' li16

A. Tf.
A M.
....t?,1?E?,Bn Lode, No. s, meets first una
third Thursday fivenlnps of each month. In
tha Masonlo temple. Visiting brethren ar
fraternally Invited.
L. H.
W. U.
0. H. Sporleder, Sec. Hofmeister,

Los Vegas Royal Arch
No. f.
Regular vonvonutions, llrst Chapter,
Monday In eaca
niontli. VlsltliiR comnanlons
invited.
O. L. Grkqoht, fraternally
K. H. P
L. U. Hofmbistkb. dec.

Las Vega Oommandery,
second
commanlcatlon,
month
Visiting Knights
comed.
L. H. Hovmbistbb. Ran.

o. , Kegnms
Tnesday each
cordially welJOHH HILL,
. O.

AS VEGAS COUNCIL NO.
Koyal ana
I"jSelect
Masters. Regular J, convocatHm
third Monday of each month.
la
Sanctuary
Masonic temple.
Gao. X, Gocld.
G. A. ROTHOBB,
T.I. H
Recorder.
Masons visiting tha city are cordially Invited to attend these bodies
.

Baitera Stu

Rsjralar

oommiuiioatiioD
eTeninga.

Mrs. 0. H.
Mrs. Kmma
All visiting
invited.

aaoand and

foart

cipoblkdbr. Worthy Matron. I
Bknkdiot, Treasurer.
brothers and slaters rordtall
Mss

Klanchb Roiboeb

Sep.

m CATHARTIC

miw

1

lf'f

WT

oo f aau'

p

'"11

r.w.t.ltl:mncbo'jtfn-'ti'Wi'.. l'rt!'-- .

FOT

East Las Vegns, N.

Alost torturing and disflguring of itching,
is inburning, scaly skin anu scaip numors Crm-cuu
stantly relieved by a varm bathofwith
CcTiorJKii
a Soap, a single application
full dos(v
(ujntinenv), the great skin cure, and a of
blooul
CuTtuuua KKhOLVEXT, greatest
else
when
humor
fails..
all
cures,
purillers and
M

I. O. O. F.
VEGAS LODGE No. , meets eTer
J" AS
Monday evonln at their hall. Sixth
brethren are cordlaii
.T S
J,Vu to attend.
A.
F. W. FLKCK, ef'y. J. Wbbtz.N. 6.
W. L

KiaiirATBioK, Cemetery Trustee.
MONTEZUMA LODGE NO. 28.
SEXENNIAL LEAGUE Regelar meetlr
eyening ol each monk
at I
R. J. Hamilton, Praa.
N. B. RoSrbbbbt. Src'y.
al . sj. v .
No. t, meets sr
ana
DIAMOKD LO
evenlnt each eiraith in
aTenna. VlslUna
ir'1,i
1)ri(girs5 of ocl)vlly Invited.
a. T. kogkrs, M. W.
8AN MIGUEL NATIONAL,
Oko.WVoybs, Recorder.
Sixth street and Grand arenas
F P. Bireoo. Flnannler.
Bon-ton,

Vega t

Real Estate
INSURANCE

jj?

FRUIT-GROWIN-

Robf. L.M.Ross,
km

PPW

For Sale

Ranchmen. . , . .
Avenn,F.na

den

NEW MEXICO

........u,,,

Headquarters

Donfflf"1

Land Bcrlp of all Kinds, Territorial and Counts'
Warrants,
eral Land Office RusJiiohh. Titles Secnred Under the
United States Land Laws.

LOANS AND RBAB ESTATE,

Tbo Westtield (Ind.) News prints the fol
lowing In regard to an old resident ot tbat
place: "Frank McAvoy, for many years
in tbe employ ot the L., N. A. & U. rail
way here, says: 'l nave used unsmber- lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Reme
never
dy for ten years or longer--awithout it in my family. I consider it the
best reined v of the kind manufactured. I
late pleasure in recommending H.'M It is
specinc tor ail nnwel disorders, t or ta 1
by K. D. Uoodall, Depot drug store.

ELY'S CREAM BALM la a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. SO
cents at Drutrglsts or by mall ; samples 10c by mail.
SLY BHOTUKKS, 66 Warren St., Kew Vir nity,

Livery Feed

C

-

There are some people who never wear
dark glasses and yet tbey never see any
thing bright: lt' tha people wbo are dys
peptic and soured. Everything is out of
ioint witb such people. "I suffered many
years wito Dyspepsia ana Liiver rrounies
but have been relieved sine taking Bim
mona Livr Regulator. JL know other
who have been greatly benefited by its
se." James Nowland, Carrollton, Mou.

n,

Land Grants, Improved-RanchesNative attle, Improwd
Cattle, Cuttle Ranges, Horses and Slieep, Real Estate, Stc.

e

Miss Lva Disslnger has sent to
Washington her petition for tbe Hills-bor- o
postofDoe, one from tbe ma's
Mand at the Head.
residents and tbe other from the ladies
Aug. J. liogel. the leading drucelat of
of Ilillsboro. J. . Smith bas also oareveporr, t.a., says: -- Dr. King's New
sent in his petition for tbe same office. Discovery la the only thing tbat cure mv

and LIczema.
Tetter,
The intense itchinc undgmartinsr, inci
dent to these dit'efufcs, U instantly allayed
by applying Chamberlain's Eye and
Skin Ointment. Jinny very bad cases
have been permanently cured by it. It
is equally efficient for itching piles and
a favorite remedy for sore niuoies.
chapped bands, chilblains, frost bites
and chronic sore eyes. 25 cts. per Ixjz.

General Broker.

great producer or not.
It is a mistake to suppose tbat Red
River is a new camp. It was known
several yuarsbofore tho presont Intenst A. A. WISE. Hotary Pubilo.
HaUblluh.d li ii
P. O. HOUK3T
was awakened, and an attempt was
made to treat some of the ore by a
& HOQSETT,
process which seems to bave been a
failure. Recently, claims have been
made to tbo effect tbat
ore
had been found, but oo the otber
hand it is said that soma (if thnaa re.
Sixth tnd Douglas Ave's.. East Las Veras. N r
have been shown to
porta when tested
'
Investment, mad. and
ImP:rddlUrniT?:!iL',!
be untrue.
.
iiuei9examiuea uents oollsoted and Taxes paid.
Considered as a ceieral Dron'osiilon.
there seems no reason whv neoDls
should doubt the diioovery of mineral A
In the No
1
Home
Co.rner of the
in such a locality ss Red River, lbs
district is situated In Ibe high mount.
Located near FARMINGTON, Sau Juan
ins and the formation is one ia whloh
County, New Mexmineral has often been found ia otber
ico, in the
section
localities. But a particular geological
or 7,tf aores. There ara two houses, one of tkem
?5
formation may exist without the
" t o good ceirar.: aa csrohird of all aind. . ? fr ,i?t.n1120,.i
hh.e.olJ'er !our.
winter apple., nea' . cherrt
presence of mineral, especially la pay
i, crau applet, plains, aprlcota,
gooaeoerrle.
V?, I.P.leDty ?' wf 5Br?r lrr,1ft';"- - The ard It
ut to all kinds of stuubbery
ing quantities. So that tbe real test of
,,,,n, e'ery particular.
w
Red River mint corns ultimately from
on9
J!2'""f dwu' tu, "ce on
ISZSXFrZi v. ywt ttvuiHig
the production of ore or the failure to
Work
sufhas progressed
produce.
tioiently to fcivo assurance that this test
will be applied before a great while.
3P. BOTH'8 market
fortunately lor those who may wis
here all come, for cholcs itAt at a moderate
sung
to investigate for themselves tbe dis
Reliable quality we get here; to sell the best. Is
ROTH'S IdeA.
tiict is uot difficult to reach, although
Of aomts, all cut with skill and care, his price l always
removed to a considerable distance
just and falR
Thus.lf Beef,Pork,Mutton, you should seek, 'tis here, rresball
from tbe railroad. Situated in the
through th. weeX
His sausages, too. all patrons deem, In Holiness, are always
northern part of Kew Mexico its
supremE
olimate can hardly fail to be agreeable,
Step In! You'll find the stock complete, and prompt attention you will meeX
and at this time of the tear a stag
journey in mat country is rather an
ugreeable diversiou than otherwise
The question of title to the grant alleg
FreeJHacks to and Froin
ed to cover the district will be tested
In tbe supreme court of tbe United
All Trains.
Slates, but for miners it is encourarfnir
to Know tbat the decision of the land
grant court was advene to tbe grant
claimants.
high-grad-

It ia reported that a large boiTyo?
high grade ore has been encountered
on levels Nos. 9 and ,31 in tbe "North
Homestake," White Oaks district, and
that milling will probab'y be resumed
very toon.
25c.
(J. 4J. V, full to cure, drutrgihts rotund money.

Mining Diatrlot.
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LAS VEGAS,

Cam won sene Mtoietu A"viicr1e.i.'t,&.
Adilreu, World' DtupensHry Medical AnKiciar

To Cure Conatluatlon Forever.
Take I'aacareta Cundv Cathartic. lOo or

Itcil

From the Dmiver Republican.
' 1 here is
just, now a good deal of talk
about lied Uiver, Now Mexioo, as a
mining camp. Many men have gone
to the district, from whom, bowsver,
very conllicting reports have been re
ceived regarding its mineral wealth
and the character of its ore. Tbis oou
let r,f opinion continues, and it is Iru.
possible to form a satisfactory oonolu.
slon whether tho district will beojine a
11

one-ee-

lana-iocae-

lf

r.it'.

fl

fur 1'lfty Cent.
Guaranteed tolmeco habit euro, makna weak

v

Ills Kg can't hope towii' in the
rnce. A man with a weight on
his health c.m't expect to com
pete in life and business with
those who are not handicapped,
if his brain Is heavy, and his
blund aluggluu, because ol
he wilt not succeed
In doing anything very well.
Constipation ia the cause of

eo'd-beariu-

$ioo Reward $ioo.
Tbe readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn tbat Ibare is at least one dreaded
d laease that science has been able to cure
n all its stages, and tbat Is Catarrh.
Hall' Catarrb Cure is tbe only positive
cure known to tne medical iraternicy.
Catarrb being a constitutional disease, re.
Center St. Eas Las Vegas.
quires a constitutional treatment. Hall'
Catarrb Cure is taken internally, acting CHARLES
WRIGHT, Prop.
directly upon tbe blood and mucous ur
Colorado Sheep Regulations
faces of tbe system, thereby destroying tbe
From and after May iib, and until foundation ot the disease, and giving tbs
Best Twenty-fiv- e
Cent
strength by building up tbe con
further notice, the following regula- potient
Meals in Town
tltution ana assisting nature in ooing it
tions will govern the admission into work. Tbe proprietors have so much faith
n its curative powers, tbat they offer One
supplied with everything tbe mar
Colorado, of sheep from the states of Hui mired Dollar for any case tbat it falls Tableket
affords, ratronage solicited.
d for Hot of testimonial.
Ken
ouure.
Washington, Oregon, Montada, Idaho,
F. J. CRESEY & Co., Toledo,

Wyoming, California, Nevada, Utah
and Texas, and the Territories cf Ari
zona, New Mexico and Oklahoma and
the republic of Mexico:
First. All sbeep intended to be driv
en or shipped into or through this state
from the above scheduled slates and
Territories mast be inspected by the
state veterinary sanitary bwrd, or by
its duly authorized deputies before be.
ing allowed to enter ta d state, end
due notice must be givtn of such intention to the secretary at the capitol
building, Denver, Colorado, or to one
of the authorized inspectors of this
lioard, except: Sheep from the above
scheduled districts may enter Colorado
without inspection or a bill of health,
by rail, provided they do not unload in
this state except in quarantine pens for
the purpose of feediog and watering
and for a period not exceeding twenty-fou- r
hours.
Second. No sheep, except as provided tor above, will be allowed to be
driven or shipped across the state line
unless accompanied by a bill of health
granted by the state veterinary sanitary
board, or by its duly authorized deputies, certifying that such sheep are
wholly free from disease, and have not
come in contact with any diseased
eheep during the preceding sixty days,
or unless accompanied by a special
only on
permit, which will be granted
the following conditions: That sheep so introduced shall be
dipped to the satisfaction, and under
the supervision of this board, or its
rluly authorised inspectors, at Denver,
Pueblo, La Junta or at such other point
as may be designated by said board,
before such sbeep shall be permitted to
reload, or be driven to any point from
the poiut of unloading, and said sbeep,
if introduced under such special permit
shall be held in quarantine by said
board nntil the above provisions of inspection and dipping are fully complied
with.
To defray the expenses of
'Xhird.
inspection and She necessary super,
vision, a fee of one cent per head will
be charged before a bill of health is
issued and a fee of one and one-haeents per head before a special
permit is issued. The latter fee .will
include the costs of release hereafter
granted upon the fulfillauept of the
terms of the permit, The cars used t o traospor
Fourth.
all eheap coming into this state tinder
special permit, as provided for above,
and the peris in which they are un.
loaded, must lu disinfected In the
a) Kemove
the following manner;
ftlHi'ter and manure. Tins litter may
be disinfected by inisinsr it with litre,
or slratHg with a five per en,
solution of ?nrt)io acid, or if not
ttored where no
U rnsy fc
cm dime in eocisci ' with it.
fWp .tWnrate
T3 of
shn walls anJ
can. f '.'(i0iig, trong'us and chute, or
4r pi ns wait a .solution made on dis.
orea of cblorido cf
four
v,v)ii
Shr. in one callon of water, or
cVisirrfivt the cars with a jet of stnam
mrul: r n
pr.ire of not los3 thin fifty
ionr,ii to the tparu inch.
ln.pMor wili be stationed ' Kml
F. J. Towrer,
f.il . iiy nointfi:

The man with a weight on

g
exce'Ient
rook was exhibited at Chloride.

A new find of

Thl la Tour Opportunity,
On receipt of tun cents, cash or stamps.
a generous sample will be mailed of the ground under the present mining laws
most popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Curs But tbe locations within a grant sub
(iLly's Uiaam 13alm) sufficient to demon.
sequently declarsd invalid are legal,
Strata the great merits of the remedy.
for the reason that in tbat case tbe
ELY BROTHEIiS.
ground Is shown to be part of tbe pub.
Cti Warren St., Kew York City.
lio domain.
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont.
Mr. Fergusson, delegate from Kew
s
to
me.
recommended hi y Cream iialm
Mexioo to congress, intends to push
can emphasize his statement. "It is a roai
tbe passage of an act extending tbe
tivs cure for catarrh if Used as directed."
Key. Francia W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres. application of tbe mineral laws to confirmed land grants and providing a
Church, Helena, Mont.
process by wbioh title to a certsin
Ely's Cream Balm is the acknowledged amount of the surface could be con
cure for catarrh and contains no mercury
demned for the use of the locator of a
nor any injurious drug, rrioe, bu casta.

"Duo" llammui, who has been in
the employ of Brown & Mamtsnares
tor some years, left the early part ot
last week, for Kl Paso, wbare he has
accepted a position with the binger
sewiug machine company.
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FOIl WOMEN AND HOME
ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR MAIDS
AND MATRONS.
Notea of the Modes

mings

New

Drees Trim-

Narrow Ribbon la Now

Kffec-tlvel-

llrald

Faeh-lo-

Used In Place of

y

(or Little Maids.
"Cntll the Day Ilre.k"
HUMAN soul wont
forth Into the

Shutting
.'It

behind

Death's
t e r loua

;

my
door,

shaking oft
with utrange,
r e a I s t lem
might
The dust that
once It wore.

And

Eo

ewlft Its

fllBht,

'
so suddenly It sped
bow Is
As when by skillful hand
i
bent
The arrow files those watching round
the bed
Harked not the way It went.

'

Heavy with grief, their aching,
eyes
Saw but the shadow fall, and knew
not when,
Or in what fair or unfamiliar guise,
,
It left the world of men.
It broke from Sickness, that wHH iron
bands
Had bound It fast for many a grievous day;
And Love itself with Us restraining
hands
Might not Its course delay.
Space could not hold It back with fettering bars,
Time lost its power, and ceased at
last to be;
It swept beyond the boundary of the
stars
And touched Eternity.
tear-dimm-

round shape.
The SCIENTIFIC POINTERS.
the
waist Is round and plain, wltb a low
neck and elbow sleeves such as have
At the back It has CURRENT NOTES OP' SCIENCE
been described.
a full Wattoau plutt, and a similar
AND INDUSTRY.
plait bangs from the neck In front
n
Tin plaits give much furlues. to the
front and back, but the sides are held Hope for the Deaf Konh'l Study of
New Process or
Leprosy
very snug by yellow satin bands at
Comfortable lied for the
the waist, caught at the ends with rib
bon rosettes. A: bretty way to finish
blik The llutter-n- y Tongue.
the waist of a child's dreBS Is to use,
InUead of a belt, two rows of luce
Hope for the Deaf.
sewed together at the top, forming; an
d
ROFESSOR
Insertion with scallops on each edge.
of the UniverThis lace should be gathered very full
sity of Geneva,
and sewed around la the scam between
has
Switzerland,
the skirt and the waist. Little ones
Invented en appar
wonr boleros of lace with their gowns,
atus to enable the
The Latest.
deaf to hear. The
microphonogr a p
New Dress Trimming.
he has Just issue
to the world mag
Hard times may have affected the
nlflos the human
Easier maid to make her more Ingen
voice In the same
It certainly looks that way, if
ious,.
no n lona mntrnlfies a picture. It
one would Judge by the number of de
elecvice she chooses to trim her gown as la slmnlv a teloDhone connected
far
a
but
nhonocrauh.
a
trienllv
with
as
newest
The
Inexpensively
possible.
Udl
than
nhonoeraph
thing used to embroider a dress is
of
narrow silk ribbon. It should be of a son's ordinary model. There Is of
sulphate
very god quality unless black in color. course an electric battery,from
one ceu
The gown s,hould be put together and mercury being used, and
degroe
then taken 'to a shop to be stamped to sixty cells according to the
Of course
with some scroll design. Don't have- of deafness of the neraon. case
of ab
In
your gown entirely finished when this the aDaratus Is useless
such
Is done; It should be merely basted and solute deafness, but fortunately
Is far rarer than Is bus- fitted. Having had the gown stamped an Infirmity
rx?r cent 01 BOcover the lines with ribbon sewed nftcted. Ninety-fiv- e
be mad
down on each sldo. If you are clever called stone deaf persons can
of
means
to
understand
and
hear
by
and
down
you may baste the ribbon
HowT
Invention.
Dussaud's
Professor
stitch It on each side by machine.
You
Around the curves It must be put on You speak Into the phonograph.
make It repeat yonr words, which are
full.
The bodice Is ronnd, of gray silk shot transmitted by a sort of ailcropnone,
deaf ear.
with pin.i. Over It will be worn a bol- and speaking tube InInto the
same order la
the
Dussaud
Professor
to
match
ero of thu poplin, embroidered
for the Paris Exhibition of
the skirt. This bolero taai a most mag- - preparing
1900, an apparatus which will enable
10,000 people who may be all deaf to
follow a lecture.
Pecking-CottonT--

Dus-sau-

v

-

Koch's Study of

Out from the house mourning faintly Ht,
It passed upon Its journey all alone;
So far not even Thought could follow

it

Into, those realms unknown.
Through the clear silence of the moonless dark,
Leaving no footprint of the road it

WITH CHIFFON FRONT.
niflcent collar that extends to the waist
in front. It Is lined with white silk,
entirely covered with flounces of tiny
white lace that form a most bewitchWith
ing background for the face.
this gown will be worn a hat of soft

white straw, trimmed with white

os- -

trod,
Straight as an arrow cleaving to its
mark.
The Soul went home to God.
"Alas!" they cried, "he never saw the
morn.
But fell asleep outwearled with the
strife"
Nay rather, he arose and met the Dawn
Of Everlasting Life.
Christian Burke.

clean-shave-

New' Method

for Kxtraotlnf Glycerine.
In the manufacture of soap there Is
often a large amount of lye left ovor.
This, of courso, Is a waste product, and
heretofore no attempt has been made
to turn it to account. A series of experiments has demonstrated that glycerine and soda can be recovered from
this waste by means of electrolysis.
The following is tho description of the
process: The anode is a plate of lno
or carbon in contoct with the liquor under treatment; the cathode is in a porous pot. The current decomposes the
caustic soda, forming sodium hydrato
at the cathode; the glycerine Is set
free, while the albuminoid and coloring matters are rendered insoluble and
are easily removed by filtration. After this treatment the insoluble matter is separated out and the liquid Is
distilled, forming a perfectly pare,
clear glycerine, the canstlc soda being
also practically pure and usable by the
soapmaker.

Photographing a Batterfly'a Tongue.
At first glance what would you call
the queer object represented In the plc- -

lproy.

The results of Prof. Koch's stmly
of leprosy in East Prussia last year
have Just been published In Berlin. He
Is of opinion that the cases he raw
there were not connected, like those
In Norway, Sweden,
Finland, etc..
with the leprosy of the Middle Ages,
but had probably been Introduced since
1870, through the close Intercourse be
tween East Prussia and the Russian
cases
Baltic provinces. Twenty-seve- n
revealed themselves before September
1S96, and of those seventeen ended fa
tally. Of the ten living patients six
are being treated at their own homes
and four In hospitals. The introduc
tion and propagation of leprosy took
place mainly between 18S2 and 1890.
Infection, Dr. Koch says, seems to be
caused mostly by low living, or over
crowding In small houses, and to some
extent also by the wearing of Infected
clothes. He found no evidence of he
reditary transmission. The duration
of the disease is generally from five to
ten yeas.

SMART BLACK GOWN

they have sometimes Drought away
with them large numbers of diuoasa
germs In their whlnker.
Certainly
there la every reuson to suppose that
this may be the case. Every one who
has ever given thought to the matter
is aware that the odor of tobacco
smoke stays in the beard for a long
time, and it la reasonable to suppose
that other odora with their accompanying germs may lodge there alto. A
n
man is, therefore, all
things considered, much the more desirable as a family doctor 'i'.n the
man with bushy whiskers.

New Process of Parkins Cotton.
The cotton Industry is to be benefited
In a new way by an Improved process
of packing. According to the Manufac
turers' Record, the American cotton
bale has lone been noted as "the
clumsiest, dirtiest, most expensive and
wasteful package in which cotton, or,
In fact, any other commodity of like
value Is put up." The new bale Is to
e rolled and cylindrical. It will. It Is
mid, fill less than half the space of
he old bale, weight for weight, cost
less to market, and is Incom- mstible. The cotton as It comes from
he gin is rolled around a rod, or cylln
ler, and the new system is expected to
;ave millions to the south. The in
ombustible character of the bale Is
perhaps Its greatest value, If It really
has that quality. Fire has been one
of the worst enemies of the planter and
the shipper. Baled cotton does not
lcnite easily, but when once fired it
Is a very difficult substance to extinguish.

tnre? It might be a doormat or a new
kind of fried cake or a snake ready to
strike. But it is none of these.
Last summer Prof. George S. Moler
of Cornell University caught a butter
fly and carefully removed its tongue.
This he mounted upon a glass slide.
lighted it properly, and then photo
graphed it through a microscope. And
the picture shows exactly what a but
terfly's tongue is like. As you will see.
it is very long. This enables the in
sect to reach deep Into flowers to suck
up the honey. When not in use the
tonguo Is coiled up In the form shown
In the picture.
A True

Parasite.

There are not many true parasltea
in the vegetable kingdom. The mistle
toe is unquestionably one of the most
perfect samples of this class of vege
table growth. It is absolutely depend
ent upon Its host for subsistence, and
in time draws the very life blood from
the plant to which It attaches itself.
Experiments have been made in raising
the mistletoe In greenhouses, but the
results are scarcely satisfactory. The
mistletoe io an exceedingly slow-groing plant, two leaves and a bit of
stalk being all that Is usually produced
during the season; therefore some of
the gnarled and knotty branches
which we see in our markets represent
long years of patient endeavor.
w

Eating-

-

Clay.

That a large number of people live
and thrive on a diet of earth may sound
incredible to those who have never
of the South,
heard of the
but In Alabama there are many perComfortable Bed for tbe Stele.
A new bed, particularly adapted to sons whose daily food is clay dug from
the uses of the sick room, has lately the banks of the small mountain
been Invented. The secret of Its eff- streams. It is oily and almost with
iciency is that by Its means the patient out taste, and certainly contains nour
!t is almost
can be raised Into almost ar.y posi- ishment of om sort,
tion without disturbance or lifting, al- - the entire diet of the Inhabitants of
these localities. When the clay-eatbegins this lino of diet a piece the slie
of a pea is all that can be taken with
safety. After they have grown up on
it a piece as large as the flat of the
average man may be taken with im
enjoy average
punity. Clay-catehealth and live to a good old age. clearly demonstrating that there is nothing
specially injurious in this most curi
ous article of food. The most marked
effect produced by It Is a change in the
appearance, me skin grows sallow after a while, becoming a pale, unwholesome-looking
yellow, almo&c the color
of the clay Itself. Those who begin
In their infancy have the
lowing the bed to be made and aired look of premature age and never wear
and the patient examined without any the hue of health or vitality. They are
exertion on the part of the latter or thin, angular and spiritless, although
the nurses; moreover, the tedium of Ill- rarely ill. They are full of a belief
ness may be relieved by so raising the In signs and superstitions. They raise
sick persona as to allow of their en- a little corn, potatoes, peas and a few
gaging In any congenial employment other vegetables. The corn Is convertwithout strain or fatigue, and what ed into whisky, which Is probably the
this mental diversion means In the way only luxury in which they Indulge.
of lightening anxiety and labor only
nurses can adequately realize. When
Political Item.
not required for sick room purposes the
"There can be no possible excuse for
bed makes an admirable bed or lounge,
congressmen listening to men who
as may be required.
want to bribe them," said old Judge
Pctercy.
I'm not so sure about that," replied
A Peculiar Accident.
That one cannot be too careful In Sardanapalus Peterby, his son, a rishandling anything belonging to. elec- ing young politician. "If congressmen
trical plants is demonstrated by the do not listen to what the lobbyist has
fire that consumed one of the power to say they would never, find out
houses of the Union Traction Company whether or not he wanted to bribe
in Philadelphia. At the hour of clos- thera.v They have to listen, you know.
ing an employe swung an enormous to find out If he really means busi
crane to which was attached a very ness."
Sardanapalus, by the way, is suspect
heavy chain. The chain struck a generator and shivered It to fragments; a ed of wanting to go to congress from
terrific explosion followed every cir- New York, and Is evidently trying to
cuit, and all the dynamos which were make up his mind what to do In case
running were blown out. Fire Imme- any attempt is made to tamper with
diately followed the explosion, and the hla honesty. Tammany Times.
dynamos, of which there were 'eight,
were
disor
either destroyed
Art's Elevatlnir Influence.
abled, and the entire inside of the
I noticed you at the opera last night,
building was cleared out. The loss Mrs. Budd. Wasn't that a delightful
was something like $500,000, largely on aria by Du Mond?"
the valuable machinery In the buildSo sorry I missed that, but I wa
ing.
Just giving Mrs. Upton my famous re
clpe for hard Bauce." Harper's Bazar.
The Doctor and the Barber.
Hla Feet Were Ilia Fortune.
Whether or not a physician should
'So you Jtdu't hang out' long in
shave is a question which is now agitating medical circles. Exi.minations Cripple Creek?"
of the beards of doctors who hfiYw leen
"Hang? Guess not. I slid ZZi while
among patients suffering from con- the sheriff was watchln' the prize fight
tagious diseases discloses the fact that bulletins." Detroit Free Press.
clay-eate-

rs

as a mother. Her tastes are simple,
and her disposition most kindly. Sh
has never got over her own great sorrow the death of her eldest daughter,
the Grand Duchess Paul, whose departure from Athens to be married was
more like a funeral than the preface
to a bridal. All Athens turned out to
wish her joy. But the faces of the
bride and her mother were blistered
with tears. This being thought a bad
omen, the air was filled with lamentation. The princess was entreated by
the women to turn back, and wait for
some more propitious time to begin her
Journey. But the princess was married,
and wsb killed in less than two years
by a fall from a carriage that was going at a furious pace. A nurse of the
princess dreamed the night before the
departure for Russia that they were
at the museum and came to a sculpture
representing a family group around a
dying girl. The dreamer thought the
personages were suddenly changed into
the king and queen, herself and the beed below that with a
trothed princess.
Next morning she
flounce of the material. Lace enters
told hep dream to the queen, who
of
the
children's
Into
trimming
largely
laughed, but believed her, as her blisIt Is used as Insertion
gowns.
clusters of tucks on the waist tered face showed.
and sleeves and for the trimming of
and daintiest
Among the
flounces. A model Uu will bear copyare
fabrics
cotton grenthe
transparent
Is
child
slim
a
rather
of
for
yeling
low organdie. The skirt is full and of adines In vine and floral patterns.
lace-trimm-

c?z?.

clay-eati-

v

absolutely nothing. For two years
now I ve been wondering vaguely what
they do with all the upper space lu
the old olllce buildings ou lower Broadway, lu the edillct s erected withlu the
last few years It is easily accounted for.
But nome of the four and five story
buildings which date back thirty years
or more offer a delightful mystery to
the man ou the outside. He may dispone of all the places of Iiuslness within the Imlldiii, but there Is still soiue-tlilii-if
left. The other day I managed
to go through, two or three of these to
jrrntify niy curiosity. I dou't a appose
that one New Yorker out of a hundred
has any fden of the number of home
and families that are perched up in the
top and rear of these bulldlnjjs that
loom up at night so omlnonit ami mysterious. In a good many eases It's the
Janitor In charge of the otlicen below
who lives np there with hl wife and
children, fmt not always. I went Into
one of these homes, made np of three
little rooms, with winnows: looking out
over the roof tops. Why, sir, It wa
idyllic. The room was filled with the
warm noonday sunshine. Flowers
were growing lu great pots on the window sfll. There was In this little palm
of proletnlre no disturbing element.
Over the housetops you could see on
the Jersey shore. It filled me with
yearnings, sir, with yearnings. They
may say that the New Yorker doesn't
know how the 'other hair lives. Hut I
don't know but that, there are times
when the 'other half has the best of it."
Jaitlee fnr the Railway.
Over the entrance to the great building devoted to transportation at the
World's Fair was written these words
from Lord Bacon: "There are three
things which make a nation great: fertile fields, busy workshops and easy
transportation of men and goods from
place to place."
We have the fertile fields and we
have had the fruits resulting from tbe
rest of the proposition. We have become great. The present condition of
our workshops and our railways
the consideration of the problem
whether both cannot Increase our
greatness and national prosperity If
the railways are placed upon a stronger financial foundation than they are
now struggling upon.
The conditions of railway transportation are such that It is practically
Impossible, except in a few special instances, to maintain for a long period
rates which are exorbitant. Railway
managers have rarely failed to appreciate the fact that the development of
commerce along their lines, and the
consequent prosperity of the projectors,
depend largely upon easy transporta
tion coupled with low rates. Look st
our railway stocks as reported by the
last government report, that of 1SSW;
Per
ug-ge-

rs

rr

For the Little Maids.
Gowns for little maids of eight and
ten summers are so dainty and iluffy
that they easily make "older folks envious. Yet they are constructed on
healthful lines and will give the little
folk great comfort during the hot days
of summer. Many of the gowns have
elbow sleeves and a few are cut low
in the ueck. The skirts are short and
full; waists, not yokes, are used, but
they are hardly longer than those of
the empire period. When longer sleeves
are used they are
shaped. trloh plumes and bunches of Scotch
The elbow sleeves, however, are short, heather. Ex.
full puffs, gathered below the elbow
A Motherly Queen.
ou a cording to give body, and adorn- The queen of Greeca is looked upon

NEXT TO THE ROOFS.
How the Upper ritor.es of Ilia Kuildlnga
Are I'tll.anil.
Tht're lire a great ninny New Yorkers
who are actuated by that curiosity
which lends om to I ho illNcovtvy of
the secret tlntwem of n en bluet. They
are uot witiHiled until they account for
every bit of the Kpnce, says the New
,
York Commercial Advertiser.
"I'm a pretty old New Yorker myself,'1 said a Wall street man
"but I've never realized until lately
how many odd phases and uniwln of
city life there were of which 1 knew

cent

Per cent paid.
Stocks,
$3,475,640,203
Nothing paid
From 1 to 2
73,830.210
From 2 to 3
110,520,624
4
3
From
to
60,741,585
From 4 to 5
841,976,155
From 5 to 6
267,201,887
From 6 to 7
218,968,270
From 7 to 8
198.038,296
From 8 to 9
102,298,543
From 9 to 10
10,909.510
10 and above
. 101,133,373
Total

....$4,961,258,656

total
stocks.
70.06
1.49
2.23
1.22
6.89
5.39
4.41
3.99
2.06
.22
2.04
100.00

Over seventy dollars out of every
hundred dollars Invested paying no
How can we hope to be rich
dividend.
and prosperous with three and a half
thousand millions of our Invested capital bringing no returns? And yet we
hear demands In some quarters for further reductions In rates. Unless something Is speedily done for our railways
the welfare of the entire nation will
be threatened. The bill before congress
allowing freedom of contract between
railways will remedy some of the troubles, and should be passed by the next
congress. That bill protects the public and shipper against high rates, und
will enable the railway company to get
the schedule rates. It will put the
railways on a solvent basis, start up
the workshops again, and give employment to a larger number of workmen.
Caca of Fuller'a Earth.
Fuller's earth was originally used for
cleansing cloth of grease, aud also by
furriers for1 cleansing furs. In the hitter case the fur was covered with a
considerable quantity of the earth and
rubbed or trodden. It has also been
used as an absorbent by druggists. At
the present Its chief use is for clarifying oils. In clarifying lard oil the
fuller's earth, ground to 120 mesh, Is
added to the hot oil and stirred for a
short period; the oil Is then passed
through a filter press, the earth and coloring Impurities being left behind it.
The degree of fineness of the fuller's
earth is of great importance, and it is
necessary to heat it well before use.
In clarifying lubricating and similar
oils the fuller's earth is now being used
as a substitute for bone black. In this
ease It is not necessary to grind the material so fine, and the size to which it Is
ground varies with the grade of the oil
to be treated.

Woman's Nerve
Mrs. Piatt Talks About Hysteria.
When a nerve or a set of nerves supplying

any organ In the body with 1U due nutriment grows weak, thutorjran lungiiluues.
When the nerves become exhausted aud
die, no to speak, the organ fulls Into decay. What is to be done? The answer Is,
do not allow the weakness to progrebsi
stop the deteriorating' process at ouoo
Do you experience fits of depression, alternating; with restlessness ? Are your spirits ,
easily affected, so that one moment you luugh I
and the next fall Into convulsive weeping;" f
Again, do you feel some thing like a hall
1 1
In your throat and threatening1 to choko you, L
all the senses perverted, morbidly sensitive to 1
.
I
,
i
1!,.!,
B'" uu duuuu, piuu m ovary, ana pain especially between the shoulders, sometimes loss
of voice and nervous dyspepsia ? If so, you are
hysterical, your ntcrine nerves are at fault.
You must do something to restore their tone.
Nothing is better for the purpoMO than Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound; it will work acure. If yon do not understand your symptoms, write to
Mrs. I'inltham, Lynn, Mass., and she will give you honest,
1

1

1

1

V

Levi V. Platt, Womleysbnrg. Ta.. had
terrible experience with the illness we have
Just described. Here is her own description of
her sufferings:
"I thought I could not be so benefited by anything and keep It to myself. I had hysteria
(caused by womb trouble) in its worst form. I
Mns.

:s

was awfully nervous,
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"Hut vou said she sung beautifnllv," "No,
didn't." "What did vou sav?" "I auld
ehe was a beautiful singer!"

and melan- -

d

VlllUU lIUHLf

" The moment I wa alone I would ery from
f I did not care whether I lived
ordied. I told my husband I believed Lydia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound would do
me good. I took it and am now well and
strong, and getting stouter. I have more
color In my face than I have Bad for a year and a half. Please accept my
thanks. I hope all who read this and who suiter from nervousness- ot this
kind will do as I Lave done and be cured. "
-

CHILDREN IN HOLLAND.
Little fade and Laaaea In a Scheawningen'

Hall's Catarrh Care
is a constitutional eure. Price, ISci.

Kindergarten.

trant-Wnmlerlnff throuch th
nt
HttlH tlthhiK vlllmte of HcliervnliiKrii.
from wllli'll (he fumolia 1 ll I
wntcrhiff
tu
morrv !
plllee tHKta 11m llAlne. 1 Iiphi-iof liiutrlil cr iNHiiiiiK from a tomlfii "twluserl
wuiim.
KMle
me
I
limn
ami
wh
open,
iy
liv
npciietl In. Mi iirliitv
oue-nthe Hweetext hIkIiIk I linve ever wlt- AiHint t wem y little Dutch maid
upxMHi.
nml IhiU. their wiva varying from three to
alx yen, were enjoying
a gnme of ordinary American tag. while a little attendant
of nlmiit twelve yeara hKnmI by buxily knittliem. A hell soundting while iilie wati-lieed: they nil fell In line behind the little
knitter and walked demurely, two liy two.
In a erpeiitlne line around the
garden and
disappeared In a long hall, nt the door of
which each rhlld took off lla little wooden
and held them In one hand behind
yhoea
It
back, aaya a writer lu the Washington
ntar.
in the meantime the
came out
and Invited me. by n!gns.principal
lo enter. In the
hall I noticed the little Hallo
laid orderly
aide by able. There were three halla In till
kindergarten; In each were Hfty children
between the nge of three nml
alx
the girl In gown to their ankles, held out
n oanoon niMinoii witn Haircloth
little white bawl pinned over petticoats,
the annul.
lo'clV CP covrrl"'? tUt'lr straight yellow
At this free
the children of
the duller folk, kindergarten
many of them fatherless, derive all care and attention. Thev
are
by the same methods used In (iermnny.taught
All
seemed br'ght ami happy, in one rooiii thev
were singing tjualnt little nursery rh vine's
alxmt boats, so one little fellow made me
understand hy walking across the floor, rolling like a sailor, and then going through
the motions of rowing a bout and pulling In
net. lie with great glee made me understand that he would be a nsheriiian when
he was "so big." stretching up ha nrnis.
and smoking an Imaginary pipe. Thli
amused the children so much
nd made
them shout and laugh so loud
the teacher was obliged to send them that
to their seats
and end our fun.

"Do yon know

persons,

the

for nervous
"No; what I want, to
people- who have to

a good tonic-

SimpklnsV"

for

Hud Is a good tonic

live with them."

Mr. Wlnslovr'a soothing byrnp
reduces l&fism.

ForrtuUlrt--

tlhillir, mftanstlieKums.
amtlun, allays pain, cures wind colic.

2S

cents a bottle.

"Tozer fa worried alKiut hla new tenants."
"What Is the mailer with them?" "They
moved La without unking him to repuiier tliu

flat"

FITS PermenentlyCurcd. NofiteorDerrousnessmfter
Hret day a n.e of lr. Kline's Great Nerve Keetorer.
ttend for FHKE
trial hoi lie and treaties.
Dr. R. H. Klin a. l.UI..U.)l Arch St.. Philadelphia, fa.
''Tom has had to move to a new bnnrdlnjr
house." "What for?" "Couldn't stand It
to hear the other IsmrderB telling what they
would do If they were tho (jreek govern-

ment."

liaron lit hit powitivki.v nm:n.

Home Treatment Written guarantee
no
cure no wiy. fiend 3e. stamp for treatise. given
Neurotii-. V. Aientlou tins iMtuer.

lAetUcine

"Yonr
daughter Imngeue la a perfect
Venus. Mr. Dlgglns." "YesVenus de Mllo;
she never does any work with her arms."
My doctor said I would die, but Piso's Cure
for Consumption cured me. Amos Keluer,
Cherry Valley, Ills.. Nov. 3. 1SU5.
"(Jeorge Is out there beating carpet like n
madman." "How did you get him to do If?"
"I told him he could take care of the baby
while 1 beat tle carpets."

for Fifty Cents.

Guaranteed tobacco habit cure, make weaft
men strong, blood pure. 60c. $1. Ail druggists.

"Do

von-

think a girl ought to laugh at a
to her?" "Not unless sho
a year herself."

man wlm propose
i

earning

$.'t,(MM

pgaWraWaMUaia

Iteflect.loiia of a Hachelor.
Every man tli!:ik he eould do lots better
work If he only felt better.
A woman never reiilly take
pleasure In
hurting a man miles she loves him.
When one woman kisses another It means
about a much as when om? man calls another "old man."'
A woman will always itenv that she can't
put on a dean pillow-caswithout holding
the pillow In her mouth.
A man never has any nioner. Before ho
gets married he spends it, aud after he gets
married Ills wife dues.
A
woman Is hever satisfied
till she knows you know It. but she doesn't
like you to tell her you know she knows It.
New l'ork Press.
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The popping of a

cor!; from a bottl e of
Hires is a signal of
fjood health and plea-cur- e.
A sound the
old folks like to hear

A Dangerous Lethargy.
The forerunner of a train of evils, which
too often culminate fatally. Is Innettvitv or
lethargy of the kidneys. Not only Is Hright's
disease, diabetes, gravel, or some other dangerous Integral disease of the organs themselves to be apprehended, but dropsical diffusion
from the blood, rheumatism and
gout, are all traceable to the
from the blood by the kidneys of certulu Impurities, llostetter's Ktomach Hitters depurates the blond, renders the kidneys active
and prevents their disease.

the childrca can't
resist it.

Rootbeer

Is comooBed of tho

very Ingredients the

system requires. Aiding
the digestion, soothing
the nerves, purifying
the blood. A temperance drink for temper
ance people.

Unique Connecticut Eagles.
All crank don't live In Kansas. In the
Connecticut House last week a hill to fine
the killers of eagle was opposed by Mr.
Main, of North Stonlngton, who said that
"eagles get their teeth Into everything they
can lay their hands on." Boston Journal.

Hade eolr by
The Charlea K. Ulee Co.. Phl'jt,
mekea ft sslloot.
Apukeire
fiold everTwhare.

"Those who lin'd fault with the slow return of prosperity are like most sick people." "Hows tothat?" "Well, sick people
accumulate a disease, but
tike ten years
they nlways expect the doctor to cure them
in a week.''

Don't

I

;.

West

(Jo

Bnt look into the Earth under yonr own feet
Thore may be millions in it. The possibility of
a mineral bed of Gold, Silver, Uopper, Coal or
Oil ties under every acre of land.

A

Sure Guide

To tbfs wealth is found in
new book icopy-- r
itch ted
which teiiehett in simple language just
how und whore to tind all kinds of minerals.
Crtiirte is sent, post-t- ie
Thin Prospectors'
paid, on receipt of price, $1.00, by

r

Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Tour Life Away.

t

and forever, be
quit tobacco easily
full of life, nerve and vigor, take
that makes
the
weak men strong. All druggists, 50c. or $1.
Cure guaranteed. Booklet and sample free.
Address Sterling Uetuedy Co., Chicago or
Vo

wwt

i

The editor of this paper advises hii
readers that a free package of Peruviana,
the best kidney and aver cure on earth, will
be delivered FREE to onv sufferer, if writ
ten for promptly. Peruviana Remedt Co.,
2b6 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
"Nature Is kind to us, after all." "Why
do you any that?"
".Suppose real flowers
looked like the artificial ones.".

I. H. RANDALL, Publisher,
Augusta, Me,
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DITCH COMPANIES SUE.
"Joe always did hnve good luck." "What
happened now?" "He died Jnst In time
A Suit to Be Instituted to Determine to has
to get that free funeral offered hy a new un1
What Kitent Water
Private Property.
dertaking flnm"

of Arapahoe county
The commissioners
have been asked to settle the mnximuiu
price per cubic Inch at which water may be
sold for irrigating purposes iu the. county.
The next step will be a suit in the higher
courts to compel owner of water to sell it
to neighbors who are not possessed of this
essential to
The
lu Colorado.
ii ii it i decision oi tills case win estauiisu a
ot
In
the
sale
mutter
the
of
precedent
water for irrlgutlon.
Is
Tho Casflewood
Reservoir Comnnnv
being sued to deliver water for Irrigating
purpose to two farmers who have settled
ou government land in close vicinity to the
stored water and who have no other source
from which to obtain it. The reservoir company has absolutely refused to furnish any
who are not settled on lands
water
owned by It, stating that there Is only sufficient water In the reservoir to sunnly Its
own lauds, and that as It Is a prlvnte con- rem it is
to uo as it pleases in
the premises.privileged
in the complaint the two farmer who
Taut a little of the Cherry creek liquid viastate that the Castle'astlcwood
Iteservoir Company was originally In.
eornorated to sell land and water to irrl- Kate It; that the company has always stated
that the capacity of the reservoir wifs
cubic Inches of water, which would sup
ply a liue acreage or land; that the company owns only HJ.Ooo acres of land, which
would leave a surplus of iuO inches lu tho
reservoir.
The plaintiff further allege that wster
allowed to run to waste during the Irrigating seimm over the company's land, which,
If it might be directed Into channels of use.
would be sutlicicnt to sunnly the plalutilTs
agricultural lands In the dry season.
The case 'will be closely contested to the
finish, and It promises to be n most Inter
esting one. The result will decide the right
of farmers similarly situated, to demand
water from i company or Individual uu willing to sell it.
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'Western "Wheel "Works
C'Caco
ctAorS
CATAL9GVE FRFF

Marriageable
Ladles or gentlemen wishing their descriptions printed in May 27th No. of Western
with 10c.
Corresponding ('lull paper, send itconducted.

CURE YOURSELF!

f',wif

No names published.
Honorably
505 Charles Building, Denver.
"Penjub seems such a ladylike novelist."
"Ladylike? Why. lie never wrote an Improper Hue in hla life."

ITslft

in 1 u, 4 aTt

Kit

diftchargea,

i

frr nr.n.,i.nl

inflammations.
uiacoQi membranes.
13?iItheEvuns Chemical Co. gent or poisonous.
it v emciNMTt,o.r7i Sold bjr DranUd.
or sent In plain wrapper,
ri
PT ez nreiui.
fm
ft) .00, or 3
bottles, $2.7ft.
seas
ou
bircuisx
request.
rV
net m

of

TO CURB A COLD IN ONE DAT.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Ta '3ts, All
Druggists refund the money U it falls to jure. Sie
Ey Water,
"What Is the family horse?" "It la an
n
beast that takes the whole family to
make It go."
LLSON eCO.,Wash- C no feetill ostn4
"Well, whom did you goRsIp about at your
48.paffe book
whist club
"Kvery woman was
mm THONK WHO ll.tVK
there; wc had to play whist."
I
against the Government
will write to Snibnu
"It does people good to he talked about."
Pension ami Patent Att'y, 1114 V
"It gives them St aetuuntoii. P.O.,
"Why do you thinkIt so?"
tliey will reueive a Droint renlv.
Is wicked to gossip."
the conviction that
Educate Yonr Dowels With Caaeareta.
PATENTS, CLAIMS.
WASHINGTON. 0. a
Candy Cathartic, eure constipation forever.
PENSIONS, MORRIS,
10o. It C. C. C. fail, dniKRists refund money.
miner D.'g. fennon Binu,
lAajutiiceuiig claims, utty. eiuee.
"They do strnnpre thlncs in Indiana."
"What, for Instance?" "Well, at IndianapDISCOVERY: at.
CIVI NEW
olis 'Knickerbocker HnIP Is a girls' school S I k
quick relief ami cures wont
i bouk
nnd 'Woollier Academy' Is a college for OMen. Renil for
of
imnnUln
and 10lays
,
Itr.
treatment
Free.
boys."
iu..i,ii.

liThonspson's
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You'll iiH.l out what

en
use crutches. you....

oair ST. JACOBS
la when you

OIL

put the crutches away, completely cured.

CnOFIELD'S

GIRLS PLAN TRADE3.

WORK.

SKCRETS
CONCERNING
THE
FRENCH IN MEXICO.
Couiniandar
Sent to
Fba American
France to Induce Napoleon to Withdraw III! Troops Supporting Maximilian.

ENEIUL JOHN M.
....Schofleld contrib
utes to the Century
a chapter of secret
history relative to
the withdrawal of
French troops from

IIP

General
Mexico.'
Bchoflcld was first
asked to take command ' oi Mexican
troops to fight the
French, but afterwards was given a
mission.
Gen. Schofleld says: On
August 23, 1865, the secretary of war

MX

'

lo

sent a letter to the secretary of state
accrediting me as an officer of the
army, In which capacity, and unofficially, I was to be understood by the
public as visiting Europe. A copv of
this letter, Inclosed in one from the
state department, was sent to Mr. Dlge-loUnited States minister at Parte;
and similar letters were sent to several other United States mlnlsterp in
But time passed until Nov.
Europe.
4, and thus more than two months
elapsed before the secretary of state
was ready for me to start for Europe.
Mr. Seward then gave me a'confldential
letter, dated Nov. 4, 1865, addressed .to
Mr. Blgelow, and a letter of credit on
the Barings, and requested me to proceed on my mission.
In the letter to' Mr. Blgelow he said:
"Gen. Schofleld proceeds to Paris. He
Is, I believe, fully informed of the feelings and sentiments, not only of this
government, but of the American peo-ilI commend him to your confidence," etc. Mr. Seward explained to
me several things during this period of
delay that correspondence then going
on with the French government rendered it advisable that my visit be deT
layed until he should receive expected
The
answers from that government.
Atlantic cable did not then exist, and
hence correspondence across the ocean
The expected
was necessarily Blow.
'
dispatch viz., that from the French
e.

A

Riiergetla Young Woman Devise VTajs
for Imreaolng '4'titilr Income.
There are three girls In town who
have an Idea of doing something for a
living, suys a writer In Harper's Bazar.
It 1b a perfect craze now among young
women who want to Increase their Incomes or make incomes for themselves, rather to go to work, aud whf.t
a bleseed thing it is when they are ct
pable of so doing. These girls have
realized for a long time the necessity
of some place where one could send a
skirt to be freshly bound in a Bhort
sespace of time. So they are thinking
Abinding
riously of starting a "skirt
Is 'J
ssociation, limited." Their plan
tale a room and commence by then-selvdoing the work. They propone
to teni out cards to all their friends
announcing that any skirt sent to thorn
will be cleaned, brushed, refaced atd
i
for the small sum of $1 and re
turned the same day. For Instance, if
you send your skirt to them at o ciotk
in the morning, soiled, braid worn out
es

roK-iimr-

and In a generally disreputable condition, you may have it back again in
time for the afternoon. What a toon
it will be if they are able to carry out
altheir Intentions! Of course, as
cera
In
case
such
the
ventures,
ways
tain amount of capital Is necessary, and
the girls do not want to run any gret
risks, not being sure of success. Evrn
if they start with no workwoman .o
help them they must pay a month'
rent. In advance and employ a girl to
fetch and carry for them. They need
encouragement, and every one who
knows them hopes they wil get It.
Still another girl is going into trade, or
hopes to, rather. She lives in the country, not many miles from town, and
she Is trying to Induce her father to
Inveitt In an incubator for her, and her
great desire is to raise spring chickens
for private sale. She is working to get
orders now from her circle of acquaintances, and if she manages to get
enough to warrant a start perhaps sho
may be able to Induce her father to
buy an incubator for her. She wants
orders from families to supply them
twice a week, so all her friends must
1

be very fond of chicken or else sho
will not succeed. But who does not
If
like really good spring chickens,
thev are more than skin and bone? In

cubator chickens are sad little things,
OF

TREE

CHESTNUT

AN ACT OF HEROISM.

INDIA.

What Mr. Tazlon and Wife Are Doing
In the Latin Quarter.
MINER CRUSHED SAVINQ THE
Rev.
The
and Mrs. J. D. Paxton ot
LIVES OF COMRADES.
Philadelphia have lately moved Jnto
the Latin quarter of Paris with tlw
I'ftyalclans Hope He Will Survive A hope of working reformation,-promotinllrltUh Columbia Workman
Who
religion and advancing social Hto
Miould Itecolva the Victoria Groie for among the American students, sajs a
111! Courage.
Paris correspondent of the, rittsVui g
Commercial Gazette. Dr. and'
have rented a studio and apn.i
RARE act of hero
in the heart of this quarter. Here
ism, such as dethey entertain the students. Every
serves to be record
Thursday Mrs. Paxton has i her
W ' .J V ed In history ani
Sho and her husband receive
was
song,
perform
ed at Rossland, n. from 4 until 6 and from 8 until 11 p. n.
C, the other &fi The most charming girls In the quarter
which saved th9 have become Mrs. Paxton's friends and
,',1
a bevy of them are always to be found
lives of two miner

i2

and proved plain
Jim Hemsworth f.t
be one of nature's
noblemen, says a Spokane correspond
ent of the San Francisco Examiner.
The Victoria cross had been bestowed
h
on many less entitled to it than
and there is no doubt that thtg
brave deed will be recognized by lb"i
bestowal of a similar honor should tto
brave hero survive the Injuries that
he received In saving the lives of nil
comrades. It was the shaft of tl
Young America mine at Rossland camp
that Jem Smith and Frank Condon
came so near meeting with a frigh'fwl
death, which must have been certain
and swift hut for the prompt and
heroic act of their comrade above, who
in saving their lives did so at the ilsk
of his own. Smith and Conson were
working at the bottom of a narrow
shaft, at a depth of nearly 150 feet,
engaged In loading ore Into an iron
bound bucket, while Jim Hemsworth's
duty consisted In hauling tho bucket to
the surface by means of a windlass.
The heavy bucket, filled with ore, had
almost reached the top of the Bhaft
when the iron crank of the windlass
suddenly snapped In two like a bit of
pine, hurling Hemsworth to the
ground. Springing to his feet, half
dazed by the blow, Hemsworth saw
the windlass whirling around at a
frightful rate of speed as the loaded
bucket shot down the shaft upon the
men below. He had not a second to
lose. There was just one chance to
save them and he took that chance.
Jumping forward, he threw his body
upon the cogs of the whirling windlass, thrusting his arms and shoulders
g
between tho
wheels.
With an awful Jerk the loaded bucket
Btopped Just above the heads of tho
two terrified miners far down in the
shaft. Palo as death and with the
blood flowing from him in streams nnd
suffering intense agony he never uttered a cry cr even a sound as the
Jaws of the wheels pinioned him fust,
as in a vise. Superintendent Shield,!
witnessed the accident from a short
distance away, but so horrified wai
he at tho sight that for a moment i
stood as If paralyzed. Qu'ckly recovs
ering his faculties he rushed to
aid and in a twinkling had
blocked the machinery apd caused
Hemsworth to be released from his
perilous position. As Hemsworth staggered back and was about to fall
Shields caught him In his arms, at the
same time exclaiming: "My God, Jim,
this is awful!" "Oh, what's the difference," answered the plucky fellow,
"so long as I saved the boys?" It was
no, long, however, before the intense
pa!n he suffered, together with the low
of blood, began to have its effect on
Hemsworth's powerful constitution and
he became too weak to stand. A litter was hastily formed by men who
had by this time arrived. Tenderly tho
wounded man was placed upon It and
with the utmost care Hemsworth was
carried to Rossland, a mile away, and
placed on a cot in the hospital. His
wounds were dressed and the injured
man made as comfortable as could be
under the circumstances. The attending physicians are at this time unable
to state how seriously Hemsworth's injuries are likely to result, but unless
he is hurt internally they hope to save
his life. His arms, however, in all
likelihood, will have to be amputated
at the shoulder.
Hera-wort-

gathered around the hostess when she
entertains. Each week the gatherings
become larger and larger; few of the
receptions are attended by les than
200 Americans. Dr. Paxton grasped
this fact, that a church was not the
place to attract students. He rented a
studio one in which the students work
all week and which th-- are as familiar
with as they are with their own rooms.
There Is no formality connected with
these meetings. The students drift !n.
In their everyday clothes, and feel as
free as if they had come to draw or
paint, as they do on week days. - Dr.
Paxton's addresses can hardly be called
sermons. They are more in order of
sociable talks, started with a text. He
always takes care to have instrumental
music and singing at these meetings.
Some of the ablest talent In Paris is
often to be found there. After the talk
Mrs. Paxton, assisted by some of the
girls, serves cake and lemonade to all
present. Here the students revel in
real American chocolate cake, doughnuts and ginger snaps such as they,
have not tasted sirca they left home.
Tho services bring the American girls,
most of whom have no homes In which
to receive, in social contact with th
American men. Mrs. Paxton Is one of
the most popular women in the quarter.. Another club for American girls
Is soon to be started here. A wealthy
woman who for the present wishes to
withhold her name from the public
has given much study to the needs of
young women who come here to study
singing and painting. She realizes that
they are not strong enough to stand
the hardships one encounters In a
French pension and is about to establish a club where American girls can
live for 5 francs a day. This sum
is to include everything. The girls
have to be equipped with references
n
from some
institute In
America stating that they are talented
and really students of some promise.
The club building has not yet been
chosen, but the patronesses believe
that everything will be ready for the
well-know-
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The above illustration is a big chestnut tree of India, showing the
form in which it naturally grows, when untouched by the pruning knife. It
will be noticed that the branches shap themselves into the form of an ovoid.
Sometimes it is nearly in the shape of a ball. Farmers' Review.
foreign office to their minister at Washington, dated Oct. 18, 1865, and communicated to Mr. Seward on the 29th
of the same month was no more satisfactory, though in better tone, than
those which had preceded. In effect it
demanded a recognition by the United
States of the government of Maximilian
in Mexico aa a condition precedent to
the recall of the French army.
The time had evidently arrived when
Napoleon must be Informed in language
which could not be misunderstood what
was the real sentiment of the government and people of the United States
It was diffion the Mexican question.
cult, perhaps Impossible, to express
that sentiment In official diplomatic
language that an emperor could afford
to receive from a friendly power. It
was therefore dealrable that the disagreeable Information be conveyed to
Napoleon In a way which would command his full credence, and which he
yet need not regard as offensive. Mr.

Seward's explanation and instructions
to me, after several long conversations
on this subject, were summed up in the
words: "I want you to get your legs
under Napoleon's mahogany, and tell
him that he must get 'out of Mexico."
Hani Anderion I the Only Survivor;
old
an
is
who
soldier
Hans Anderson
claims to be the only surviving member of the crew of the monitor, when
He has been
Bhe bested the Merrlmac.
talking a gTeat deal about the "mismanagement" of the Monitor during
that memorable fight. Thered are An- a
dozen of the crew surviving,-anderson's claim to distinction on that
account have been thoroughly riddled
, of
by the eastern press. His claims
mismanagement are scouted aa absurd.
It is said Anderson is looking for an
increase In pension.

Exclamatory.
Miss Mobile "Well, Martha, how. Is

your husband now?" Martha "Po'ly,
miss, po'ly. He's got that exclamatory
Mobile "You
Miss
rheumatism."
t.
mean Inflammatory rheumatism,
" 'Exclamatory' is to cry out."
Mar-tha-

Martha"

("srith

solemn

convtttonV"

"That's it, mum, that's It! He don't
holler." Northern
tio nothing but

Cirktian

Advocate.

though. However, they may taste Just
as good.
A Gllmpae of Darwin.

'

Prof. Haeckel has given the following charming description of Darwin and his home surroundings in his
late years:- - "In Darwin's own carriage,
which he thoughtfully sent for my convenience to the railway station, I drove
one sunny morning in October through
the gracaful, hilly landscape of Kent,
that with the chtc'texed foliage of its
woods, with Its stretches of purple
heatti, yellow broom and evergreen
oaks was arrayed in Its fairest autumnal dress. As the carriage drew up in
front of Darwin's pleasant country
house clad In a vesture of ivy and embowered in elms, there stepped out to
meet me from the shady porch, overgrown with creeping plants, the great
naturalist himself a tall and venerable figure, with the broad shoulders
of an Atlas supporting a world of
thought; his Jupiter-lik- e
forehead
highly furrowed with the plough of
.mental labor; his kindly, mild eyes
looking forth under the shadow of
prominent brows, his amiable mouth
surrounded by a copious silver-whit- e
beard. The cordial prepossessing expression of the whole face, the gentle,
mild voice, the, slow, deliberate utterance, the natural and native train
of ideas which marked his conversation, captivated my whole heart in the
first hour of our meeting, just as his
great work had formerly, on my firBt
reading! it taken my whole understanding by storm. I fancied a lofty
world sage out of Hellenic
antiquity
a
or Aristotle stood before
Scc:-ate-

s

Frlghtf ally Unlucky.
For those who believe In tho fatality of the number thirteen, the AmeriIs about the most
can quarter-dolla- r
unlucky article they can carry on their
persons. On this coin there are thirteen stars, thirteen letters in tho scroll
which the eagle holds In iU claws,
thirteen feathers compose i'a vr'.figa,
thirteen feathers are l;i its tit!, l(wr$
are thirteen uaia.ilt-- Uttfi it Ik !
shield, .thirteen horizontal t'lpfl?,
arrowheads, and f'iirtcf a left;'.! in
the word "quarter-dr"'.ar.- "
fUTl-tee-

Amnlng Accidents.
Awkward contretemps on the stage
are more amusing to the audience than
to the actors. Some time since, when
"As You Like It" was being performed,
Rosalind had Just exclaimed: "Look,
here comes a lover of mine," when In
waltzed a toircit attached to the establishment. Thomas had to be bundled out by Orlando.
In an English theater not long ago a
fine dramatic effect was ruined by the
inopportune appearance on the stage
g
Irish woman; who
of a
calmly walked in from the wings and
presented a bill for washing to the
leading lady.
Joseph Jefferson tells how, on one
occasion during the last act of "Meta-moratwo "Indians" who were preparing a sacrificial pile accidentally set
fire to a sponge saturated with spirits.
"Put it out," bawled Forrest. The two
Indians went down on their knees and
blew the fire, with the result that they
singed each other's hair and eyebrows
at every puff. One Indian wit'n gpeat
dignity bade them desist, and Jumped
on the flaming sponge. The result was
that a fountain of burning alcohol
spurted up his leather legs. He danced
off the stage very unceremoniously, and
th curtain was lowered. New York
Tribune.
hard-lookin-

,"

of gueBts by May.
Uoy'e Diary.

'

1

mother describes in the Interior
how she came to look upon the rubbish
in her boy's drawer as his unwritten
diary and the basla of his autobiography. She said to him one day:
'My son, your bureau drawer is full
You had better clear it
of rubbish.
out."
Yes, that would be his great.dellght;
A

so we began.

,

Mexican') Home I HU Cattle In
Kvery Same of the Word Cathedral
at Chihuahua and Market I'laoe The
Lumbering Ox Curti.

C'fae
,

(Chihuahua, Mexico, Letter.)
HERE are three
places in Chihuahua which Boon
be-co-

favorite
for

haunts
strangers the
Market
Place, the Cathedral and the plaza.
f

tn a atnnn'fl throw
of one another, but
ln tbem the life of
the town la centered, and they offer
at all hours of the day scenes as
strange and foreign as they are interesting and enjoyable. The market is
open from early morning until late at
night, and except at noon, when each
and every Mexican tradesman and
I'il-'ii-

1
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country ranchero takes a restful siesta,
the multitudinous wares are lustily
called and eagerly offered for sale by
the cigarette-smokin- g
owners, who sit
on rush mats beside their potatoes, apples, corn, pumpkins, pinons and decorated Jars. The Market Place is within an lnclosure formed by the four
walla of a large building, and arched
entrances lead to it from the outside
streets. On the sidewalk or, rather,
with their heads on the walks and their
bodies almost filling the narrow streets
stand long rows of burros. Their
beads droop and their eyes are closed
as though in sleep, while the crates
they have carried ln from the country
are being emptied Into large baskets
and carried inside. The animals are
net tied, for they seem to be imbued
with that vis inertiae so characteristic
of their masters, and would not run
away If one of Wiggins' storms were to
strike them.
Passing through one of the large entrances the Market Place proper is
reached. In every direction piles of
goods are exposed, consisting of cigar-ro- s,
pottery, onyx, fruits, vegetables,
corn, fowls, birds, beans, colored
prints, cheap Jewelry, candy and the
thousand and one other articles too
numerous to mention and too varied to
remember. The place Is a perfect Bedlam. Harsh, shrill voices are heard on
every side; packing and unpacking is
going briskly on; men stagger in
with heavy burdens; women are sorting and assorting, piling up and plac
ing in bunches of three and four their
onions, fruits and potatoes, while
tlacos (equal to a cent and a half) are
rapidly changed from hand to hand.
and their heavy clinking adds yet
another sound to the general pandemo
'
nium.
The Cathedral is the most elegant
building In the city, conspicuously ris
ing far above all Its surroundings, and
visible when one look3 at the city from
the fields and meadows reaching far
away on every side. Tho architecture
1b decidedly
Moorish, and the church.
built during the first quarter of the
eighteenth century, is a fine old gpeci-meof adobe, stucco and
It stands facing the Plaza, and the
facade, bordered on each side by two
high towers, is filled with elaborate
carvings, and niches holding time- scarred images of saints and apostles.
Over the doorway there is an illuminated clock with a
bell, on
which the hours and quarters are
struck throughout the entire day and
night. In the towers, which taper gradually to a diminutive dome from Just
above the solid masonry of the facade,
are hung half a dozen bells, the wild
tones of which call the worshipers to
church, or give peals of victory on fete
days and national celebrations. The
other entrances to the Cathedral, beside that facing the Plaza, are on each
side of the building, and the heavy
oaken doors vie with the stucco-wor- k
around them in fantastic but
carvings. Over the altar, and allowing soft rays of light to fall through
It upon the gaudy decorations within
the church, is a
dome, almost as light and graceful as
that which is reflected in the waters Of
the Arno. in
Italy. Yet time
has been very busy with the Chihuahua
Cathedral. It has nipped the noses
and plucked the ears off many a statue
standing in the dusty niches, turned
dull and yellow,
the
eaten holes in the woodwork
and
chipped off tha, edces of pillars and
nt

wood-carvin- g.

"
"This horseshoe is of no use
"Oh, yes, it is. I found it under
grandpa's corn crib, and he let me have
it."
These clamshells you'd better
. ..
"
up for the hens
"Why, mamma, I got them on t.'ie '
beach, you know, last summer!" ,
,
"And mis raciea ribbon burn it up.
"Oh, no! That was our class badge
for the last day of school, and I want to
keep it."
"Here is that old tin flute yet! Why
do you heap up such trash?" '
'That is a nice flute that Willie gave
me two Christmases ago. Didn't wa
have a splendid time that day?""'"Well, this bottle is good for noth
"
ing
"Oh, yes, it Is. That is the bottle I
used for a bobber when we went fishA black bass
ing at Green's Lake.
pulled that bottle way under water."
Then the mother thought that to de
stroy these historical relics would be
to obliterate pleasant memories.

bre.

To Check Expectoration.'

The following introoflncr K,if
sive story is taken from the Indianapolis Journal, where it appears as the talk
of a lady typewriter. It must be that
it is much exaggerated, but even so It
If testimony ' concernmay do good:
ing the prevalence of masculine
toration could be taken from typewrit
ers, some startling revelations might
be made. I am In an office with seven
or eight alleged gentlemen, who all die- -,
tate leuers 10 me, ana who all expectorate freely around me as I sit at nw
machine. After they have departed I
tnrow Diotters on the floor all about,
to make my surroundlnss enrtnmhio
Strange to say, not one of them has
ever noticed how my floor is strewn
with blotters, excent In nun fnatanno
when our president-remarked- ,
"MIsh
Mary, you use a great many blotters. '
My response was, "Yes, sir; I have to."
The colored porter finally made out the
reason of my conduct.
He probably
apprised some of the men in the office,,
for matters have been pleasanter forme since. To all girls who have been
annoyed in this way, I earnestly recommend the blotter svstem. Tn attrani
attention to reform helps It on.
-

Snre to Succeed.
men
are not mntnnii
Orielnal
k
Had Joined the Church.
trnverned by tradition. Thnv thlnv
I've
Joined
the church." themselves, and the result
Clerk "Sir,
often is that,
Grocer "Right glad to hear it; I've
succeed wnere otners rail. A cerbeen a member for some years; it's a they
tain Paris Dhotoeranher never nava
'
"Yes, sir; a
Bp'.endid thing ,and
lady customer, "Now, look pleasant.
and will you get some other clerk to maaam, u yuu piease.
tie Knows a
Adams
now!"
sell those pure spices
formula Infinitely better than that. Ir,:
Freeman.
the most natural manner in the world
he remarks: "It is unnecessary to ask
JThe- Flippant Ketori.
madam to look pleasant; she could not
Collector I have been sent around look otherwise." Then click goes tho
to see If you will pay anything on this camera, and the resujt is never In
bll'. SocratooU How much is It? doubt.

CollectorIt is $97. S6cratootsOh!
Just wait a year and it will be '98.
Pittsburg News.

MEXICO.

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF
SOUTHERN NEIGHBORS.

V

ewiftly-revolvln-

3

GLIMPSE IN

YANKEE GIRLS IN PARIS.

Splinter Canaed Death.

While eating dinner last Thanks
giving day, Judge John Rudd of Council Bluffs, Iowa, was seized with a vioChicago Klrer Afire.
A pllo of burning waste drifted down lent pain in his throat. Since then he
the Chicago river Tuesday evening, had been unable to swallow, except at
Lodging r.esr a big warehouse and wi- - rat-- intervals, and Sunday his death
dangering tho river interest. Tho occurred. An examination disclosed a
bhus vze extinguished with great
sliver about an inch in length In hU
throat. How it got there Is a mystery.
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known as the plac'ta. The only .door
way is the large one opening directly
into the street, and which is wide and
high enough for any sized cart or car
rlage to be driven through Into the
court. The houRo we had the good for
tune to examine was evidently the
abode of a wealthy family, for thero
were servants scattered all over yio
place, and our guide was apparently
an old family dependent-- , . 'who took
great pride in her family and their
horno.
Emerging from the hallway
which we entered first on coming from
the street, the court was reached, and
there we found a fountain and plants
and some flowers. There was no roof
to the placita, and the drawing roams,
bedrooms and various other apartments opened into it, bo that when
one is once within the court he la practically in the whole house. And If ever
a house Is a man's castle, as Blackstone
so strongly insists, then surely a Mexican house is a
castle, Tho
few windows that open on the streets
well-guard-

are heavily barred with iron, and Instead of the gardens being around the
house, the houses are around, the gardens. The rooms Into which we glanced
had floors made of brick and covered
with rugs, while furniture had a very
American
appearance. It was the
court, however, which we both liked
the best, and ln which we lingered the
longest. Shut off from tho street aa
it was, a restful quiet lingered about
the place, disturbed only by the drip-pin- e
of the water ln the fountain. Our
knowledge of Spanish being very limited, the old woman explained by pantomime when her words failed to enlighten us. She showed us the room
she and her husband occupied, a little

THE TROUBLED WAY.

Si

roil

DRUNK

TWKNTV

YKARS.

correspondent writes: "I was drunk
on aud off for over twenty years, drunk
when I had niouey, sober when I had none.
Many dear friends I lost, and numbers
(rave me good advice to no purpose; but,
tbank Uoil, an angel hand rams at last in
the form of my poor wife, who administered your marvolous remedy, "Anti-Jag,- "
to me without my knowledge or consent.
I am now saved and completely transformed from a worthless fellow to a sober
nnd respected citisep." '
cannot be had at your
If "Anti-Jag- "
druggist, It will be mailed in plain wrapper
with full directions how to give secretly,
on receipt of One Dollar, by the Henova
Chemical Co., 60 Broadway, New York, or
they will gladly mail full particulars free.
"He Is never out of her sight." "Is she
so affectlouuteV"
"No; she's so Jealous."
A

To Cur Constipation
orvr.
Take Csscareta Candy Cathsrtlo. lOo or Ha.
O.
refund money.
It 0. 0. fall to eure, drugg-is"Lore Inuglis st locksmiths, they snv."
"Yes; lint ymi never licurd of love laughing
ot goldHiulths."

Impure Blood

" I have found Hood's Sarsaparllla an excellent medicine. My little girl was afflicted
with eczema (or seven years and took many
kinds of medicine without relief. After taking
a few bottles of Hood's Sursaparllla she was
cured." Mas. Emma Fkanklix, Honeoye,
Now York.
Get only Hood's because

KOOd'S
Is the Best

aruia

fact the One True Blood Purifier.
r
ri'ff are ino pest

In

.,
ir
I1UUU

rills

anar-ainne-

puis, aid digestion,

sue,

HALL'S
Vegetable Sicilian
HAIR REN EWER

LUMBERING OX CARTS.

Beautifies and restores Gray
Hair to its original color and
prevents baldness;
vitality;
cures itching and dandruff.
A fine hair dressing.

-

N.H.

E. P. Hall

closet sort of place leading from the
placita, and ln the door of which sat
a couple of dark-eye- d
children, who
glanced at us ..ace and then resumed
their play.
rt
A Chihuahua
is a familiar
vehicle In the city. It is patterned after
some design of apparently a century
or two ago, and is so big and lumbering that it fills nearly the whole street,
and requires two yoke of oxen to pull
it. Tho wheels are made of huge blocks
of wood, and the wicker body of
looks as though It would last
forever. But then the cart Is characteristic, and, like the antiquated plow
of tho Mexicans, Is a curiosity which
will disappear, no doubt, before thfj
new order of things, and the modern
regime introduced by the Americans
and their railways.
(
A Mexican is a pretty good republican. He loves show and pomp as much
as any royalist; and no matter how
small the town may be, one is. sure to
find a company of soldiers, a band of
music, and very many, yet diminutive
policemen. In Chihuahua the Eleventh
Regiment barrack consists of a large
building north of the Plaza, and going
ln and coming out of the spacious place
ono may see varying members of rather shabbily dressed soldiers,, who
march to different parts of the city
for no other reason so it seems than
to show themselves to the inhabitants.
The uniform is usually a dirty-whit- e
set of garments, and the men seem to
have little idea of military precision.
But a Mexican policeman is the most
attractive personage, and the one concerning whom the greatest mystery ex-

& Co., Props., Nashua,
Bi'ld by all Druggists.

Denver Directory.
HARNESS.

ox-ca-

im

the-affai-

ists.

"I should hate to attack a dozen of
them at once," said the inan of the pencil, "but I don't think a half dozen
would trouble me."
And, because I agreed with him, his
words went undisputed. The fact is,
the referred-t- o men are not only very
short and fat and altogether chubby-lookinbut they have an innocent,
childlike appearance, which dispossesses any one at once of any idea that
they are at all formidable. During the
day they sun themselves at the street
corners and on the benches of the
Plaza, and look for all the world like
good little boys out for a holiday. At
night they each take a lantern made
of tine and holding a tallow candle a
long, staff and a little whistle, and,
squatting down in the middle of tho
street, at short distances apart, watch
the hours of darkness roll away to
meet those of light, and only giving
evidence that they are alive by blowing
shrilly notes on their whistles at every
half hour marked off by the clock in
,
the cathedral.
g,

V-

Stamps aa an Article of Diet.
Every day some fresh source of food
supply is discovered.. Adhesive stamps
have not hitherto been regarded as
nutritious;, the ostrich prefers' gold
watches for a steady diet, and the trav-

eling tinker's donkey has a reputation
for consuming any clean linen that
may be handy. A Hindoo paper, however, gives an account of a curious incident that occurred at the residency
in a remote district in Ceylon a little
while ago. Mr. Pieris, the official assistant, placed on his table some judicial stamps to the value of about 200
rupees. While his attention was drawn
to something else his pet goat was
slowly but surely making a meal of the
stamps. This was not discovered until
the goat had swallowed some 50 rupees' worth of stamps. Immediately
the goat's life was demanded as a penalty, and the stamps afterward taken
from its Btomach were forwarded to
the commissioner.
Stamp Collector.

THE CATHEDRAL,
corners. The ancient pile Is dirty, too,
and long, dark stains extend down the
facade and circle around the towers,
on the dome
while the weather-vane- s
are bent and twisted, into every conceivable Bhape.
A Stranger, unless acquainted, sees
but little of the home life of Chihuahua. The houses we wanted to enter
were apparently bo Inaccessible, with
England's Largent Oak.
iron bars at the windows, and so many
The largest oak now standing in
servants stood at the door, that we
"Cowthorpe," which
abandoned any Intention we may have England is78the
feet ln c'.rcumference at
measures
had, and were well-nig- h
discouraged
At one time this tree and
about seeing the inside of one, when, the ground. covered
more than an acre
branches
its
by chance, the artist stumbled upon a
The
old "Parliaof
gigantic
space.
place into which we were ushered by
a whitehaired old domestic, who in- mentary Oak" in Clipstone Park, Lonto be 1,500 years old.
formed us that the family had gone to don, is believed
the States on a visit, and that we might
Dead Eay.
walk into' the placita. There is an
unvaried rul followed In bu!!d!n,r
First Lawyer Is it a uiiTcuit case?
Second Lawyer No, dead easy; all
Mexican houses. They are all of whitewashed adobe, ore story high, and are we have to do is to convince the Jury
erected around a large open squr.re, that black is white. Scottish N'jhts.
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The beHt $30 double Concord Hur-nes- s
In Colorado
for $13.
With
breeching, $20; $1
double team hur
uess, with brei'cli
Inn. $l(i; $23 k'tI-lior- u
Htock

saddle

for $15; $15 ninnle
burn eis for
Do not bo
$8.50.
deceived by worthies imitations, but
order direct from
us and jzot the
w holenult
lowest
Cntuhnrue
price.
AU puods
free.
FUK1
ptamned.
141H
MUKM.ER,

lMijrKy

Street,
Denver
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WALL PAPER & CARPETS
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THE DEXVKIl KAIlt. Humpies fieii.

TENTS AWNINCSi A.Tnr'ingwtto.i"S
Lurlmtr St. Denver.

Catalogue

luuiU--

free.

utNIIOluUooins70-7- 1 IiiirtU Block, llitli
mill Slout Streets, Denver.
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Sk,. SADDLES A HARNESS
CO.
Tl OOIOTC COLFAX AVE. KI.OItAI.GreenG28 1(UbSt. Tel. i:m.
rLUnldld
houses Cor. Colfax und York Sts., Denver.

Typewriters

all makes 1H0 up. Supplies,
etc. hint free. Typewriter
Kxchane, 6:W Chum pa St.

Lice
tet
wil not
hiirm eftrs r chl:k'.
Sent by mnil, noMa?
pnlA at r t a pri e '25 ct .
I1AINKS KKKO CO., Denver, Colo.

NICTONRPTO

Snfent and
Piiwiter mtde.
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SUPPLIES JOV ALL KINDS.
CUEAM SEPARATORS, SALT.
COLOK. EVERYTHING VOH
TOR DAIRY. WRITE FOR
THE LITTLETON CREAMERY
BLAKE STREET. DENVER.

DAIRY
PRICES.
CO.. 1732-3- 6

KODAKS

And Photo work for

am-

ateurs at cut prices. Seutl
for Catalogue of the new
"V laaru" ami viio reep;
style Cameras.
on
tne
mnraei.
Oncst
v,
Surgical Instrument Co.. Denver.
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Thli world In nil a fleeting show,
A roumt of lull uml rare;
Tlif
alwnyH enineH. you know,
Wueu we haven't cui.li to spare.

Z1NQ

CO.'S

BREWING

MALT TONIC

Is the finest Spring Medicine on the market.
Sold by nil Druggists, llottled by the C. A.
LAM-MEKBOTTLING CO.. Denver. Colo.
S

Denver Public
Works,
U. C. SMITH, PSWOINT.
ORES SOLD ON THE
PUBLIC MARKET.

Denver, Colo.
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E. E. BURLING AM ES

batcr?,

ASSAY OFFICE

Edtabllehcd ln Colorado, 1868. Bamplea by mall of
express will receive prompt and careful attention

GOLD AND SILVER BULLION
Raflntd, Melted and Amyid or Pure hand.

Address. 1734 and 1738 Lawrence

St.

COiflt

DENVER,

THE COMPANY PAVS THE PRCICHT
Da their oommoiHonM new tel bona Thim. Will
foist tons C rock $) feet ench nhift. ! just, m unfe
reliable HH.U1 engine It can be packed anywhere
elutchtM lo brent 90 per cent, it
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the railroad
ftol.uo has decreet)
brakeman shall go and fpat mechanical
auntrlvannea shall take bis plaoa on the
Nathan Adlor It lu ttia oily,
oars. A few years ago, there were considI "has. Klngsley, Buudayed at Hlvera.
erably over million brakeman employed
even
J. M. llomande wont south, last
on our railway lines, but
tbs num
ing.
ber bas been reduced to less than
from
In
the
Don Carlos Oabaldun li
city
and it Is only a question of time before the
Howe.
e
last of these
employes will entire
riuuldo Bundoval visits Uuadaiup
ly disappear from all of our railroad
county.
systems.
J, L. Lopes went down to Cerrlllos, last Miss Kathleen L.
Latta, a graduate of
evHiiing.
St. Andrew's training sobool for burses, of
to
down
bas
Mrs. Benjamin Stoops
gone
New York city, bas decided to locate In
Albuquerque.
Lat Vegas. Miss Latta's testimonials and
in
tbe
is
tbs
Jesus Bermudas,
sheepman,
experiences are of such a high character,
city from l'lnos Welln.
that many of our loading local physloians
Judge U. L. Waldo Is txptcted to arrive are urging her ta permanently reside with
from the oast in a few days.
ns. For tbe next three weeks, Miss Latta
Mrs. Johu Hill uud ion art In return can bs found at room 20, New Optic, day
or night.
from a visit to Los Angeles, Cal.
C. A. Huthbuu came in from the east,
Mellta, the oldest daughter of Major
last night, from cattle selling trip.
Miguel Salasar and wife, died this mornJohn Wbltuiore mid wife are visiting ing 1st Tarrytown, New York, where she
froio the Galliots Bprlng. was visiting for ber haalth. Tbs bereaved
the city ,
Mrs. John Hill and ion returned, tbis parents bava th sympathy of th entire
morning, from an extended visit to Call community In this sudden taking away of
on who was th loved (of ail who knew
fornia.
P. C. Crewi loft for bis Highland ranch, her.
this morning, where be will spend tbe
A salesman for ths Amsrioan Cigar oom
t immer, improving his homestead.
pany, home faotory, was showing a Ho
Tbis
Frank Sullivan, for years cook at Clark of bis goods to merchants,
& Forsythe'i cafe, went down to Albu oompaoy puts np a good article and should
be noourag"d by a liberal patronage.
querque, Saturday evening. r
Mrs, Simon Lewis I expeuu,d In ai fast
as tbe iron bone can bring bar, on a visit
IXRPORT OF THE CONDITION
to ber sons Ike and Ben, of the "Golden
of th San Miguel National Bank, of Las
establishment.
Rule
Vegas, at Las Vegas, In tb Territory of
R. E. Twitubell oarue up frem Albu New Mexico, at ths close of. business,
181)7:
querque, Sunday Morning, and again re May 14tb,
RKBOURCKB
turned there, last evening, where be Is en
$299,471 29
Loans and discounts
gnged in a large land grant suit.
Overbrafts, secured and unse2.4.18 90
.
N.
and
O.
cured
Dennis
Gov.
Flynn,
Murphy,
to congress from Oklahoma, V. S. Bonds to secure circulation 25 000 00
61,689 77
securities, oto
were through passengers to Washington, Htocks,
Banking-houslurnltur ana
3,000 00
O, C, from tbe west, Sunday morning.
fixtures
real estate and mortgages
Sheriff Ii. 0. Bursum Waa a through pas Other
10,500 00
owned
C, to Socorro, nn from National Bauks (not
seogerfrom Washington,
7,748 70
Reserve Agents)
this evening, where citizens are grumbling
ao from
Banks and Bankalready at bis long continued absenoe from I) ers Stat
163 02
rn from anDroved reserve
duty.
40,671 00
agent
Geo. M. Hlgginson, Riverside, III.; Mrs.
casb Items ... 1,84 88
other
and
Checks
W,
B.
C.
0. E. AtTeld,
Affeld, jr., Chicago;
Note of other National Banks. . 8,000 00
T. Daggett, St. Joe; Cbauncey Hartmao, fractional paper currency, nick103 29
el and cents
Argentine, Kansas, sojourn at tbe Depot
Lawful money reserve in Bank,
hotel.
PERSONAL
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EVENING.

MONDAY

""v

MAY

18'JT,

24,

Monthly bunk statemsnt, this evening
school

commencement

Frlduy

next
in
Tim backbone of tbs storm-kinbroken,.
The Hand orchestra will praotlce this

tvsnlug.
The Junior Bbakspeare club will meet
tbis evenlug.
Tba board of education will meet at tbe
city ball, tblt evening.
A warm day to push a lawn mower, as
tnany a citizen can testify.
Ml

Tub Oi'Tio is a little late with its large
edition. Not our fault, however.
Tbe Dickens club will meet with Mr. and
Mrs. Jobo Bobbins,
evening.
We are receiving fresh strawberrimi
everv niirht lrora Kaunas, t tbe Model. It
in the par
Orchestra practice,
lors of J. A. Hand. A full attendance is
desired.
The attention of tbe pnrk commissioners
is respectfully called to the tbrifty alfalfa
in Lincoln park.
Bee

what Cbns. Blancbard baa to say

In

another column of Tb Optic, on wind
mills and irrigation plant.
Louis Rosenthal, tbe little son of Cbns.
Rosenthal, has been Buffering from trouble
some eyes for a week past.

'

,

tbe hot springs
train getting up to tbe depot platform np
there, for some days. It's cleared away
now, though
Tbe Opera bar bas been thoroughly re
novated and canered and is a "thing of
beauty." In which lounger may pass tbe
fleeting hours.
A land slide prevented
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not
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New Mexico,
Bah miouel.
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OAK HAIL RACK

T

BED-ROO-

I

FOLDING BED

one-ha-

,.

An upright folding bed of an.
tique oak, with large plate
Who will be
mirror(iSx36
thefortunate buyer?
This has full spring edges
and is covered with pretty
chintz a most useful piece
of furniture.

Wagner & Myers,
MASONIC TEMPLE.
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dco. W. Hlckox A Hixsoo

V

Qco. W. Hlckox & Co
; Santa Fe, N

Geo. W. Hickox'& Co.

Jewelers aqd Silversmiths
FineJWatch Repairing a Specialty.
Manufacturers of

Mexican Filigree Jewelry,
for the
Special agent
Santa Fe Standard Watch
sold on monthly

Watches Rated
With Marine
Chronometer.
tffc

ow

These are more charming in color and design this season than we
have ever before seen them. Especially beautiful are the new ereen
delft blue and terra cotta.
Our showing of rugs is wonderfully attractive
embracing choice
examples of Javanes, ePersian, European and American weave in all
sizes up to 12 feet .by 15 feet and the prices are so reasonable as to
place them within the reach of all who appreciate the artistic,
d
with the. useful. Rugs from 250 to $35. 00.
Ve show an admirable
variety in oil cloths and linoleums, at
very low prices, from 40c to 5i-iper square yard
Great assortment of bedding, draperies and
shadings.

T

Railroad

Avenue,

East Las Vegas, N. M.

.

i

losenthal Iros.

com-bine-
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ILFELD'S The

Plaza.

I Cash

foot-rac-

Novelty Dry Goods Store
White goods in

J. Smith

.

Our entire line of new chiffoneirs,

Dimity,
Nainsook,
Indian Linen,
Dotted Swiss,
Persian lawn,
and Muslins.
Hose in Tan.
Ox Blood.

This Line is on Main Floor.
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DISPLAY

ASSORTED
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THE

I liffill

TERRITORY.

Rosental Bros

Russet Shades. Also Black

Silk Mitts in

$8.oo

White, Tan,
Slate Black.

$3.00
$3.00

I

ACTUAL COST
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The '3; Perkins" company is billed for
the Duncan opera. house, Wednesday even
ing. Tbis company Is meeting with treat
CHESS MAKING.
success in this part of tbe country and Is
recaivlog flattering press notices. Their
midday parade is novel and funny, and Parlois over Furlong's Photograph
the band is tbe talk of every town tbey
bave played In. They give a free band
Court will bo held in ths fourth judicial concert in front of the
opera bouse at 7 lOfO-nHie
$5-o- o
unclnr
new
as
the
follows:
law,
district,
o'clock, and all lovers of classical music
in
San Miguel county, first Monday
April should hear it.
end second Monday in November; in Col
fax county, tbe first Monday In March and
judge it. rj, Wooster received a fall
the first Monday iu January; In Union Saturday evening, caused by stepping Into
county, the third Monday In February and a bole in a sidewalk, that gave him quite
tbe third Monday in September; in Guada""""'"S
iuecity win nav a
lupe county, tb4irst Monday In June and dsuiege suit on its bands some of these
'V
he first Monday in September
days over just such matters as tbis.

The big store was crowded yesterday with
multitudes of enthusiastic buyers that we
again will give everybody a treat and sell at

school
We have what you want for your children.

good-bearte- d

days.

o

.

Art Squares and Hogs

'

r.

X

PICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL, POWDER,
SUPPLIES.
FUSE, GENERAL MINING

llilif! rs

Catfpets

-

ALSO

:

-

r,

Plain Eaton Duck Suits
3.00 for the next 30

EVERYTHING IN

SCREEN DOORSJ
WIRE SCREENS,
SCREEN WIRE CLOTH, POULTRY NETTING,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE STOvES,
FISHING TACKLE.

,

ll

Capes

t

different patterns of wool mixed
carpets from 25c to 55c per
different patterns in ail woolyard.
"two
plys" and "extra supers" from 60c
to 75c per yard.
of three ply inNine ' ' different patterns
new
and
the
sevellans from
grain
75c to $1.00 per yard.
Twenty-seve- n
patterns in brussels, velvets, moquettes and tapestries from
60c to $1.50 per yard.
styles of Chinese and Japanese
Eighteenmatting,
including some of the finest made, i8cto 55c.

Du

Waists

aoeasonaoie
i
I
naraware

Sixteen
Twenty

grtet-etriok- en

-

v3

We don t "venture to say" because there is no venture in
saying that our carpet stock is unsurpassed in the west, outside the
large cities. We show

ly,

V

1

lf

These are Examples flier e

In Memory of tbe Departed.

Wool suits
cttit

I

4111

in solid cherry,
with beveled French glass, at
its value.
practically

was $13.50 now $7.50.

WJr-

and CHILD'S SCHOOL

Ran
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k,
IUI
Avenue.
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must go. If you want a BARGAIN come
and look them over. New Stock just arrived from
the East. All GO AT COST. Remember the place,

inches square, extends to
twelve feet long wonderful
bargain.

I ENGLISH COUCH

h

Madam M.

Cli Hiss,

ah our BOYS'

A grand set

was $40.00 now $28.00.

REPORT OP THE CONDITION
At the regular meeting of Hansford
of
O.
tba
.
First National Bank, at Las Vegas,
S., May 13th,
The Optic will give out tbu macb of a Chapter Nj. 2,
In tb Territory of New Mexico, at th
tne
were
resolutions
Olive
Miss
doe of business, May 14tb, 1897:
following
Optic;
tip as to the identity of
RESOURCES.
that she is a lady, and a very elegant and unanimously adopted:
refined ono, too.
$217,113 28
Whereas Hod in bis Infinite mercv Loan and discount
and wisdom nas canea away our beloved Overdrafts, secured and unse
cut
6.793 26
A light shower yesterday afternoon
cured....
brother, George H. Marshall; therefore,
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation 100,000 00
down tbe attendance at the hall game, but be it
80,001 25
securities, etc
it did not stop tbe players from twirling Heaolned Tbat tbe officers and mem- Htocks,
Banking-noulurnltur ana
and"
in
oU.uou uu
skin
fixtures
the pig
do extend to tbe bereaved
good style.
sorrowing
widow our oeartteit sympatny ana con- - Other roal estate and mortgages
owned
zu.rei 10
The Metropolitan National and th Na dolniice.
lienolved That the
resolutions be Dne from National Banks (not
tional Bank of Commerce, two of the larg
62.464
Reserve
Acenui
upon tbe minutes of our obapter
est banking concerns in Kinsa City, con spread
Doe from State Banks and Bank
and a copy o sent to bis
398
ers
solidated their business,
wife and to tne local papers for publica

Billy Rawlins, tbis morning, received the
sad intelligence of the death of his mother
in England, and will leave on tbe morning
train, to pay tbe last sad rites to all tbat is
mortal cf the ones loving woman who nur
tured the son, so far away when death's
cold kiss called her away.

I

A fine hand polished table 44

SET

M

one-thir- d

band-hunte-

2

a plate mirror 12x20 inches,
and an ornament to any hall.

was $85.00 now $43.50.

bt

--

men's $

of

See Them

5 feet 6

feet

This is solid antique oak with

was $23.00 now $io.oo.

one-hal-

ty-fiv-

l 3

bargain.

OlNiNUABlEE

I OAK

00

from approved reserve
tion.
68.753 01
agents
Mrs F. B. MaGuirk,
Although tbe recent storms did some
Checks and otber oasb Items....
8,177 6
Mrs. A. F. Bicnkdict,
damage, especially where accompanied
Notes
National
of
otber
Banks.,
1,230 00
Mrs. G. A. Kothokii.
was
one
cent
lost
where
mod
fractional
paper
1897.
hall,
currency,
tbem,
by
East Las Veoas, N. M., May 2Ut,
by
126
els ana oents.. ...
dollars worth of good was done.
Lawful money reserv In bank,
Battings.
vis:
Officials have advices that seventy cars
$11075 40
Yesterday's ball game was tbe best of Specie
at San Marcial, fif season,
of cattle ere
tbe sbower tbat Legal tender notes,... 16,000 00
e
at Deming, and twenty trains are delayed notwithstanding
the play for
and U. 8. certificate of
deposit tor
coming up as fast as they can be loaded.
caused several enthusiasts to forego wit
27.075 40
legal tender
contest.
Good
tbe
was
neaempnou
iuna witn u. o.
playing
If that drug store guabolote was fed all nessing
Treasurer
of
cir
cent,
(6
per
the flies he could eat, observers gay the displayed by both nines, although tbe Cy
culation
1433 00
sale of fly paper and insect powder would clers' club were too strong for their oppo uue iron) u. a. xreasorer, other
nents.
Tbe
scored
shutouts
in
o
tbe
Cyclers
oeot.
tban
par
redemption
lie cut down considerably, in Lag Vegas.
fund
1.760 00
first and eighth innings only, scoring in
The roads down the Sapello canyon from tbe two runs In tbe 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th
Total
$060,906 02
Beulah bave been left all but impassable innings respectively, with four ruus In the
liabilities.
from tbe recent ruins, and considerable 7th and three In tbe
runs In
stock paid in
$100,000 00
work Is nood'd to put them in their former all.Hilgers' nine, four goose sggs.wltbithree Capital
uuaiviaea pronts, less expenses
3d
In
runs
one
in
condition.
and
tbe
each
taxes
aud
tbe
7th.
Bd,
2,692 19
good
paid..
National Bank notes outstanding 88,ti(K 00
8c.h and 9th
seveu In all.
Due to other National Bank. . . 61,610 09
The Maxwell land grant comptny bas Is
to Btate Banks ana Bank
sued a neat and instructive prospectus of
Tbe meeting beld in tbe court house uueers
ok
tbe mining district on that grant, copies of yesterday afternoon, to consider tbe ques Individual deposits subject to n.rta
which may be obtained by application to tion of divorcing the school question from
203.278
check
70
the general offices in Raton.
politics, of course plunged It all tbe deep Demand certificates of deposit.. 87.778 06
881
94
uasnier's
cnecks
outstanding....
er Into it. Patricio Gonzales, E. C. de
Deputy Assessor Chas. Tamne will turn Baca, J. W. Zollars, Cbaa. Ilfeld, O. L.
Total
02
.....$660,906
bis tax schedules over to the county assesLarrazolo, Ike Davis and others were in Territory of New Mepioo,. '
sor on Thursday, the 37th Inst., and re (avor of tbe
or
tiouHTY
Bee.
ban Miguel, j
Romero,
proposition, and
quests all tax payers of precinct No. 29 to Pablo UlibarrI, Pablo Luoero, F.
1, A. B. Smith, canhfer of tba above
Montoya,
make their returns by tbat time.
named
do
bank,
solemnly swear tbat tbe
Jose Ignocio Esqulbel were among those
above statement Is true to tbs bast of my
It.
who
Another
called
e
opposed
meeting
between Herman Hligers
The
anuwieage ana oener.
A. B. Smith,
and C. A. Price has been postponed until for next Sunday.
Casbier.
Wednesday afternoon. Tbe race is for $50
to befor m tbis
A
character comedy Is "Si Per Subscribed and .sworn
.
.
.rum
'
n..t
a side, Price Riving Hilgers two yards kins,"quaint
rtfeu uav
j ui juav. io;f j.
which was produced for tbe first
start. It promises to be an exciting affair. time in this
skalJ
a B
Mills,
at
tbe
city
Lyceum theater,
Notary Public,
Correct Attest:
There are now fifteen persons in jail, says the Denver Republican. It drew
8.
Joshua
Raynolds,
four of whom are murderers, and two for crowded house. Sam i. Burton iu tbe title
JoHW W. ZOLLARS,.
United States crime. The two tramps! role gave a capital Impersonation of th
L, F. Adams,
countryman. He was well- who refused to work, have won out, the
Direotors.
sheriff giving up three meals a day now. supported In the person of Lillle Coleman.
in
the
of
character
a persistent hus
v After a fast of five days, without a morsel She,
created considerable fun.
to eat.

a beautiful line

I
J VKE BLOCK.
Proprietor.

of
cabinet and shelves, and be.
yond doubt a remarkable

was $12.50 now $8.75.

bank, do solemnly swear that tbe
of my
above statement is true to the
knowledge and ballet.
T.
Hosxiss,
p.
TUB (JUESTIOX.
HKBC
Three men, A B and V, had each a cer Subscribed and sworn to befor Casbier.
ma this
A said to B and C.
monev.
sum
of
tain
84th day of May, 1897.
f
of your money and I
"Uive me
BAUfc ROSEKTRAI
will bave $102." B said to A and C, Give SBALj
Notary Public.
of ynur monev and I will
me
Correct
Attest!
bave $103." C said to A and B. "Give me
A.
8.
Clemests,
of your money and I will bave
J ohm Hill,
$102." How many dollars did each man
Henry Goes,
have?
Directors.

Base-Ba-

60s 11

inches high,
inches wide, finely
finished in cherry and was
worth every cent of its former price.
ari

was $23.50 now $12.75.

s.
above-name-

LOT OF TRASH

11

Neckwear.

A h.mdsoixs combination

. .$408,608 00

I, D. T. Hoskios, casbier of tb

This is

wa $15.00 now $6.50.

Individual deposits subject to
238,160 J7
check
150 00
Demand certificate, of deposit..
47,088 46
Time certificate of deposit.
15 07
Certified checks
Cnrhier'a checks outstanding.... 9,873 17'

Couhtt

lie

are showing

Co

Fipres!

I BOOK CASE

17,013 40

Territory oror

kV

i3

at prices that fores their sale.

Surplus fund
Undivided profits, lees expenses
11.206 08
and taxes paid
National Bank notes outstanding 22,100 00
Du to other National Banks.... 10,100 66
Du to Slate Bank and Bank-

Total...

trttifnn nai

la

Regardless of Cost,

..$100,000 00
60,000 00

er

sail

mm

You can buy good clothing of us now, cheaper
than you can Inferior goods elsewhere. Woy

To add interest to our great exhibition of line furniture we have
chosen from the stock a variety of attractive pieces, which, for some
reason, have not had heretofore the attention they merit and have
marked them

of deposit for
36,047 06
legal tender
witb U. H.
fund
Redemption
Tmutirir ffi nor cent, of cir
1,125 0
culation

498,t3

II ISN'T

r1AOFJiO TEMPLE.

Amazing

-

MS)

MiniHer I03

U. 8. certificates

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid In

PpmaillhAr thu rlAhlnn-

4Y?

Styles.

te

5

biir stock or clothing has been movinsr rapid- ly, but we still have bargains for everybody, fu

3

New Designs, Attractive Prices, Up- to-Da-

1 11m

1

uur

J

In the City.

7 994 05
28,858 00

Total

i

CAPS

1

TiHF
ISlilL

g$

Shoes,

I.

J. W. Blackburn. Mineral Hid; E. C.
Tbe big removal sale still goes on. Take Cowley, Dunkirk, N Y.; Win. Smith, Kan- advantage of low cash prices at tbe sas City; 8. Romero, Wagon Moand; J. E.
Model.
Cbnpmsn, Chicago, place their cognomens
on the Sew Optio register.
bouse
Mrs. Juan Lucero, wife of a round
Laurence E Kress, formerly of the superemploye, pretenttd her husband witb a
office In tbis city, is In tbe city
intendent's
last
of
twins,
uigbt
bouncing pair
from Jfmnlca, Mexico, where he holds the
The Hand concert company will probably lucrative position of paymaster for a new
make a trip as far east as Chicago, tbe lat- railroad in course of construction out of
ter part of June or the early part of July. that city.
Examlnatlea
Cummence.
New potatoes, new bunch beets, white
eaBa lettuce, French market rudixbes.Texns
East Las Vkoas, N. M May Mod, 1897.
Model.
at
It
tbe
peas and string beans,
To Prof. J. A. Wood:
In order to settle a difference of opinion
The Las Vegas stock yards fed 18,518
bead of cattle between May lOih and 23d. In regard to the solution of tbe following
and many more went through without question, will you please state your opinion as to whether it can be solved by ar
stopping.
ithmetic. I claim that It can be solved by
An order to show cause why Judgment arithmetic, but one of tba teacher in the
should not be set aside hat been granted public school claims that it can be solved
in the casj of A. M. Adler vs. Wm. u only by algebra If it can be solved by
Fraker.
arithmetic, please publish tbe solution in
an issue of Tbe Optio. thus obliging,
Praise is heard on every hand of both the
Yours, very truly,
delivered
sermon
and
by
evening
rooming
D. H. W.
Rev. Geo. Selby at the Episcopal church,
IB
yesterday.

m
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old-tim-

STREET TALK.
Wall

-

low

fit

one-hal-

-

con'

Coys' White Waists.

-- Henry Levy & Bro.
SIX1 H

St.. EAST LAS VEOAS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

WASTEX.
"R," OPTia

Lady here for bnalth desires
assist for board. Aildi rss

Office,

,

(

TlORKKNTaturnlslud
cottage. SeeJDr,
J Olney.
TITANTEBV
By a young mnn of some
experience, a position as clork. cin
Team of horses, Dew bar.
FOH BALK
fnrulsh
list of references. Address Bnx17(j,
new thrnR.jnnh
ni.imn
""S"U .DU". OUJ, Eaut Las Vegas.
t
Apply here.
2.
HAL
A
Kood paying buHjnpns.
To borrow small amount on FOR
ITTAPCIKIJaccount of ill beiilth, 1 will
V good security, Address
my
"H", this of. stock of new iwd second-hangohiis nt
2t
H5-t- f
cost.
W. E. Citrriis.
For parties, concerts and socials, rent
TirANTKD- - A cervant girl lo do (rrnfr- Rosenthal Bros", ball.
50- -st
T al housn w ork.
uiquire at this oflloelt,

"

5'--

Kiti-U-

tf

t
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